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Nanjing was the political and cultural capital in the early twentieth century (1912, 1927-1949) 
for the Republic of China during the period now known as the Republican era. The city already had a 
profound historical background with many significant sites, but the government ambitiously sought 
to turn the city into a modern metropolis. Inevitably, the need to reimagine historic sites arose as a 
common issue and architects from other parts of the world introduced modern architectural methods, 
including design, structural systems, urban planning, and more to this ancient city that eventually 
contributed to the process of shaping Chinese architecture in modern times. However, not all of the 
legacies in the Republican era that had glorious pasts and far-reaching influences are currently well 
understood, perceived, or preserved because of social change. Henry Killam Murphy, an American 
architect who designed projects first in the U.S. and then practiced in Asian countries such as Japan, 
Korea, and China, played an active role in this transitioning period. He and his Chinese mentees, who 
later came to be the first generation of modern architects in China, were among the most important 
figures in the region and completed massive urban-scaled projects in the city.
This thesis argues for the preservation a highly significant but overlooked project and employs 
it as an excellent example of other Republican-era heritage, with the ultimate goal to facilitate 
future preservation actions through the creation of an analytical framework specifically created 
for this type of heritage. The thesis by from analyzing the National Memorial Cemetery for Heroes 
of the Revolution (1929-1932) in Nanjing, one of Murphy’s most successful and final projects that 
reflects his adaptive method for working with existing historic buildings in its advanced form. The 
cemetery complex is comprised of six significant architectural nodes locating on a central axis; the 
well-rounded master plan included other essential aspects such as landscape and transportation. 
Multiple strategies of preservation were applied in the design to adapt existing structures on site that 
belonged to an ancient temple, Linggu Temple, which had a centuries-long history. The Memorial 
Cemetery was significant not only for its architectural values but also for its multi-layered identity 
as a public memorial commissioned in 1929 by the political leader Jiang Jieshi. Additionally, as 
one of the affiliated projects of Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, the cemetery was adapted on the site of a 
historic temple complex to commemorate the martyrs sacrificed in North Expedition (1926-27) and 
before the Second Sino- Japanese War (1938-1945) in early military conflicts. Despite the project’s 
outstanding cultural, historic, design, and preservation significance, it remains in the shadow of other 
well-regarded projects Murphy designed in China as well as the significant Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum 
in its vicinity, designed by Murphy’s mentee Lu Yanzhi. Nonetheless, only limited attention and effort 
have been devoted to the preservation of Chinese Republican-era heritage, though interdisciplinary 
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studies have made progress in the last decade.
Through the lens of preservation, this thesis seeks to fill in the gap in understanding Republican 
heritage from 1912-1949. The Memorial Cemetery is used as a case study to evaluate the preservation 
strategies applied at each component of the complex by Murphy. Each structure at the site is then 
given corresponding preservation suggestions for the future. The idea of a “strategy” is introduced as 
a collective set of preservation methods and actions as these buildings continue to age and require 
a framework that considers both the original preservation strategy that Murphy employed and 
rational visions for the future. These preservation strategies were specifically developed to deal 
with typical situations for Republican heritage, leading to the creation of a new evaluation tool that 
helps determine future preservation strategies. Ultimately, this thesis seeks to better understand and 
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Figure 1 Archives, Scheme, Analysis
The Memorial Cemetery for Heroes of the Revolution in Nanjing is selected as case study in the thesis.
Source: Henry Killam Murphy Papers, Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University. Redrawn by the author.
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INTRODUCTION
Although critics have occasionally cited the American as being influential, they have 
never explained the nature of that influence, probably because the effect which Mur-
phy’s buildings have had upon the countless Chinese architects who have experienced 
them is so difficult to quantify. The few Chinese architects and builders still alive who 
recall Murphy firsthand, remain convinced that he exerted considerable influence, and 
yet they too are hard pressed to say precisely how, or upon whom that influence was 
exerted. Many Chinese architecture students and young professionals, who, toward the 
end of this century imagine creating a “Chinese architecture with Chinese characteris-
tics,” are not particularly interested in “those foreigners in the past practicing over here”.
The words from Jeffrey W. Cody’s 1989 doctoral dissertation Henry K . Murphy, an American 
architect in China, 1914-1935  was later quoted by architectural historian Lai De-lin in his 2004 
book review when talking about the architectural composition in the twentieth-century Chinese 
modernists approaches.1 The thesis strives to bring the discussion about understanding and 
preservation of Republican heritage through research on Henry K. Murphy’s Memorial Cemetery for 
Heroes of the Revolution. An introduction to essential context and scholarship starts the discussion, 
and the following chapters further analyze the Memorial Cemetery to raise arguments, evaluations, 
and preservation proposals. (Figure 1) Chapter 1 addresses the background information about the 
history of the Republican era, the Memorial Cemetery, and existing reaserch. Chapter 2 examines the 
cemetery as a case study and analyzes critical components within a preservation framework. Chapter 
3 proposes a series of preservation strategies as a tool for the Republican heirtage, and Chapter 4 
further expand the horizon of the preservation tool to bring in more cases.
1     Jeffrey W. Cody,  “Henry K. Murphy, an American Architect in China, 1914-1935” (PhD diss., Cornell University, 1989), 344.
Lai De-lin, review of Building in China: Henry K. Murphy’s “Adaptive Architecture,” 1914-1935,, by Jeffrey W. Cody, Journal of the Society of Archi-
tectural Historians, Vol. 63, No. 1, March 2004.
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A Brief History from 1910-1950
From the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth century, China was in its transitioning 
period from a semi-colonial and semi-feudal country to a modern democratic country. Regional 
powers gained actual control of different parts of China with armed forces, trying to expand their 
territories while struggling to be independent of colonists as well as the crumbling Qing dynasty. 
In 1912, with the fall of the Qing Empire and declaration of a provisional government made by its 
President Sun Yat-sen in Nanjing, revered by both mainland China and its regions as “the Founding 
Father,” China entered its Republican Era. However, the chaotic social environment did not end 
with the rise of new power. Yuan Shi-kai, a former official of the Qing dynasty who gained control 
of strong-armed force in the northern part of China, became the President shortly after Sun as a 
trade to help to fight against the remaining power of the Qing Empire. He forced Sun Yat-sen to step 
down and founded an alternative government in Beijing and tried to revive monarchy in China. As a 
response to the potential recession, Sun Yat-sen lead Guomindang (Chinese Nationalist Party) with 
three governments in the central and the southern part of China functioning differently, including 
Nanjing, Guangzhou, and Wuhan. The National Revolutionary Army (NRA) was founded in 1925 as 
the official military force of Guomindang with Jiang Jie-shi as its commandant.
NRA fought against Yuan Shi-kai and other municipal forces to reunify the country in a war 
now called the North Expedition, which ended in 1927. Significantly, Sun Yat-sen’s influence and his 
political methods made possible cooperation between the Communist Party of China and GMD, the 
First United Front, in 1924 with the help of Comitern.2 Tension between the parties existed from 
the very beginning of the alliance, and the turning point came after Sun Yat-sen’s death in 1925 as 
well as the end of the North Expedition. The major conflict shifted from unification to bipartisan 
confrontation, with two sides disagreeing over the legitimacy of leadership in GMD itself between 
Jiang Jie-shi and Wang Jing-wei (right and left wings), and also economic development. The Civil War 
between parties started at that moment but paused from 1937 to 1941 when the Second United Front 
was allied to fight the Second Sino-Japanese War. The resistance started in 1931 after the Japanese 
occupied Manchuria, Jiang commissioned NRA to fight against invaders in the northern part of China.
Regional armed forces split the country, and the fact that the nation was always at war caused 
inequity in development. Cities that were open to international trade or served as strongholds of 
regional power had more capital physically and intellectually to keep transforming from ancient to 
modern. Beijing (meaning “north capital” in Chinese), Nanjing (“south capital”), and Guangzhou were 
political centers with profound historical background, while cities developed rapidly from benefits 
2     The Nationalist-Communist collaboration was a crucial product of Sun–Joffe Manifesto issued on January 26, 1923, by Sun Yat-sen and 
Adolf Joffe representing GMD and Soviet Communist, respectively. Further research about Sun’s thoughts and his relationship with Russia, see F. 
Gilbert Chan, “An Alternative to Kuomintang-Communist Collaboration: Sun Yat-Sen and Hong Kong, January-June 1923,” Modern Asian Studies 
13, no. 1 (1979): 127-30.
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as treaty ports like Shanghai, Tianjin and Fuzhou became economic centers. The forced open foreign 
policy introduced not only modern commercial activities but also the exchange of ideas that gave 
shape to the transitioning cities.
China had a long architectural history reflected in its comprehensive system of timber 
construction, well documented as guidelines or manuals, and architects were considered craftsmen 
following these guides rather than designers and artists. Thus, the traditional urban fabric of historic 
Chinese cities was different geographically across the country but similar in the design methods and 
stylistic appearance. This changed at the end of the nineteenth century, when European colonists 
brought architects to design buildings in their context and constructed in Chinese materials and, 
sometimes, building techniques. An inherent ignorance of context was in their design that reflected 
the unequal status between colonists and the colonized, leading more to replicas of their architecture 
rather than an adapted new style.
Transformation happened when architecture firms came as a new form of business as a 
consequence of social change.3 It was the same period when the French Beaux-Arts teachings and 
style reached its prosperity in the U.S., both in actual projects and in university training. Meanwhile, 
different voices rethinking the past and exploring the future came in the field of architecture. These 
architects brought their understanding and preference to the ancient or undeveloped cities in China 
with different attitudes towards the existing context and traditional architectural system. Another 
noticeable and crucial aspect of their work was about a personal relationship with their guests – 
sometimes business groups that have buildings in multiple cities, and sometimes leader of regional 
forces that urged to make changes to the old. Wai-tan (Shanghai Bund area) in Shanghai was a strong 
case to show how the variety of architectural styles could coexist in that period. The Bund was known 
as Wan-guo-jian-zhu-bo-lan-qun (“Building group that consists of architecture from ten thousand 
countries” in Chinese) that had 52 buildings, mostly commercial, in more than ten architectural 
styles. Nanjing, in contrast, had a more uniform style of design, especially among its public and official 
buildings in the early twentieth century. The style is now recognized mainly by its combination of 
traditional architectural elements, such as roof and exterior decoration, and the modern expressions, 
such as concrete structures and glass windows with metal sashes. Piece by piece, the visual identity 
of Nanjing as a political center, the imagined “modern capital” of the GMD government, and the public 
impression nowadays all formed based on monumental buildings constructed in the Republican era.
3     Transformation from the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth century and later is a convoluting topic still hotly debated in 
recent scholarship. The process involved too many driving forces from different fields to be clearly analyzed. For a general introduction to the 
transformation, see Lai De-lin, 中国近代建筑史研究 [Studies in Modern Chinese Architectural History] (Qinghua University Press, 2007).; for 
transformation in architectural technologies, see Li Hai-qing, 中国建筑现代转型 [Modern Transformation of Chinese Architecture] (Southeast 
University Press, 2004).
Figure 2 Townscape in Nanjing and the Historic Context
The city had a profound history that shaped its townscape in typical Chinese style.
Source: Dragon Report: Nanjing, China before 1949
Figure 3 New Lifestyle in Ancient Conext
Bicycles, cars, and electricity coexisted with the historic structures, including Pailou, old towns and the Ming City Wall.
Source: Sohu News
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Nanjing as the Capital
Nanjing was selected first by Sun Yat-sen as the capital city when he became President of 
Provisional Government of the Republic of China in 1912. The city had an excellent geographic 
location near the Yangtze River, only three hundred kilometers from Shanghai, in the middle of 
Jiangsu Province that was known for its prosperity and economy. It was an ancient city that had 
been capital for six dynasties in history with abundant historical and excellent natural resources. 
(Figure 2) The Purple Mountain area, which is often called Zhong-shan scenic area nowadays, served 
as a natural barrier as well as a topographical feature of the city.4 The longest existing medieval city 
wall west of the mountain, circumscribing the inner urban area, was built during the Ming Dynasty 
in the fifteenth century before the capital moved to Beijing. Besides its unique physical situation, 
the most important part was its complicated political status. It was the capital of the early Ming 
Dynasty, chosen by its first emperor and founder Zhu Yuan-zhang, the Hongwu Emperor, who made 
it a base for his military power and proclaimed himself emperor there. His son Zhu Di, who was not 
a preferred candidate in Zhu Yuan-zhang’s mind, committed a military coup to gain succession and 
moved the capital to Beijing while rebuilding a whole palace as a replication of the one in Nanjing. 
Later the Qing Empire took Beijing as its capital and constructed on the Ming palaces, which is now 
the Forbidden City representing the last peak of imperial power.
Sun Yat-sen’s notion of building up a new nation and a new era made it crucial to break away from 
the old and corrupt imperial image that Beijing had. Nanjing was, in a symbolic way, the opposite of 
Beijing because of its Ming history, geographic location, and symbolic meaning. Another rumor about 
the city that made it an important military and imperial city came from traditional Fengshui theory 
that the hills and lakes featuring its landscape had an embedded fortune that those who occupied the 
city could be legitimized and become rulers for the country. Though the capital moved again in 1912 
when Yuan Shi-kai gained power without public acknowledgement, and Beijing was chosen because 
of its imperial past and its location in the northern part of China, where he had the most army force. 
Nanjing was then the political center when Sun and Jiang fought against Yuan. The changes of capital 
were always about political symbolism, and due to the conflicting forces, Nanjing became the perfect 
site for Sun Yat-sen and his supporters. 
Nanjing was not in the shape as Sun and Chiang expected a metropolis would be. (Figure 3)
Every dynasty that had its capital in the city imprinted their history here by constructing the new 
while demolishing the old. It was a common practice in Chinese history to erase what symbolized 
the former dynasty and write their own story to celebrate and legitimize new power. The city just 
recovered from the Taiping Rebellion (the Heavenly Kingdom, 1851-1864) that took it as capital 
4     Nanjing was capital for not exactly six dynasties because some of them are now considered as short-lived kingdoms or provincial power 
that belong to a broader notion of “dynasty”. Among them, the Ming Dynasty influenced most of its cultural identity, leaving behind heritage, 
especially mausoleums, at the foot and middle of the mountain area.
Figure 4 Sun Yat-sen and the Presidential Palace in Nanjing, 1911 - 12
Left: Sun Yat-sen in front of the hall in Presidential Palace during the inauguration.
Right: A memorial photo for Sun and the Senate when he stepped down in 1912.
Source: The Second historical Archives in China
Figure 5 Memorial Photo Taken in 1927 for Establishing Nanjing as Capital
The GMD government officials and leader Jiang Jie-shi stood in front of the main hall in the Presidential Palace.
Source: VCG.com, Getty Images
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against the Qing Empire in the late nineteenth century. There was an evident contrast between the 
impoverished shanty towns built and rebuilt by the locals as well as refugees from other war areas 
with the grandiose standing palaces. The historic buildings in the city kept changing their form in 
the process of dismantling and reconstruction. Sun Yat-sen’s Presidential Palace, for example, was a 
group of buildings that had been through phases of changes. It was first built in the Ming dynasty as 
Han-wang-fu (Prince/Duke Palace) in the early fifteenth century, altered later as Provincial Office in 
the Qing dynasty for officials that governed the Yangtze River area in the early nineteenth century. 
The group expanded as Heavenly King Palace in the 1850s before Sun took it as office and home in 
1912.(Figure 4)
The city developed with proposals for new municipal buildings, lager residential areas, and 
institutional structures, for instance, universities and museums. The GMD leader commissioned a 
series of monumental structures to commemorate the devotion made in the process of founding 
the Republican government after Sun Yat-sen’s death, including Sun’s Mausoleum, public cemeteries 
for revolutionists, generals, and other martyrs sacrificed in multiple wars, and school for the 
descendants of revolutionists. The aim of massive construction under the direction of modern urban 
planning was not solely about urban development, but also an urgent political action when Jiang Jie-
shi claimed to be the leader of GMD rivaling Wang, who stayed in Wuhan. He declared what seemed 
to be inheriting Sun’s thoughts: Nanjing was to be a modern capital and an example of a new mode 
of living.5 The making of Nanjing attracted much attention from architects and firms and provided 
them a considerable number of chances for them to practice and imagine for the future of Chinese 
architecture emerging from the given traditional context. The political meaning of Nanjing was 
intensified in the process, represented in the fight from 1927 to 1948 for power between Jiang Jie-
shi and Wang Jing-wei. When Jiang and Wang claimed their leadership and reorganizing their GMD 
government 1928-1931 / 1945-1949 and 1940-1945 respectively, both of them made the declaration 
and set capital in the city of Nanjing while erasing the political symbols left by the other shortly after 
gaining the control.(Figure 5)
5     William C. Kirby, “Engineering China: Birth of the Developmental State, 1928-37,” in Becoming Chinese: Passages to Modernity and Be-
yond, ed. Wen-hsin Yeh. (California University Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles, and London, 2000).
Figure 6 首都计划 (Planning for New Capital)
Left: A city plan for Nanjing and the winners of the competition.
Middle and Right: The Third Prize: Huang Yu-yu(Yook Yee Wong) and Shen-kang(Shinn-hong Howard Jee Zhu).
Source: State Capacity in City Planning: The Reconstruction of Nanjing, 1927–1937
Architectural Encounters with Essence and Form in Modern China
Figure 7 Architectural Styles in the Republican Era




It is necessary to define the terminology used in this thesis before introducing the architecture 
history. Modernist architecture, or the general idea of “Modernism” in China, has its own terminology in 
Chinese. The term Jin-dai-jian-zhu (近代建筑) is used to define architecture in 1840-1949, translated 
as Chinese architecture in modern time, while Xian-dai-jian-zhu (现代建筑) points to architecture 
from 1949 till now and translated as Chinese architecture in contemporary era.6  However, existing 
scholarship use nuanced terminology in the purpose of conveying certain linguistic meaning and 
pinpointing certain period of time. To keep a consistency and to avoid confusion, this thesis use 
“Republican era”, the most acknowledged term that has already existed in chronology of Chinese 
history, to define the period from 1912 to 1949. Consequently, “Republican heritage/architecture” is 
used define the structures constructed at that time, and “twentieth –century heritage/architecture” 
is used to describe the broader sense of architecture in the twentieth century. 
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As international architecture firms came into Nanjing, an inevitable need to alter historic sites 
became a common issue noticeable also in Shanghai and other major cities. Jiang Jie-shi himself 
organized an unprecedented design competition in April 1927, called Shou-du-ji-hua (Planning for 
New Capital), allowing architects from other parts of the world to introduce modern methods and 
styles to the ancient city of Nanjing. (Figure 6) It was such an influential event that most of the active 
firms, as well as individual architects, participated in creating modern fantasies of their own, and 
directly facilitated the Greater Shanghai Plan later that year in July.
Already there were a few modern buildings in Nanjing with different architectural styles, designed 
by architects with various architectural training and backgrounds. Eclectic, Renaissance Revival, 
Neo-Classic, Gothic Revival, Art-Deco, Modern and mixed-style buildings sprinkled in the city, but 
much less than in cities that had better economic conditions such as Shanghai and Guangzhou. Most 
of the newly built modern buildings were churches, religious schools like Christian universities, and 
commercial buildings like stores and banks. They mainly located in the center of the city, surrounded 
6     Pan Gu-xi, 中国建筑史 [A History of Chinese Architecture] (China Architecture & Building Press, 2009).
Figure 8 American Architects and Their Projects in China
Up to bottom: Projects in China by Elliott Hazzard, Henry K. Murphy, and Perkins, Fellows and Hamilton.
Source: Elliott Harrad :An American Architect in Republican Shanghai
Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University
Dwight Heald Perkins and Nanjing, Ricker House Chronicles
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by small-scale residential fabric.
Meanwhile, American architects were playing essential roles among foreign architects who 
practiced in China. The fact that the Great Depression impacted some of the firms and occasionally 
got commissions from past guests lead them to explore the developing Chinese market with a massive 
construction need and great potential. It was also the same period during which the first generation 
of Chinese architecture students trained abroad graduated and started their careers. Some of the 
students decided to come back to China with their peers as a branch of an international firm, while 
others individually began their own business. Those back from the U.S., trained in the Beaux-Arts 
educational system, formed a small and tightly connected social circle, especially architects who 
graduated from the University of Pennsylvania and were influenced by Paul Cret and eastern academic 
universities.7 The American firms and their young Chinese designers held different attitudes towards 
traditional Chinese architecture. Some of them tried to adapt to the existing context and explore 
in an eclectic way; some felt reluctant and considered Chinese architecture in a derogative way; 
some advocated and practiced to figure out the most appropriate shape that architecture in Chinese 
modern time should be.
There were also American architects who made significant contributions to the process when 
Chinese architecture was shifting from ancient to its new form. They were interested, in the first 
place, in Chinese architectural features, researched carefully in situ, and were open to adapt their 
understanding of architecture in the Chinese context. (Figure 8) Henry Killam Murphy was one of the 
significant figures who was keen to embrace and adapt, primarily known for his projects in Nanjing, 
including universities, master plans in the competition for the new capital of Nanjing, and municipal 
buildings designed for the GMD government. His business partner, Talbot Hamlin, was one of the 
crucial architecture professors who got noticed and had his works translated as textbooks.8 Murphy 
himself mentored and influenced much on the first generation of Chinese modern architects among 
whom Lu Yan-zhi and Dong Da-you the most well-known.
To put this group of people, their projects, and methods in the broader scope of architecture 
history, it was the time when eclecticism and Beaux-Arts (Neo-Classicism) reached its peak in the U.S. 
and some other countries, while Modernism was emerging. Masonry, concrete, and iron were among 
the most used building materials. On the contrary, Chinese architectural vocabulary for official 
buildings had achieved its most advanced level of timber construction with a developed system to 
represent social symbols, building function, and cultural indications. More vernacular residential 
buildings were mostly built with brick and wood, sometimes stone and earth, without delicacy in 
design as much as in the palaces.
7     It was a result of the Boxer Indemnity Refund that sent a group of Chinese students abroad to get a university education in the United 
States. Both American and Chinese scholars recognize the relationship between the first generations of architects, their connection to institu-
tions, and influences from the U.S. as a shared agreement.
8     Talbot F. Hamlin, Forms and Functions of Twentieth Century Architecture. New York, Columbia University Press, 1952. Translated by Zou 
De-nong, 建筑形式美的原则, (China Architecture & Building Press, 1982).
Figure 10 Damage Casued by the Second Sino-Japanese War
Newly constructed buildings in the Republican era as well as historic sites were massively damaged.
Source: China News, Sohu News
Figure 9 The Discussion on Preservation of the City Wall
Left: The City Wall in outer area of Nanjing and in the Ming Palace area.
Right: The controversy about the proposal that Jiang Jie-shi and some Chinese architects made, which would partly or entirely destory the 
Ming City Wall.
Source: Shou-du-ji-hua, The Weekend News, New York Times
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The selection of building material exerted influence on the notion of preservation, as discussed 
later by the first generation of preservationists who were mainly architects with an architectural 
training background abroad, represented by the couple Liang Si-cheng and Lin Hui-yin.9 Wood is 
the kind of material that has its inherent disadvantage in maintenance and resistance to disaster. 
The preservation method in traditional Chinese architecture is mainly intangible, about symbolism, 
craftsmanship, size, and schematic organization. Reconstruction and relocation always happened 
and, as a result, material authenticity was not among the central focuses, while the reuse of original 
materials to build new structures was normal- both because of the rarity of extraordinary materials, 
especially wood with large size, and also saving time and labor.
There was no clear definition of preservation; neither were regulations or policies that guided 
certain architectural practices that we consider as preservation today, while the notion and the rules 
are main indicators of how the scholar field and the public understand what preservation means. The 
extent to which the original buildings should be maintained largely depended on the idea of aesthetic 
integrity as well as the decisions made by property owners and craftsmen. It became a controversy 
when Jiang Jie-shi expressed his idea about the ancient city Nanjing, that he would like the city walls 
torn down to allow wider roads for automobiles and reuse the bricks to build new office buildings for 
the government. His aggressive thoughts received the most vigorous opposition from Henry Killam 
Murphy, who had a good personal relationship with him. (Figure 9) That relation could be traced 
back to the time when Sun Ke, Sun Yat-sen’s son, commissioned Murphy to design for monumental 
buildings and also the city plan for Guangzhou. Murphy proposed to “preserve the ancient wall at 
all cost”, and adapted his method of design in the Chinese context, especially in his final projects in 
Nanjing for the government though just a few of them were constructed because of war, financial 
reasons, building techniques, social stability, and unexpected factors such as the changing mind of 
leaders.
Significant damage to the emerging modern form of Chinese architecture came with the invasion 
of the Japanese in 1937. A large number of newly constructed buildings were demolished by bombs, 
fire, and intentional destruction, with some of them reconstructed later when ROC fought back and 
reclaimed its territory. (Figure 10) The turbulent social environment, on the one hand, created a 
huge need for construction, giving both western and Chinese architects chances to practice. On the 
other hand, the loss of documents, including architectural records, drawings, and manuscripts during 
wartime, made it an issue for current scholars. Therefore their research that deeply involves first-
hand materials is difficult to develop further academic achievements in understanding, in detail 
rather than general, who, how and what exactly participated in the transition in shaping architecture 
in Chinese modern time.
9     The couple Liang and Lin gained much attention not only from the field of architecture, but also the general public for their work ranging 
from literature, design, to research and survey. They were considered generally the representatives of first generation of Chinese preservation-
ists and architecture historians. More about their approaches in the modern time, see Harold Kalman, “‘Chinese Spirit in Modern Strength’: 
Liang Sicheng, Lin Huiyin, and Early Modernist Architecture in China,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society Hong Kong Branch 58 (2018): 155-57.
Figure 11 An Overview of the Memorial Cemetery and the Context
Proposed in 1929, the cemetery complex is constructed on the historic site of Linggu Temple.
Source: China News
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Case Study: Introduction, Significance and Aims
This thesis focuses explicitly on Memorial Cemetery for the Heroes of the Revolution in Nanjing, 
designed by Henry Killam Murphy, as a case study. The site is selected because of the complexity in 
preservation methods that Murphy applied in his design from 1929 to 1932. The original structures 
which the Memorial Cemetery adapted on was a respected ancient Buddhist temple group. (Figure 
11) Its leading architect Henry Killam Murphy, as a crucial figure in the modern architectural 
history of Nanjing, is gaining more attention in recent years with some of his projects recognized. 
His institutional projects are among them the best-preserved, namely those continued to serve their 
original functions, for instance, Ginlin (Girls’) College, which is now Nanjing Normal University. The 
stage of scholarship about Murphy, his contribution to Chinese architecture in modern time, and 
preservation of his legacies in the Republican era are currently in the process of refinement, which 
requires more on the level of case-by-case study.10 There are various structures scattered all over the 
country remaining unidentified because of specific conditions and lack of recognition that could only 
be further researched based on newly discovered historic documents.
 This case is one of the overlooked projects due to social issues and limitations on materials 
available. It has not been adequately discussed in the field of architectural history or in that of 
preservation, while the open accessibility of archives in universities and libraries both in the United 
States and China in recent years facilitates this research. Possibility to bring pieces of documents 
together enables further development in understanding the case and more in future preservation 
in a broader scope. The preceding sections consist of an introduction to the Memorial Cemetery and 
a summary of its significance. They are to shape a preliminary understanding of the site with basic 
facts about the context for arguments in the following chapters.
Significance
The significance of the Memorial Cemetery contains mainly three aspects: architectural and 
design importance as Murphy’s final project, original historic buildings on site and characteristic 
features embodied, and the cemetery as a representation of other similar Republican heritages. 
Besides, as a project that successfully revitalized an ancient temple in its downturn and taken into 
account the old and new structures, the cemetery complex can be considered a meaningful precedent 
for preservation projects in the Republican era. 
The Memorial Cemetery for the Heroes of the Revolution was Henry Killam Murphy’s final 
public project before he left China in 1935, heading back to the United States. This project, different 
from other constructed designs proposed by Murphy, was a milestone of his career in China. The 
10     Liu Yi-shi, “A Critical Review of the Scholarship on Henry K. Murphy: Case Studies of the College of Yale-in-China and the School of Ober-
lin-in-Shansi,” Architectural Journal Issue 7, (July 2017):67.
Figure 12 Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum and the Ming Tomb as Important Context
Top to bpttom: from 1930s to current condition
The Memorial Cemetery was designed to form a memorial group with Sun's Mausoleum and the Ming Tomb.
Source: National Geographic, Xinhua News
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project was his first breakthrough after all the municipal proposals he made to modernize Nanjing as 
a capital, although only a few of them were built. Labeled as “Chinese Arlington National Cemetery” 
by him, the memorial cemetery was supposed to be a national modern public cemetery. The image 
rendered was to give a new definition to solemn traditional cemeteries that did not necessarily have 
the publicity and joyfulness. 
Linggu Temple, the precursor and site of the National Revolutionary Army Memorial Cemetery 
was of significance in the history before the memorial cemetery was proposed. The temple had high 
prestige in the history that could be traced back to the Song Dynasty (960-1279), listed among the 
ten most important temples nationwide. Historical, architectural, religious, and political values are 
tangled here, layered in the rise and fall of dynasties this temple has been through. On the city level, 
the site located at the southeastern corner of the Purple Mountain, near the Ming Tomb which was 
designated in 2000 as World Heritage. 
The Memorial Cemetery was one of the affiliated architectural proposals to Sun Yat-sen 
Mausoleum, the magnificent memorial center as a Republican symbol. It was designed to commemorate 
the sacrificed martyrs and arouse the sense of patriotism from its audience. (Figure 12) At least three 
more public projects were proposed from the late 1920s to the early 1930s. Along with the municipal 
buildings for the Republican government, as well as the newly constructed modern universities and 
restaurants, more than 900 Republican sites within which more than 200 are of significance formed 
the identity of the city of Nanjing from the 1910s to 1949.11
History
It is crucial to briefly introduce in the very beginning the ancient history of the Linggu Temple 
with a concentration on the factors that contributed to the outstanding features of the site, including 
but not limited to landscape, design, architecture, artworks, reliquaries, perception, interaction 
and experience, management, and its academic value in multiple fields of study. Some of the factors 
maintained on the site and are still significant components of current values, which will be examined 
in Chapter 2: Case Study and Analysis with details. Then comes the historical changes in decision-
making process for the proposal of the Memorial Cemetery. The historical overview aims to leave the 
impression of what the site is and essential narratives of historical changes.
First construction as burial monument: Linggu Temple was initially built in Liang (502-557), 
the Southern Dynasties (420-589) for the respectable Buddhist master Bao-zhi. Stories about his 
life were miraculous. He was born in Nanjing, the capital of Liang, where he came to be a monk, 
11     Susan Satterfield, “Livy and the Pax Deum,” Classical Philology 111, no. 2 (April 2016): 170.
Zhang Nian-an and Yang Xin-hua, “The Survey of the Current Situation of Nanking Architecture of the Republic Time,” China Cultural 
Heritage Issue 5, (May 2011).
Zhang Qing-hai, Ma Jia and Zhang Jun-hua, “Study on the Composition Characteristics of External Spaces of Public Architectures in Nan-
jing, Republic of China (1912-1949),” Landscape as Urban Infrastructure-The 15th International Landscape Architectural Symposium of Japan, 
China, and Korea Program and Proceedings, 2016.
Figure 13 Painting and Records in Ming Dynasty for Praying Activities
The events in Ming Dynasties reached its peak with official written records, and left artifacts, especially a special kind of paintings 
displayed in temples to educate the public for the events as shown in the left picture.The main figures in the picture are the emperor in 
Liang Dynasty and Master Bao-zhi, for whom the Linggu Temple was initially constructed.
Source: Capital Musuem, Beijing








“July 12, Year Hong-wu 27, as the emperor 
commission: The sacrificed officials and soldiers 
in the conquest to south because of war and illness 
devoted their life for the country so far away from 
their hometown… I feel mournful every time when 
thinking about the loss. Now I commission Linggu 
Temple to pray for their souls, and hereby request 
the Ritual Administration to organize this event…I 
would be pleased if their souls could be guided back 







“January 29, Year Yong-le 5, as the emperor 
commission: Now that the praying event for my 
father and mother is in process , (I) think of the 
tremendous efforts soldiers made to bring peace to 
the nation…(I) commission Linggu Temple to hold a 
large-scale public praying event. If anyone, including 
officials, soldiers and the general public, would 
wish to have names of ancestors or relatives on the 
praying list, they can give the names of the sacrificed 
to Linggu Temple.”
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studied and practiced Buddhism in Dao-lin Temple. He was well-known for unusual behaviors and 
appearance, and his ability to prophesy. In 514, he foresaw his death and asked for a piece of land for 
burial. Admired both by the public and the ruling class, the emperor agreed his request and bought 
land in front of Ding-lin Temple to bury him. Princess Yong-ding funded to build a five-story pagoda, 
and one year later, a group of religious buildings was constructed in front of it, which became the first 
version of Linggu Temple.12
Development in ancient time: The temple’s name changed several times in history. In the 
Song Dynasty (around the 1070s), the temple complex combined several small temples around as 
expansion and then became one of the largest temples in Nanjing. It was famous as a tourist location 
with a beautiful natural environment and a place for Buddhist rituals such as praying for rain. The 
influence from the story of master Bao-zhi was later represented in literature written in novels, 
essays, and fiction. The fame of the temple reached its peak in the early Ming Dynasty, recognized as 
one of the three most prestigious temples. The temple hosted even more public praying events with 
its expansion that annexed two smaller temples. However, due to the perfect location as a burial site, 
the first Ming emperor requested the temple to relocate for the construction of his mausoleum, the 
now World Heritage, Ming Xiaoling Mausoleum in the early fifteenth century. The relocated Linggu 
Temple gained compensation in the form of land, personnel, funding, precious cultural relics, and 
became a royal temple acknowledged officially with political symbol imprinted. Hence, Linggu Temple 
hosted more public activities for imperial power, such as the national memorial praying events for 
the sacrificed soldiers and Buddhist events like the congregations of Buddhists.13 (Figure 13)
The Linggu Temple had been through constant cycles of damaging and reconstruction, 
especially in the war fire when dynasty changed, while it was always respected as an important 
religious, cultural and historical symbol of Nanjing and its glorious past. The site owned and stored 
various kinds of treasures, ranging from natural resources, carving, monuments, materials, Sarira, to 
architecture, accumulated in the process of expansion, and through donations from the loyal families 
and wealthy ministers.14 In the long ancient history from the sixth to the nineteenth century, political 
power played a key role in preserving the Linggu Temple. Emperor Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong 
in Qing Dynasty both visited the temple (from 1707 to 1784), funded its conservation, and left official 
documents about these events that are now valuable resources for research. As a result, the spatial 
features and human experience of Linggu Temple were well described in tourist essays, activity 
12     In some literature it was called “stupa” by ancient essayists. See Li Gu-xing, “开善寺修志公堂石柱记,” [Record for Restoration of Ma-
sonry Pillars in Zhi-gong Hall of Kai-shan Temple] in 灵谷禅林志 [Chronicle of Linggu Temples], ed. Gan Xi et al. (Nanjing Press, 2019). However, 
according to other materials, including more than ten poems called the “stupa” Fu-tu, Cu-du-po, Bao-ta, Ta. Though terminology was not clearly 
defined, the pagoda was a climbable building in all records. Thus the term “pagoda” is used here.
13     Two of the documented memorial praying events in Ming Dynasty after the relocation were recorded in Temples in Nanjing, vol.2.  A 
summarized translation and the original text are listed here as reference. The text beside Figure 13 provides more details.
14     Sarira is a kind of Buddhist relics including burnt remains of admired monk’s body and artificial alternatives. Linggu Temple held a part of 
the Sarira of Xuanzang, the master in the Tang Dynasty who traveled to India (626-645) and wrote Buddhist Records of the Western World / The 
Great Tang Dynasty Record of the Western Regions (finished in 646) according to different translation after returning.
Figure 14 Henry K. Murphy’s Mater Plan for the Memorial Cemetery
The Memorial Cemetery has six significant architectural components: Entrance Gate, Pailou, Sacrifice Hall, Memorial Hall, and Pagoda.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University
Figure 15 A Collection of Tickets to the Memorial Cemetery
Representations of the cemetery complex can indicate how it is perceived. Apparently the religious image as a "temple" and the 
oustanding Pagoda gained the most acknowledgement.
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records, official conservation commissions, proses, and temple records.
However, fame brought not only resources to the temple, but also the burden of sustaining its 
management and maintenance. The temple was massively damaged when it came to be one of the 
main battlefields during the Taiping Rebellion (1851-1861) when Nanjing was selected as a capital 
by the leader of rebels. Later some of the significant buildings, including Long-shen Hall, Entrance 
Gate, and Jin-gang Hall, were gradually reconstructed with help from Buddhist masters as well as 
the general public. Nevertheless, the temple never got enough resources to recover entirely to its 
previous stage of physical condition. Before the Republican era, nature took over the control, and 
most remaining structures in the Linggu Temple were left to decay.
Proposal in Republican era: The site was handed over to the GMD government specifically for 
the new proposed memorial cemetery in the late 1920s. (Figure 14) The process lasted for at least six 
years, starting in 1925 when the temple was first handed over as public property to the Zhong-shan 
Park. The entire property was officially transferred to the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration 
Committee in 1931. Though reluctant to be converted into public property, the monks gave the site 
to the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Committee. Stakeholders representing Linggu Temple 
accepted relocating to the Long-shen Hall on the east side with their Buddhist objects and constructed 
a new group of religious buildings to form a new temple complex smaller in scale. The temple was 
still a tourist attraction during the construction of the cemetery. The monks were worried about 
losing the old crumbling chronicle they kept and felt that they need a new one to show their history 
to visitors. Therefore they asked Lin Sen (the President of GMD-led government at that time) for 
funds to collect, edit and publish a new chronicle for the history of the temple. The editing finished in 
1933 with a preface by Lin.15 This chronicle, Min-guo-si-zhi (Chronicle for the Temple in Republican 
Era), documented and rearranged historical information from the sixth century to the late Qing 
Dynasty with care, though the changes from the early twentieth century to the Republican era were 
not included.
The Memorial Cemetery then took most of the significant remaining architectural components 
with the relocated Linggu Temple by its east side, co-existed on the original temple site. (Figure 15)
The process of design, bidding, decision-making, and construction got extensive attention from the 
media in China as well as from the United States. Mainstream media had all reported, at some point, 
details about the Memorial Cemetery project and drawings were published in some architectural 
journals.16 After the dedication in 1933 and the first ceremony presided by Jiang Jie-shi in 1935, an 
15     The book was the sixth chronicle for the temple. Its content was quite comprehensive as the unknown editor collected and categorized 
literature that included Qing Dynasty. The book was the foundation for Ling-gu-chan-lin-zhi, published in September 2019 that put together 
and proofread all the former contents. Nonetheless, the collected narrative about the temple before the construction of the cemetery was not 
uniform. Some essayists described, in a pathetic tone, the decay they noticed. Others appreciated the beauty of the temple as an entity that 
survived such a long history with its fragmented physical condition.
16     Reports about the cemetery can be found in the following newspaper: New York Tribune, Chicago Daily Tribune, The North - China Her-
ald and Supreme Court & Consular Gazette, The China Weekly Review, 中央日报，首都纪闻，内政公报，申报，建筑月刊.
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official schedule for annual memorial activity was publicized. The memorial activities were followed 
afterward even with the political power that was shortly gained by Wang Jing-wei, who held the 
event from 1937 to 1944. Although Wang Jing-wei deliberately erased the political imprints from 
Jiang, which caused moderate human damage, the Memorial Cemetery was managed and perceived 
well as it was proposed. When Jiang Jie-shi took back control of Nanjing in late 1945, he scheduled 
a new spring-autumn memorial ceremony in this cemetery starting 1946, but only practiced from 
1947 to 1949. The annual ceremony went with Jiang Jie-shi and GMD to Taiwan after 1949 and is still 
practiced by the current government in Taipei in a memorial cemetery dedicated in 1969, known as 
the National Revolutionary Martyrs’ Shrine.
The history of Linggu Temple started from the burial of a Buddhist master and has witnessed 
over fourteen centuries of changes. Driving forces that shaped the Memorial Cemetery as it came 
from varied fields, while most of them had an amount of monumentality projected on the site. 
Burying and memorizing past people, as well as past events, had always been a thread in historical 
changes, which endowed the cemetery continuity in collective memory that led to its success in 
public acknowledgment in the Republican era.
Research Questions and Aims
Based on the previous introduction to the history of the Memorial Cemetery, from ancient times 
to the Republican era, detailed questions emerge from the facts. Core research questions aiming at 
better understand and preserve the Memorial Cemetery are listed below to demonstrate the aim of 
this thesis further.
1) Why should the original design proposed by Henry K. Murphy be a focus in future 
preservation?
 When Murphy’s design proposed and conducted a large-scale preservation plan for the 
Linggu Temple, the site had already been severely damaged several times, with only a small portion of 
ancient heritage left, namely the Beamless Hall, Long-shen Hall, Gate, and some other historic objects. 
Despite the moderate reconstruction of the Memorial Hall, the current Song-feng-ge, most of the 
remaining structures that audiences nowadays perceive are the direct products of Murphy’s design. 
As a result, Murphy’s original design in the 1930s conveys the most value to the site not only because 
the design itself was, in fact, a skillful preservation proposal but also because of the preserved values 
of historic structures on site. In other words, preserving the Memorial Cemetery based on Murphy’s 
design can bring out the most layered historic information accumulated, taken into consideration 
when Murphy proposed his plan, from the past historical changes. A complicated historic site like 
the cemetery is tightly connected to religion, politics, culture, aesthetics, social identity, and more. 
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The fact justifies why the Memorial Cemetery should be carefully considered as an entire Republican 
proposal by Murphy that different aspects of this project are working together to form its defining 
characteristic. One can prioritize but never neglect or remove any of them.
2) What aspects of the Memorial Cemetery should be analyzed? How can the analysis help 
understand and preserve the site?
Chronologically, analysis of the Memorial Cemetery should include, but not limited to, the 
following aspects:
· Initial public perception and physical condition before the Republican era Significant 
attributes of the site;
· What Murphy’s design was;
· What is indicated in the design in an interdisciplinary lens, including architectural 
history, cultural identity, technological changes, etc.;
· Who was in the decision-making process;
· How was the Memorial Cemetery perceived and evaluated by its audience;
· Influence in Chinese architecture in modern time;
· Preservation-related subjects;
A further comparison of historic documents, drawings in the Republican era, and current 
condition take a closer look at the architectural factors: master plan, individual building, material 
and technology, circulation, interaction and experience, public engagement, and more according to 
the materials available. The analysis of the Memorial Cemetery can reveal the hidden stories about its 
history and serve as a collection of scholar works as a theoretical foundation for future preservation 
proposals.
3) Why categorizing individual buildings by “strategy”? What can the strategies bring out?
The group of structures in the Memorial Cemetery are complex enough to represent Republican 
heritage most commonly encountered in ancient cities. The idea is backed up by the fact that there 
was only a limited number of modern architects who practiced in certain cities at that time, and 
that they dealt with contexts sharing the same cultural root that stems from traditional Chinese 
architecture.17 The tools those influential modernists had and the built environment they applied 
- architectural features, composition, aesthetics, value, and morals- were similar. By categorizing 
the individual attempts based on strategies, a spectrum of general conclusions can come out that is 
neither too specific nor too vague for the field of preservation. Thus, the different strategies applied 
when preserving each building can represent typical methods in the Republican era before the notion 
17     Lai De-lin ed. Who is Who in Modern Chinese Architecture. (China Water Power Press, 2006).
of preservation was introduced in China. Eventually, the strategies form a series of appropriate 
preservation methods, the “strategy -strategy tool” for future preservation.
4) What can preservationists get from the tool proposed in the thesis for future preservation?
The tool helps the most in filling an existing gap in the preservation of Republican heritage 
in Chinese modern time. There has not yet a functioning mechanism to give guidance to historic 
structures in the twentieth century. As a first attempt to solve the problems by strategy, the strategy 
-strategy tool can be referred to other cases in Chinese modern time that fall into the categories. 
Furthermore, the tool can help form in the future a part of an integrated system of practical methods 
and theories. The academic field of preservation now needs to be grounded on more research, 
practices, and case by case evaluation. Finally, this tool is at least applicable to help preserve the 
Memorial Cemetery, which can send out the signal of preserving disregarded Republican heritages 
and call for further discussion.
Issues and Methodology
Issues about historic preservation come from convoluted pivotal factors that contribute to the 
uniqueness of Republican heritage. The complexity of one site could relate to regular aspects such as 
social and cultural background, influences brought by architects, while sudden change that shifted the 
whole narrative might happen when unexpected wars and disasters take place. Social upheaval made 
not only the buildings in the twentieth century short-lived, but also archives of these buildings lost, 
damaged, or buried in messy historical files unable to distinguish. Studies on overlooked heritages 
are mainly conducted by local institutions and organizations, which brings a limitation to the scope 
of researches as well as their influence in the scholar field. 
In a broader sense, the presumption that the longer a history of one heritage is, the more value 
it embodies existed from ancient to the current time. When dealing with a historic site, especially 
for the promotion of preservation to the general public and for tourism purposes, a site is always 
labeled by the most ancient period it can be traced. Discussions and further studies are thus tilted, 
to some extent, to maximize the potential in order to capture the most attention and investment 
from institutions, departments, the general public, and finally, in the field of scholarship. Due to 
the natural anticipation of research finding from scholars and their funders, cases perceived as the 
most significant are so well documented and well researched and maybe researched too much. The 
institutional resource and focal points are always about these buildings, while much less is about 
other buildings currently undervalued. Indeed, research will never end, and there will always be new 
findings coming out to fill in knowledge gaps. Nevertheless, in the case of the architecture in Chinese 
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modern time, given the limited scholarship and the urgency for tremendous effort, an impartial 
evaluation is necessary for better distributing resources in the future.
Consequently, it is difficult for preservationists nowadays to evaluate quantitatively or to justify 
their decisions by data and facts. Lacking documents accessible, as stated at the end of Architecture 
and Preservation, makes the condition worse for scholars to conduct research.18 Even with resources 
available, a project might have distinct names in different languages, stored in different institutions 
on the other side of the globe. In the case of the National Memorial Cemetery, original drawings 
have not been reproduced with good quality in published materials in China. Most of the drawings 
in existing scholarship are small photocopies of the drawings from other books or re-drawn 
illustrations by researchers that have the privilege to request archive that is usually inaccessible for 
students and scholars without reference from prestigious institutions or official departments. 19 As 
mentioned in the beginning, the language issue is notable in the process of collecting information. 
Names are different in English, Mandarin, and Cantonese. Take a simple example, this project is 
named “Memorial Cemetery to Heroes of the Revolution, Beamless Hall, Pagoda, Memorial Building, 
and Restoration of Lin-Ku-Sze” in archives at Columbia University, “Revolutionists’ Cemetery” at 
Yale University, and “Memorial Cemetery for Heroes of the Revolution” on drawings, “Revolutionist 
Memorial” on newspaper, “Ling-gu-si” in most Chinese documents. Thus multicultural research 
background, sufficient knowledge in architecture and history, and even some fortune in searching 
for materials are required in the study, which probably resulted in the condition that the cemetery 
complex has not been thoroughly researched.
Eventually, issues comprising complicated factors, the stress in evaluating for preservation, and 
trouble finding historic materials more or less lead to current neglect of Republican heritage. With 
the advantage brought by international knowledge exchange, it is now the right time for scholars 
with a multicultural skill set to collect archives distributed in discourse and establish their methods. 
The main body of the thesis consists of detailed research on the Memorial Cemetery based on field 
survey, random interview to visitors, unstructured conversation with managing departments, and 
archives in Talbot F. Hamlin Collection in Avery Archive at Columbia University and Henry K. Murphy 
collection at Yale University Archive, with supplementing materials kept in China. Architectural 
analysis and site observation based on archives at Columbia University and Yale University help bring 
a comprehensive view of the historic site that had always been significant since the fifteenth century, 
its condition in the Republican era, how it was perceived and named from different perspectives, and 
what to anticipate for future preservation. (Figure 16) As stated in the Architecture and Preservation 
18     Liu Yi-shi. “A Critical Review of the Scholarship on Henry K. Murphy: Case Studies of the College of Yale-in-China and the School of Ober-
lin-in-Shansi,” Architectural Journal, Issue 7 (July 2017) 67-74.
19     Requesting and reproducing archives are among the most challenging part of architectural research in China. The lack of digitized docu-
ments, well-organized storage, and sufficient staff made it hard to get access to first-hand materials even for research purposes.
Figure 16  Newspaper Reports and Selected Words about the Memorial Cemetery
The cemetery complex was mainly rendered as a symbol of "Modernity", as well as a combination of "Old and New"from western 
perspectives.
Source: The North-China Daily News, New York Herald Tribune, The China Weekly Review, Chicago Daily Tribune
“It has been called Mr. Murphy’s greatest achievement among the many which he has planned and executed during 
his one year’s appointment by the Nanking government… He metioned, however, many utilitarian projects which have been 
carried out and spoke with particular pride of the combination of the Revolutionists’ Memorial, which is purely cultural and 
non-utilitarian.”
“The three cemeteries which, to use the speaker’s words, form “the essentials of the group” and provided a very 
difficult problem in design, were laid out in the horse-shoe shape which characterizes many old Chinese graves. Laid out 
so that only one cemetery unit can be seen at a time, each unit occupies no less than two acres of land. Surrounding each 
one is an enclosing wall which, to add effectiveness to the design, has been divided into a succession of short semi-circles 
and longer ellipses. From the ends of the horse-shoe, where the walls are three feet high, gently rising and falling, elliptical 
curves raise the walls gradually until they reach a height of 18 feet.”
“The Memorial Hall was built to follow the design of the famous Tai Ho, or Hall of Imperial Conferences in the 
Forbidden City of Peking. Minor alteration in design have been made to permit of daylight and air reaching a second storey 
in the building, but these do not detract from the beauty of structure.”
--------The North-China Daily News, March 28, 1934
“A famous all-masonry beamless hall, built in the tenth year of the reign of the first Ming emperor, is the principal 
feature of the old temple group…the overheavy brick vaults have been replaced by the light re-inforced concrete of modern 
science, and roofed with glazed Chinese tile of green and yellow green and blue, this old building will emerge from its 
present state as a moss-covered and tree-grown ruin, once more to stand in its original state of six centuries ago, restored.”
--------Architecture of China Marks Monuments to Revolutionary Heroes: Purple Mountain in Nanking Site of Cemetery for China War 
Dead; Stately Buildings, Pagoda and Avenues to Mark Location. Sutton Christian. China Press
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part, it is worth noting that the tendency to protect modern heritage in China is emerging, and in the 
past decade, more research was done about Republican architecture. It is a good sign that indicates 
more study, appreciation, investment, and management can be expected in the field of preservation.
Chapter 1: Introduction starts the thesis from introducing critical context information, followed 
by a closer look at the selected case study, the Memorial Cemetery for Heroes of the Revolution in 
Nanjing, and its history from the sixth century to the Republican era. The related scholarship is 
compiled in Literature Review and arranged by scope to give a comprehensive overview of existing 
studies. 
Chapter 2: Case Study and Analysis conducts analysis on the Memorial Cemetery for Heroes 
of the Revolution to outline main aspects of each historic structure on the site and illuminate central 
ideas in the design process, which brings out general preservation directions. The first part of the 
case study gives a general introduction to the master plan, followed by an inspection of every crucial 
architectural component. The second part evaluates the Memorial Cemetery in specially selected 
lens to form contextualized understanding, on the basis of architectural pattern analysis, value-based 
preservation methods, and literature comparison. This chapter aims to unravel the puzzling factors 
and serve as the next steps. This chapter, in particular, depends on both primary and secondary 
sources to bring varied perspectives together.
Chapter 3: Suggestion and Proposal introduces the thinking of strategy as a tool in preserving 
not only the Memorial Cemetery but also more Republican heritage, and develops a strategy-to-
strategy tool as preservation suggestion. Existing frameworks in the field of preservation, especially 
the ones with universality proposed by institutions such as UNESCO, ICOMOS, IUCN, and ICCROM, are 
adapted in the current Chinese context and converge with local values. Given the fact that little can be 
referred to in Chinese preservation frameworks for twentieth-century heritage, let alone Republican 
heritage, the tool makes attempts to propose a practical framework. At the end of this chapter, a 
preservation masterplan is provided for the Memorial Cemetery.
Chapter 4: Conclusion expands the horizon of preservation from the cemetery to the broader 
range of Republican heritage as a critical part of Chinese twentieth-century heritage and gives a list 
of historic sites with the potential to be better preserved by applying the tool.
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Literature Review
Architecture in the Twentieth Century
In the late nineteenth century, as the notion of “Architecture” and “Modernism” was introduced 
by western professionals, the understanding of architecture shifted from dominant craftsmanship to 
a multidisciplinary subject. The emerging modernist architectural attempts in China became a wide-
range discussion roughly after the first generation of architects started their careers in the early 
twentieth century and had their voices broadcast. At the same time, western architects expressed 
their opinions about the modernist movement they noticed in China during their practice. Mixed 
attitudes were presented via public speeches and newspaper articles, that some believed there 
were potential for modernism in a traditional Chinese context, while some expressed concern and 
disappointment. Study on their attitudes not only in the field of architecture but also in Chinese 
modernity were collected by later scholars, mainly in East Asian researches, as literature from a 
first-person perspective.20
Later in the 1940s and 1950s, when CPC unified the nation, Chinese scholars started systematic 
research as active architects, historians, theorists, and educators.21 Much of the foundational 
research finished in this period is now acknowledged and well researched, including literature 
written for specific projects by the first modernist architects. Liang Si-cheng and Lin Hui-yin made 
the draft for their later masterpiece, Zhong-guo-jian-zhu-shi (History of Chinese Architecture). Liu 
Dun-zhen and Tong Jun, the founder and leading professor of the Architecture School at Southeast 
University (former School of Technology, National Central University) wrote, spoke, and taught 
Chinese modern architecture with their literature published as textbooks. Their thoughts grounded 
the understanding of architecture from ancient to the contemporary era.22 From the 1950s to 
1960s, research and rethinking of Republican architecture reached their first peak when the first 
generation of Chinese architects, both trained abroad and domestically, had proposed their most 
admired projects and shifted from practicing to intellectual pursuit.23  The scholarship published 
20     Edward Denison and Guang Yu-ren, “Modernism in China: architectural visions and revolutions,” (Chichester, England ; Hoboken, NJ : 
John Wiley, 2008.)
 “The Other China Connection—Dwight Heald Perkins and Nanjing” Ricker House Chronicles. January 23, 2014.
Jonathan D. Spence, To change China: Western advisers in China, 1620-1960 (New York: Penguin Books, 2002).
21     Wang Ming-ying, “The Historicization of Chinese Architecture: The Making of Architectural Historiography in China, from the Late Nine-
teenth Century to 1953” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 2010), 10–11.
22    Liu Dun-zhen, 中国住宅概说 [Chinese Traditional Residence] (Baihua Edition, 2004). First published in 1956.
- 中国古代建筑史 [History of Ancient Chinese Architecture] (China Architecture & Building Press, 2008). First published in 1980.
Tong Jun, 江南园林志 [History of Ancient Chinese Architecture] (China Architecture & Building Press, 1963).
- 新建筑与流派 [New Architecture and Genres] (Nanjing Institute of Technology Press, 1980).
- 日本近现代建筑 [Japanese Architecture in Modern and Contemporary Time] (Nanjing Institute of Technology Press, 1983).
- 近百年西方建筑史 [History of Western Architecture in the Past Century] (Nanjing Institute of Technology Press, 1986).
23     Yang Yong-sheng, Liu Xu-jie and Lin Zhu, 建筑五宗师 [Five Masters of Modern Architecture in China] (Huazhong University of Science & 
Technology Press, 2018).
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then comprised not only the first set of textbooks by China Architecture & Building Press in the late 
1950s but also thoughts from specific scholars focusing on twentieth-century architecture as well as 
translated books on the topic written by international scholars. Three leading textbooks, A History 
of Chinese Modern Architecture (1959), A Brief History of Chinese Modern Architecture (1962), and 
Chinese Architecture: past and Contemporary (1964), grounded further research. 
The political movement, Cultural Revolution (1967-1977), exerted a considerable influence on all 
academic fields and scholars, resulting in more than ten years of suspension in social and intellectual 
development. It was not until the 1980s when research gradually started again. The students of the 
first generation continued their mentors’ work, shaping the fundamental theories for current studies 
on Chinese modern architecture. Wang tan, Chen Zhi-hua, and Liu Xian-jue’s work on architecture 
in modern time, architectural history, and historic preservation, as well as Zou De-nong’s critical 
conclusive edition of architecture, were all critical in forming an objective view of modern Chinese 
architecture.24 In the past two decades, understanding the first generation of scholars, their voices 
and theories, and the evaluation of their contribution from the Republican to the contemporary era 
had been a deeply researched topic. Scholars like Lai De-lin wrote prolifically and edited extensive 
literature on modern theories. The younger generation of scholars in the field provides contemporary 
thoughts that are now widely agreed as common sense.25 As a large picture, the general history and 
understanding of Chinese modern architecture in the twentieth century is now well-researched and 
acknowledged.
From the United States to China
From the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth century, Chinese architecture was first 
influenced by Europe and then the United States. The first generation of architects were mainly 
trained in the Beaux-Art system, mentored by professors like Paul Philippe Cret at the University 
of Pennsylvania. When they came back to China and started their practice, the influence of Beaux-
24    Liu Xian-jue, 现代建筑理论 [Theories of Modern Architecture] (China Architecture & Building Press, 2001).
- 中国近代建筑总览(南京篇) [The Architectural Heritage of Modern China: Nanjing] (China Architecture & Building Press, 1992).
- Liu Xian-jue and Wang Xiao-qian eds., 外国建筑简史 [A Brief History of World Architecture] (China Architecture & Building Press, 2001)
- Liu Xian-jue and Zhang Shi-qing, eds., 建筑历史与理论研究文集 [The Research Symposium of Architectural History & Theory] (China 
Architecture & Building Press, 2007).
Chen Zhi-hua, 外国建筑史(19世纪末叶以前) [A History of World Architecture before the End of 19TH Century] (China Architecture & 
Building Press, 1960, 1979, 1997).
- 外国古建筑二十讲 [Twenty Lectures on Western Ancient Architecture] (SDX Joint Publishing Company, 2002).
Chen Zhi-hua and Wang Tan eds, 现代西方建筑美学文选 [Anthology on Literature about Modern Western Architectural Aesthetics] 
(Qinghua University Press, 2013).
- 建筑构成手法 [Tactics on Architectural Composition] (China Architecture & Building Press, 2004).
- 中国造园艺术在欧洲的影响 [Influence of Chinese Gardening Arts on Europe] (Shandong Pictoral Publishing House, 2006).
- Le Corbusier, Vers Une Architecture. Translated by Chen Zhi-hua, 走向新建筑 (Shaanxi Normal University General Publishing House, 
2004).
25     Lai De-lin, 中国近代建筑史研究 [Studies in Modern Chinese Architectural History] (Qinghua University Press, 2007).
-中国近代思想史与建筑史学史 [Changing Ideals in Modern China and Its Historiography of Architecture] (China Architecture & Build-
ing Press, 2016).
-民国礼制建筑与中山纪念 [Ritual Architecture of Republican China and the Cult of Sun Yat-sen] (China Architecture & Building Press, 
2012).
Figure 17 Photo of The Architectural Society led by the First Generation of Architects
The first generation of archtiects, including Fan Wen-zhao, Chen Zhi, Zhao Shen, Tong Jun, and Yang Ting-bao are in this photo.
Source: Chinese Architecture, Volume 1, Issue 1, 1933.
Figure 18 The Rise of Modernity: The First Generation of Chinese Architects from the University of Pennsylvania
Architectural historians, students, and the descendants of the first-generation architects participated in the exhibition.
Source: Power Station of Art.
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Art architecture brought by them settled and transformed in the Chinese context. 26 Recent research 
done by both American and Chinese scholars acknowledged the fact and its influence, and further 
discussed the role in which influence from the United States played in shaping Chinese modernism.
(Figure 17) The narrative of such influence is often presented in the remarkable life stories of crucial 
figures, their biographies, and projects. Consequently, the most in-depth literature focused mainly on 
the first generation of architects, especially the architect couple Liang Si-cheng and Lin Hui-yin, as a 
group of pioneers representing the transition.27 Their students, the second and third generations, took 
over the leadership in most prestigious domestic institutions, developed further in subdivided areas, 
and naturally documented their mentors’ work in commemoration of their contribution.28 Numerous 
studies are available on the star architects in existing literature, and credit to their multicultural 
background, their names are known in western research. Wilma Fairbank, who was a friend of Liang 
and Lin, wrote books with detailed first-hand information.29  Literature was well recognized in the 
field of architecture, and the stories are still represented in contemporary rethinking.30 A 2018 
exhibition in PSA (Shanghai Contemporary Art Museum) told the history of architects coming back 
from the University of Pennsylvania about their educational background, their ideas, and practice in 
and after the Republican era.31(Figure 18)
At the same time, a tendency to bring various standpoints together is visible in recent scholarship. 
More researches were completed through collective work by scholars in China and around the world 
to bring out broader and comprehensive conclusions. The influence was well analyzed and presented 
in the book edited by Jeffrey W. Cody, “Chinese Architecture and the Beaux-Arts”, that brought together 
outstanding contemporary scholars and their ideas.32 However, on one side, star architects trained 
26     Li Hai-qing and Wang Xiao-qian, 叠合与融通 [The Art of Architectural Integration of Chinese and Western] (China Architecture & Build-
ing Press, 2015).
Kuan Seng and Peter G. Rowe, Architectural Encounters with Essence and Form in Modern China. (MIT Press, 2002)
27     Yang Yong-sheng and Ming Lian-sheng eds., 建筑四杰: 刘敦桢•童寯•梁思成•杨廷宝 [Four Masters: Liu Dun-zhen, Tong Jun, Liang 
Si-cheng, Yang Ting-bao]. (China Architecture & Building Press, 1998).
Yang Yong-sheng, Liu Xu-jie and Lin Zhu, 建筑五宗师 [Five Masters of Modern Architecture in China] (Huazhong University of Science & 
Technology Press, 2018).
28     Yang Yong-sheng ed., 记忆中的林徽因 [Lin Hui-yin in Memory] (Shaanxi Normal University General Publishing House, 2004).
29     Wilma Fairbank, “America’s cultural experiment in China 1942-1949” (Washington: Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, U.S. 
Department of State, 1976).
-“Liang and Lin: Partners in Exploring China’s Architectural Past” (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994).
Liang Si-cheng. Wilma Fairbank ed. “Chinese Architecture: A Pictorial History”. (Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 1984).
MacFarquhar, Roderick, and John K. Fairbank, eds. The Cambridge History of China. Vol. 15. The Cambridge History of China. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991. doi:10.1017/CHOL9780521243377.
30     Lai De-lin. “Idealizing a Chinese Style: Rethinking Early Writings on Chinese Architecture and the Design of the National Central Museum 
in Nanjing”. Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians , Vol. 73, No. 1, 2014).
Gu Da-qing. “Do We Have a Chance to Become T.P.Yang? A Question on Today’s Chinese Architectural Education”. (Time + Architecture, Vol.3, 
2017).
Wang Xiao-qian. “Discipline and Adaptation On Professional Practice of the First-Generation Chinese Architects Graduating from the University 
of Pennsylvania”. (Architectural Journal, Vol.8, 2018).
31     “The Rise of Modernity: The First Generation of Chinese Architects from the University of Pennsylvania”. Power Station of Art. Chief 
Curator: Tong Ming.
http://www.powerstationofart.com/cn/exhibition/PSA-Exhibition-The-Rise-of-Modernity.html
32     Atkin, Tony, Nancy Shatzman Steinhardt, and Jeffrey W. Cody. “Chinese Architecture and the Beaux-Arts”. Spatial Habitus (Series). Hono-
lulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2011. 
They are very important and active scholars on the subject who had already been researching on the topic from early 2000s, and held confer-
ence in 2003 “The Beaux-Arts, Paul P. Cret, and 20th Century Architecture in China”.
https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=e025xna&AN=750895&site=ehost-live&scope=site.
Figure 18 The Rise of Modernity: The First Generation of Chinese Architects from the University of Pennsylvania
Architectural historians, students, and the descendants of the first-generation architects participated in the exhibition.
Source: Power Station of Art.
Figure 19 Henry Killam Murphy in the U.S. and in China
Murphy's architectural working condition in the U.S., his projects and trip in China, and the current scholarship analyzing his 
legacies and influence. Most of the studies focus on his institutional projects and general design methods.
Source: Yale-China Association Records. Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.
Henry Killam Murphy Papers. Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.
A Critical Review of the Scholarship on Henry K. Murphy: Case Studies of the College of Yale-in-China and the School of Oberlin-in-Shansi
Henry K. Murphy’s Activities in Modern China
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in the U.S., and their influences are well understood. On the other side, their mentors and peers who 
also participated in the transitioning period were often omitted due to a lack of historical resources 
and interest. Only in the past decade had preliminary studies on the broader range of architects and 
architecture begun.33 The scope of researches about these overlooked architects is case-specific with 
attention solely on a single architect and his renowned project, which urges advancement to form a 
thorough historical view.
In the case of literature on Henry K. Murphy, a gap lies between the U.S. and China, representing 
the group of U.S. architects influential in China but not recognized in their homeland. Archives of 
Murphy’s projects scattered in different parts of the world, which undermined his contribution for a 
long time. A breakthrough came as Professor Jeffrey W. Cody’s exhaustive literature brought Murphy 
to the scholar field that included more than twenty collections of manuscripts and archives, as well as 
various secondary sources. His doctoral dissertation in 1989 to later articles and books have been the 
core and foundation of current research. (Figure 19) As Murphy’s contribution came to be examined by 
scholars, the literature researching on his newly discovered work and evaluating his design methods 
are now supplementing the scholarship piece by piece.34 However, Cody’s literature is still the most 
comprehensive one because of the scope and depth, acknowledged Chinese architectural historians 
concentrating on modern architecture, such as Lai De-lin, who wrote a review for Building in China: 
Henry K. Murphy’s “Adaptive Architecture,” 1914-1935.35 Later articles are mainly introducing one 
case or generally discussing Murphy’s representative works, none of which reached the level of 
depth compared to Cody’s.36 Liu Yi-shi’s case study is among them a thought-provoking one that 
Lai De-lin. “Modernity of A Manchu Architect: Tong Jun’s Life and Architectural Career”. (The Architect, January, 2012)
33     Chen Chen, Wang Ke. “The Path of Architectural Creation about the National Form by the Architects of The Republic of China in Nan-
jing(1927—1937)” (The Architect, April 2019)
Lu Zhong-kang, “Study on Architect Community in the Period of the Republic of China”. (PhD diss., Central China University, 2009)
Lai De-lin. “Modernity of A Manchu Architect: Tong Jun’s Life and Architectural Career”. (The Architect, January, 2012)
Wang Xiao-qian. “Professional Architects in Republican Nanjing”. (New Architecture, Vol.5, 2011)
- “Addendum to History: Qi Zhaochang, A Church Architect in Nanjing During the Republic of China Period”. (South Architecture, Vol.6, 2014)
Huang Yuan-zhao. “The Pendulum Effect of Modern Chinese Architects”. (World Architecture Review, Vol.6, 2016)
- “Outline of Chinese Architecture of Modern Times: 1840-1949”. (China Architecture & Building Press, 2015)
Peng Chang-xin. “Review of S. C. Young’s Architecture Life, A Famous Modern Architect of Lingnan”. (Huazhong Architecture, Vol. S1, 2005)
Yin Guo-ting. “On Chinese modern architect Robert Fan”. (Shanxi Architecture, Vol.2, 2008)
Sun Zhen, Xu Ke. “Study on Chinese Architect ZhuangJun’s Works about Lifen House in Hankou:Jinchengli Neighborhood and Dalufang Neighbor-
hood in Hankou”. (Huazhong Architecture, Vol.2, 2011)
34     Jeffrey W. Cody.  “Henry K. Murphy, an American Architect in China, 1914-1935”. (PhD diss., Cornell University, 1989)
- “Building in China: Henry K. Murphy’s “Adaptive Architecture,” 1914-1935”. (Hong Kong: Chinese University Press; Seattle: University of Wash-
ington Pre)
- “Preservation and Progress in China’s Largest Port”. (Places, 8:1, 1992)
- “American planning in republican China, 1911-1937”. (Planning Perspectives, 11:4) 339-377. DOI: 10.1080/026654396364808
35     “Building in China is part of a small but growing literature on twentieth-century Western architects who practiced in non-Western 
contexts, and it is the first monograph on one of the American architects who practiced in early-twentieth-century China…This book makes a 
major contribution to knowledge of a complex area long overlooked in canonical modern architectural history defined through the development 
of architecture in the West. Cody’s extensive archival research and interviews with the many people who knew Murphy, both in the United 
States and China, is invaluable, especially considering that modern Chinese architecture was not treated as cultural heritage in China until the 
mid-1980s, and that many of the records documenting those architects and buildings have disappeared in the course of China’s wars and social 
upheaval.”
Delin Lai. “Reviewed Work: Building in China: Henry K. Murphy’s “Adaptive Architecture,” 1914-1935 by Jeffrey W. Cody” Journal of the Society 
of Architectural Historians 63, no. 1 (2004): 120-22. Accessed April 8, 2020. doi:10.2307/4128004.
36     Fang Xue. “Henry K. Murphy’s Activities in Modern China”. (PhD diss., Qinghua University, 2010)
-Li Chun-ji, Jin Ri-xue, Yang Hai-ying. “Henry K. Murphy’s Architectural Activities and Design Works in East Asia”. (Journal of Jilin Institute of Archi-
tecture & Civil Engineering, Vol.30, No.3, 2013)
Yan Hong. “Shanghai College: An architectural history of the campus designed by Henry K. Murphy”. (Frontiers of Architectural Research, Issue 5, 
2016) 466-476
Figure 20 The City of Nanjing from Qing Dynasty, the Republican Era to Current Times
The city developed with its abundant historic resources, which shaped its urbanscape and gave form to its unique 
cultural identity.
Source: China News, Xinhua News, National Geographic, VCG.com, Getty Images
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condenses much information in a short length from a Chinese perspective and presents developed 
ideas regarding the complexity of understanding Murphy’s legacies in the context of Chinese modern 
heritage. It is worth noticing that most of the researched cases are universities because the majority 
of Murphy’s remaining projects are educational buildings that were well preserved, mostly intact, 
and recognized. His other projects, either stopped at the phase of conceptual design on paper, or 
remained anonymous in collections of archives where he practiced. The knowledge gap remained to 
be filled.
History of Nanjing as an Ancient City
The city of Nanjing has always been a central subject in the academic field because of its abundant 
historical resources. (Figure 20) City history from ancient times to the contemporary era and related 
aspects in the social domain has already been researched comprehensively by generations of Chinese 
scholars. At the same time, widely recognized ideas about the city in the Republican era have not yet 
been reached. The Source of material is one influential element. The fact that photos, oral history, 
written documents are subjective primary sources for further analysis makes it hard for scholars 
to develop an all-around viewpoint, while research has been evolved in the past years. Topics in 
the Republican time about the city appealed western scholars as well as Asian scholars, who then 
cooperated with Chinese scholars by exchanging materials and methodologies. Progressing literature 
had been written and revised. To name some critical works, Chuck Wooldridge wrote much about the 
Taiping Rebellion in his book City of Virtues: Nanjing in an Age of Utopian Visions, providing a western 
perspective combining the contextualized urban history of Nanjing. Charles D. Musgrove, who has 
stayed in Nanjing as early as 1996, wrote his doctoral dissertation, two thought-provoking articles, 
and one book about Nanjing in its Republican era with a gradually advanced vision recognized by 
Chinese scholars. 37  The two books his articles were included, Remaking the Chinese City: Modernity 
and National Identity, 1900-1950 and Visualizing modern China: image, history, and memory, 
1750-present are both valuable intellectual collections that offer a thought-provoking understanding 
of ideology, tradition, and urban narratives of the city. The first of his papers, his doctoral dissertation 
in 2002, used Xu Jing-zhi’s 1964 book and on the article “The Rise and Fall of Nanjing” in National 
Liu Yi-shi. “A Critical Review of the Scholarship on Henry K. Murphy: Case Studies of the College of Yale-in-China and the School of Ober-
lin-in-Shansi”. (Architectural Journal, July 2017)
Leng Tian. “Murphy and “Adaptive Chinese Architectural Renaissance”—As a Case Study of Ginling College”. (The Architect, Vol.2, 2010)
Liu Dong-hua. “美国建筑师墨菲与南京古城的难解之缘”. (Archives & Construction, Vol.7, 2015)
Lu Si-lin. “The Research on Campus Plan and Architecture of the Ginling College Site”. (PhD diss., Southeast University, 2018)
37     Charles David Musgrove. “The Nation’s Concrete Heart: Architecture, Planning, and Ritual in Nanjing, 1927–1937.” (PhD diss., University 
of California, San Diego, 2002). 
- “Building a dream: constructing a national capital in Nanjing, 1927-1937” in Joseph Esherick, ed. “Remaking the Chinese City: Modernity and 
National Identity, 1900-1950”. (Honolulu : University of Hawaii Press, 2002)
- “China’s Contested Capital: Architecture, Ritual, and Response in Nanjing”. (Honolulu : University of Hawaii Press, 2013)
- “Monumentality in Nationalist Nanjing : Purple Mountain’s changing views” in James A. Cook, Joshua L. Goldstein, Matthew D. Johnson, and 
Sigrid Schmalzer, eds. “Visualizing modern China: image, history, and memory, 1750-present”. (Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2014). 
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Geographic.38 The work was still acknowledged in recent scholarship for the contextual inclusivity 
in Edward Denison’s 2017 book Architecture and the Landscape of Modernity in China Before 1949, 
which developed further a comprehensive historical scope upon multiple sources to illustrate the 
complicated history. Meanwhile, Asian scholars, especially architectural historians with similar 
cultural values, are working together to incorporate Chinese modern architecture to the broader 
scope. An early work collecting the modern heritage of this city by Chinese architectural historian Liu 
Xian-jue, Zhang Fu-he, and Japanese historian Muramatsu Shin, Terahara Joji put a piece of the puzzle 
in the architectural survey of modern architecture.39 Chen Yun-qian’s literature about symbolism, 
Wang Xiao-qian’s extensive work on Republican history, and other literature available shapes a 
panorama of the city and its history in multiple lenses.40
Burial Traditions and Monumentality
As introduced in previous sections, the Memorial Cemetery layered multifaceted monumentality 
given the fact that public rituals were essential in the function of both Linggu Temple and the cemetery. 
Also, monumentality existed for a modern notion of public burial was incepted in the site, conveying 
nationalism and political symbolism. Therefore burial cults from Chinese traditional culture to the 
Republican era and how monumentality is represented come to be essential in understanding the 
Memorial Cemetery and its context. Burial culture and religious rituals in ancient China, especially 
studies on temples, official rituals in the Ming Dynasty, and research about the city of Nanjing, have 
been written in depth by international scholars with various perspectives.41 Chinese art historian 
Wu Hong gives a contemporary exploration of the art and monumentality in burial traditions. Li 
Bo-sen and Xu Ji-jun present an encyclopedic collection of Chinese burial rituals, which comprise a 
concentration on the context where Nanjing is included as well as general rituals in the Republican 
38     Edward Denison. “Architecture and the Landscape of Modernity in China Before 1949”. (New York: Routledge. 2017). 16-17
39     Liu Xian-jue, Zhang Fu-he, Muramatsu Shin, Terahara George eds. “The Architectural Heritage of Modern China: Nanjing”. (China Archi-
tecture & Building Press, 1994)
Wang Shi-ren, Zhang Fu-he, Muramatsu Shin, Inoue Naomi. “The Architectural Heritage of Modern China: Beijing”. (China Architecture & Build-
ing Press, 1993)
Wang Tan, Fujimori Terunobu. “The Architectural Heritage of Modern China: Kunming”. (China Architecture & Building Press, 1993)
Fujimori Terunobu, Wang Tan, eds. “A comprehensive study of East Asian architecture and urban planning, 1840-1945”. (Tokyo: Chikuma Publica-
tion, 1996)
40     Chen Yun-qian. “Worship and memory: The construction and propagation of Sun Yat-sen as a symbol”. (Nanjing University Press, 2009)
Wang Xiao-qian. “Center and Edge: Enlightenments from Interaction between Capital Planning and Construction Bylaws in the Republic of Nan-
jing”. (The Architect, Vol.1, 2015)
- Wang Xiao-qian, Yu Lin. “Research on Construction Institution of Nanjing in Early Modern China”. (The Architect, Vol.4, 2010)
- “Nanjing Lidai Jingdian Jianzhu”. [Classical Monuments in Nanjing]. (Nanjing Press, 2018)
Su Ze-min. “Urban Planning History of Nanjing”. (China Architecture & Building Press, 2008, 2016)
Zwia Lipkin. “Keeping Up Appearances: The Nanjing Municipal Government and the City’s Elements Déclassés, 1927–1937”. (PhD diss., Stanford 
University, 2001)
“Useless to the State: “Social Problems” and Social Engineering in Nationalist Nanjing, 1927–1937”. (Harvard University Press, 2006)
41    Norman Kutcher. “Mourning in Late Imperial China: Filial Piety and the State”. Cambridge Studies in Chinese History, Literature and 
Institutions. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999. doi:10.1017/CBO9780511572746.
James L. Watson, Evelyn S. Rawski eds. “Death Ritual in Late Imperial and Modern China”. (University of Chicago Press, 1990)
 Jin Hui-han. “The Emperors’ New Gifts: Bestowing Sacrificial Necessities and Burial Essentials in Ming Dynasty (1368–1644) China”. (Ming Stud-
ies, Issue 79, 2019)
37
era.42 
Studies on modern memorial cemeteries and mausoleums in the Republican era, the features, 
and symbolist meaning were widely discussed in Chen Yun-qian’s serial article, and also the 
projects she held. 43 Scholars in cities where ROC had cultural imprints have done tremendous work, 
especially in the 2010s, for the centennial of the Xinhai Revolution. As for discussions on memorial 
architecture for burial purposes, the notion of Zhong-lie-ci (“memorial for the loyal and brave 
martyrs” translated by word, or “martyr shrines” in existing scholarship) has the most substantial 
connection to the Memorial Cemetery as well as modern public burial sites. The notion of Zhong-lie-
ci as a memorial architecture stems from the Confucius ideology of praising the human virtues with 
its physical shape given by local condition. Thus, the notion spread all over the country and beyond, 
including mainland, Taiwan, Korea, and South East Asia where Chinese ethnicity stays. Meanwhile, 
the Republican architecture took the notion and created Guo-shang-sheng-yu (Sacred place of the 
sacrificed for the nation) to commemorate the martyrs and raise nationalism, which the Memorial 
Cemetery for Heroes of the Revolution in the 1930s and the 1969 National Revolutionary Martyrs’ 
Shrine in Taipei was built as according to Jiang Jie-shi’s expectation. Professors from multiple fields 
of study discussed on related aspects of these memorial structures and events. For instance, many 
Chinese researchers have documented local memorial structures in the Republican era from the 
North Expedition to the Civil War. Professor Tsai Chin-Tang has researched much about Zhong-lie-ci 
in Taiwan context, and East Asia researcher Rebecca Nedostup has written events in and after the 
Republican era with detailed narratives regarding more the social domain. 44 
42     Wu Hung. “Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs”. (London: Reaktion Books, Limited, 2010)
- “Monumentality in early Chinese art and architecture”. (Stanford University Press, 1995.)
Li Bo-sen ed. “中国殡葬史”. (Social Sciences Academic Press China, 2017)
- Volume 8 introduces burial culture in the Republican era, edited by Ma Jin-sheng, Feng Zhi-yang, and Jiang Hai-long.
Xu Ji-jun. “中国丧葬史”. (Wuhan University Press, 2012)
- “长江流域的丧葬”. (Hubei Education Press, 2004.)
43     Ministry of Education General Program project “The Symbol of Sun Yat-sen and Chinese National Identity”, and Humanities and Social 
Science Research Base of the Ministry of Education project “Studies of the Historical Narrative of the 1911 Revolution in Republican China”.
Lai De-lin. “Searching for a Modern Chinese Monument: The Design of the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum in Nanjing”. (Journal of the Society of Archi-
tectural Historians, Vol. 64, No. 1 (Mar., 2005), pp. 22-55)
Chen Yun-qian. “Worship and Memory: The Construction of Sun Yat-sen and dissemination of symbols”. 
“国家典礼、民间仪式与社会记忆——全国奉安纪念与孙中山符号的建构”. (Social Sciences in Nanjing, Vol.8, 2009)
- “时间、仪式维度中的总理纪念周”. (Open Times, Vol.4, 2005)
- “Reconstruction of Space and the Worship towards Sun Yat-sen: an investigation with Yat-sen Park as its Center in the Republic of China”. 
(Historical Review, Vol.1, 2006)
-Wang Xiao-kui, Hu Heng, Chen Yun-qian. “Memory, History, and Space”. (Academic Monthly, Vol.7, 2012)
- “Local Exhibitions and the Molding of Revolutionary Memory (1927-1949)”. (Chinese Studies in History, 47:1, 29-52)
DOI: 10.2753/CSH0009-4633470102
- “烈士祠与民国时期辛亥革命记忆”. (Republican Archives, Vol.3, 2011)
44     Tsai Chin-Tang, Deng Wen-Long. “The Research of the Praise Act and the Ceremony of Martyr’s Shrine”. (National Taiwan Normal Univer-
sity, 2007) 
- “The Sacred Site of the Nation’s Martyrs--The Vicissitudes of the Martyrs’ Shrine”. 
- “The “Noble Spirits” in Martyr Shrine”. (The journal of the Department of History, Tamkang University. Tamkang History Review 14.) 139-152  
“忠烈祠「英靈」探析”.《淡江史學》14(2003.12), 139-152
- [From Shinto Shrine to Martyr’s Shrine – Transformation of “National Enshrinement” in Taiwan]. (Essays in The First International Conference 
on Japanese Studies, Taiwan-Japan Relations and Japanese Education) 207-218  “從神社到忠烈祠--台灣「國家宗祀」的轉換”
- “A Comparative Study on Taiwan’s Martyrs’ Shrine Versus Japan’s Gokoku Shrine and Yasukuni Shrine”. 台湾の忠烈祠と日本の護国神社・靖
国神社との比較，台湾史研究部会編，《台湾の近代と日本》，名古屋：中京大学社会科学研究所，2003年，頁335-357
- Academic Projects: 臺灣‧日本‧中國慰靈設施之比較研究  2007-2008
褒揚及忠烈祠祀榮典制度之研究 2007-2008
“A Research of Martyrs’ Shrine”. 忠烈祠研究。國科會。(NSC89-2411-H-032-004) 1999-2000
Rebecca Nedostup. “Burying, Repatriating, and Leaving the Dead in Wartime and Postwar China and Taiwan, 1937-1955”. (Journal of Chinese 
History 1(2017), 111–139) doi:10.1017/jch.2016.2
Figure 21 Map of Important ROC Sites and Cultural Relics in Nanjing
Existing survey of significant sites in the city, including more than 200 ROC sites.
Source: Study on the Composition Characteristics of External Spaces of Public Architectures in Nanjing, Republic of China (1912–1949)
Nanjing Municipal Government
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Historic Preservation of Twentieth-Century Heritage
Traditional preservation was mostly about protecting and maintaining an integrated physical 
condition to serve a function. The consistency in aesthetics and integrity in general appearance 
was appreciated as a common standard. Craftsmanship overweighed design, while the craftsmen 
remained anonymous. The reuse of material, especially those with rarity and requiring particular skill, 
was a usual practice. However, the downside of this tradition is the difficulty of doing evaluation and 
deduction based on physical materials, which brings out the long-lasting discussion of authenticity, 
value, and appropriateness even till now.45 
After the first generation of architects shifted to the academic field and developed an 
understanding of architectural history in the 1950s, the idea of preservation as an individual subject 
came naturally to those noticing the simultaneous massive construction and salvaging cultural relics, 
namely the masters who mostly became architectural historians.46 Their theories, especially Liang Si-
cheng’s fundamental method of preservation, which is still admired by current scholars, were heavily 
influenced by the stylistic education received at the University of Pennsylvania. Their focus largely 
depended on their personal experience and interest. At the same time, the rapidly changing society 
gave them the shared preservation issue to debate, like in the case of preservation and new plans 
for ancient cities such as Beijing and Nanjing. They were very active in the middle of the twentieth 
century, publishing books and debating in newspapers to bring depth and future for the historic 
country before the Cultural Revolution.
Studies suspended for a long time under the influence and aftermath of the Cultural Revolution 
(1967-1977) when scholars were attacked, and heritages were damaged for political purposes. It 
was not until the 1980s that the discussion on Republican architecture came back to the academic 
domain, while the preservation of modern buildings was still developing. (Figure 21) Essential 
ideas about preserving Republican heritage were shaped in the 1990s when architectural historians 
completed large-scale investigations and brought directory theories to the field of study. Leading 
preservationists communicated with other countries and spoke to advocate the values of twentieth-
century heritage. To name some outstanding figures, Liu Xian-jue promoted the values of Republican 
heritage and surveyed more than 200 sites in Nanjing. Zhang Fu-he, a student of architectural 
- “Superstitious Regimes: Religion and the Politics of Chinese Modernity”. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Asia Center, 2009)
The Comparative Study on the Memorial Facilities for the War Dead among Taiwan, Japan, and China 
忠忠忠忠忠: “忠忠忠忠”忠忠忠忠忠忠忠
Susan Macdonald, and Gail Ostergren, eds. 2013. Conserving Twentieth-Century Built Heritage: A Bibliography. 2nd ed. Los Angeles, CA: Getty 
Conservation Institute. http://hdl.handle.net/10020/gci_pubs/twentieth_centruy_built_heritage
Chen Yun-qian. “合法性与“孙中山”政治象征符号的建构”. (Jianghai Academic Journal Vol.2, 2006)
45     This fact leads to the controversial condition that, in some cases, architects and preservationists intentionally extract writ-
ten pieces from Athens Charter to defend their interventions to heritage, while the attempts they justify are closer to traditional 
stylistic approaches rather than following modern preservation theories. 
46     Fu Xi-nian. “Understanding Chinese Research Work on Architectural History”. Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians , Vol. 73, 
No. 1 (March 2014), pp. 12-16.
Liang Si-cheng. “Why Study Chinese Architecture?”. (Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians , Vol. 73, No. 1 (March 2014), pp. 8-11) 
Bulletin of the Society for Research in Chinese Architecture, volume 7, number 1, in October 1944
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historian Wang Tan, actively organized seminars and collaborations between scholars, while 
editing an outstanding serial collection of papers in the seminars, Study and Preservation of Chinese 
Modern Architecture, covering much of Chinese modern architecture.47 However, even with voices 
from professionals and researches by scholars, preservation of twentieth-century heritage has not 
yet advanced much in actual practice from the 2000s till now. Current researchers are exploring 
from various standpoints, making case-based and scenario-based evaluations to propose practical 
frameworks because conflicting perspectives exist from a broad cultural scope to individual 
buildings in distinct conditions.48 Seminars to discuss for the future of twentieth-century heritage 
have gradually progressed, represented in the suggested the firs list of modern heritage in 1998 
and formally designated modern heritage in 2012. However, lacking legal support and voluntary 
approaches on a nationwide scale is still visible, which needs further study. 
The Memorial Cemetery for Heroes of the Revolution
The Nanjing press has published in recent years written materials relevant to the studies on 
heritages in the Republican era, including the Memorial Cemetery. A literature series aiming at the 
audience of scholars and history-lovers, “Nanjing Rare Literature Series”, comprising more than 70 
books from roughly 2010s till now, has collected and edited rare archives scattered in repositories 
and private owners that were once hard to find. This series covers detailed narratives, official 
records, and illustrations starting from the late nineteenth century to the 1950s, with a small portion 
that can be traced back to the fourteenth century. 49 Content includes urban history, architecture, 
unimplemented plans, and many other rare documents with some historical photos and drawings. 
Some of the editors, authors, and interviewees of the collected works were the first graduates of 
modern universities in the early twentieth century, from whom researchers can get primary and 
time-sensitive information that is invaluable for current studies.
Crucial secondary resource for the historical arguments in this thesis comes from Ling-gu-chan-
lin-zhi (Chronicle of Linggu Temples) published in September 2019. The book tells the history of 
47      Liu Xian-jue. “近代优秀建筑遗产的价值与保护”. [Values and Preservation of Excellent Architectural Heritage in Modern Time]. Study 
and Preservation of Chinese Modern Architecture, Vol.3 (Qinghua University Press, 2004)
“Protection And Development Of Cultural Heritage Are Both Crucial Principles - Interview with Professor Liu Xianjue”. (Architecture & Culture, 
Vol.1, 2009)
He Li-jian, Wan-sen. “History and Culture—the Lasting Worth of A City- Interview with Liu Xian-jue”. (Architecture & Culture, Vol.9, 2004) 12-13
Zhang Fu-he, et al. ed. sixteen volumes of “The Architectural Heritage of Modern China”.
- ten volumes of “Study and Preservation of Chinese Modern Architecture”, also “Anthology of International Conference on Modern History of 
Chinese Architecture”, with specific central topics.
48     Shin Muramatsu, Yasushi Zenno. “How to Evaluate, Conserve and Revitalize Modern Architecture In Asia”. World Heritage Paper 5: Iden-
tification and Documentation of Modern Heritage. 2003, pp 114-118.
Johannes Widodo. “Current State of Modern Asian Architecture Discourse and Networking”. Journal of Architectural Education (JAE) volume 63, 
Issue 2, March 2010, pp 79-81.
Susan Macdonald, Gail Ostergren “Developing an Historic Thematic Framework to Assess the Significance of Twentieth-Century Cultural Heri-
tage: An Initiative of the ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Twentieth-Century Heritage” Meeting Report, May 10-11, 2011.
49     The book series concentrated on aspects that shaped Nanjing, and as a result it provides much information on the history of Ming Dy-
nasty, Qing Dynasty and the Republican era when dramatic social change happened in the city.
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Linggu Temple from the sixth century to the time before the 1910s, including cultural traditions, 
literary descriptions, religious events, and some basic facts.50 Since most of the content is written 
in traditional Chinese language with only three images in the whole book, translation is done by 
the author of the thesis to get a general idea. Other books in the series, such as Jin-ling-fan-cha-
zhi (Chronicle of Temples in Nanjing), collected information on aspects like physical condition, 
architectural composition, writings about visiting experience of Linggu Temple in Ming dynasty.51 
Zong-li-ling-yuan-guan-li-wei-yuan-hui-bao-gao (Reports from The Administrative Committee for 
Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum) documented briefly every meeting in the decision-making process.52 Facts 
about site selection, budget, function, bidding, and some drawings in preparing and implementing 
the proposal for the National Memorial Cemetery are listed in the report. Zhong-shan-ling-dang-an 
(Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Archive) got help from Nanjing Archive to retrieve and reproduce more 
than two hundred drawings for publishing purposes, though only a few of them was for the affiliated 
structures.53 The fruitful products from the effort of Nanjing Press should be recognized.
Related studies on the site of Memorial Cemetery are more about the Linggu Temple and its 
historic structures as well as religious meaning. The Beamless Hall attracted the most attention from 
architectural historians among all the structures. (Figure 22)The ancient brick dome in the Hall was 
one of the existing rare cases that represent special construction techniques in traditional Chinese 
architecture considered to be characterized by the use of timber. Questions soon raised by the first 
generation of historians about its original dedication time, architectural form, and building details. 
Jiang Shi-rong, Cai Shu-chuan, and Han Yi-zhi wrote about the Beamless Hall in Linggu Temple in 
their 1955 article Three Beamless Halls in Jiangsu. The article briefly discussed the history, making 
assumptions on techniques, and deducted that the first construction time of the Hall could be the Yuan 
Dynasty (the fourteenth century), without mentioning Henry K. Murphy’s design.54 Later this article 
was debated by Liu Dun-zhen, who wrote the article in 1957 before his death but failed to complete 
his research and arrive at a determined conclusion.55 All the historians, as mentioned above, argued 
the time based on evidence they observed from barrel vaults. However, the vaults had already been 
overgrown and restored in the construction of the Memorial Cemetery.56 The Beamless Hall also 
50     Gan Xi, Xie Yuan-fu, Anonymous, eds. “灵谷禅林志”. [Chronicle of Linggu Temples]. (Nanjing Press, 2019)
51     Ge Yin-liang. “金陵梵刹志”. [(Chronicle of Temples in Nanjing]. (Nanjing Press,2011)
52     “总理陵园管理委员会报告”. [Reports from The Administrative Committee for Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum]. (Nanjing Press, 2008)
53     The volumes were published to celebrate the one hundred and fifty year birth anniversary of Sun Yat-sen. Archives are arranged in five 
volumes to with one book for the original drawings. Due to the limitation of pages, the drawings were selected to show how the Mausoleum 
was designed. The digitalized drawings, however, are not accessible.
“中山陵档案”. [Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Archive]. (Nanjing Press, 2016)
54     Jiang Shi-rong, Cai Shu-chuan, Han Yi-zhi. “江苏的三处无梁殿”. [Three Beamless Halls in Jiangsu]. (Cultural Relics , Vol.12, 1955)
55     Liu Dun-zhen. “南京灵谷寺无梁殿的建造年代和式样来源——关于中国建筑史问题的一封信”. [The Construction Year and Origin 
of Style in the Beamless Hall of Linggu Temple in Nanjing – A Letter about Issues in Chinese Architectural History]. (The Architectural Society of 
China, 1980)
56     Victor Keen, Special Correspondence. “China is Building its Arlington for 24,000 Dead of Revolution: Memorial, Designed by H. K. 
Murphy, of New York, Forms Symmetrical Group with Sun Yatsen Mausoleum and Tomb of 1st Ming Emperor China’s New National Cemetery, 
and its Architec.” New York Herald Tribune (1926-1962), Jan 28, 1934. http://ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/login?url=https://search.proquest.com/
Figure 23 A Brief Comparative Study in Existing Scholarship
The comparison aims to argue for Boerschmann's influence on Murphy, Dong Da-you and other architects practicing in China.
Source: Elementary Discussion about the Influence of Ernst Boerschmann on Modern Chinese Architecture
Figure 22 The 1955 and 1957 Research after Murphy's Republican Design
The photos indicate that the 1955 article, as well as the following ones, did their shecholarship based on the condition of 
Murphy's project without metioning the fact.
Source: Three Beamless Halls in Jiangsu 
The Construction Year and Origin of Style in the Beamless Hall of Linggu Temple in Nanjing – A Letter about Issues in Chinese Architectural History
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got noticed by some western scholars, visitors, and photographers before 1949 who left literature 
and pictures recording the condition of the Linggu Temple and appreciated its beauty. To take an 
example, Johannes Prip-Möller and Walter Lowrie, as Murphy’s contemporary, held mixed attitudes 
toward his design that restored the Beamless Hall as a central building in his proposal.57
Little written literature in the field of preservation can be found about the Memorial Cemetery 
as a Republican-era heritage in recent years. Existing articles are mainly brief introductions to the 
site and basic historical facts in the length of no more than five pages. Xu Lu-hua’s 2012 master thesis, 
Studies of Pattern and Technology for “A Pagoda-Tower for the Heroes of the Revolution”, unpacks 
the most with a specific concentration on the Pagoda, one of the five significant buildings, while the 
rest of the cemetery is discussed in just a few words. 58 Hu Yi-ze’s article collects narratives about 
the Memorial Cemetery and analyzes shifts in memory from a historical perspective.59 The Memorial 
Cemetery is often introduced in the name of its precursor, Linggu Temple, most commonly found in 
articles talking about Chinese modernist buildings which discuss on Sun Yat-sen’s Mausoleums and 
Jiang Jie-shi’s commission for GMD in the Republican era.60 Lai De-lin touched a little in his article 
Elementary Discussion about the Influence of Ernst Boerschmann on Modern Chinese Architecture, 
while his focus was mainly on the influence Boerschmann had in Murphy’s design. 61 (Figure 23) He 
briefly compared ornaments and proportions in Murphy’s design of Pailou and Pagoda to support 
the argument that Murphy benefited from Boerschmann’s site survey of Chinese ancient architecture 
without further analysis on how the influence took shape in the cemetery.62 Still, the Memorial 
Cemetery has not yet been comprehensively researched in existing scholarship.
docview/1114784336?accountid=10226.
57     Johannes Prip-Möller. “Chinese Buddhist Monasteries”. (London: Oxford University, 1937/ Hong Kong University Press, 1991)
Walter Lowrie. Book Review: “A Fourteenth Century Church in China” By Johannes Prip-Möller. (The Art Bulletin Volume 17, 1935 - Issue 4,  pp. 
512-513)
58     Xu Lu-hua. “Studies of Pattern and Technology for “A Pagoda-Tower for Heroes of the Revolution””. (Master diss., Nanjing University, 
2012.)
59     Hu Yi-ze. “双重身份下的记忆纠缠——国民革命军阵亡将士公墓与南京灵谷寺”. [Entangled Memory under Dual Identity -The Memo-
rial Cemetery for Heroes in the Revolution and Linggu Temple in Nanjing]. (New Historiography, Vol.8, 2014, pp. 212-244)
60     Liu Xian-jue, Zhang Peng-dou. “中山陵等民国建筑的特色”. [Features of Republican Architecture Including Sun Yat-sen’s Mausoleum]. 
(Archives and Construction, Vol.12, 2008)
Su Yan-ping, Yan Zeng-huai. “南京的国民革命军阵亡将士公墓”. [The Memorial Cemetery for Heroes in the Revolution in Nanjing]. (Archives & 
Construction, Vol.10, 2013, pp. 50-52, pp.38)
Zhou Jian-min. “从建筑档案看中山陵建筑”. [Understanding Zhongshan Cemetery Based on Archival Collection] (China Ancient City, Vol.9, 
2010, pp. 56-60)
Ding Su-huang, Nie Lu-feng. “Two Temples as an Example to Discuss the Reconstruction and New Construction of the Historical Environment”. 
(Guangdong Landscape Architecture, Vol.3, 2017, pp. 292-293)
Lu Qi. “Nanjing Linggu Temple Scenic Area”. (Guangdong Landscape Architecture, Vol.1, 2018)
Zhao Hui. “Two Temples as an Example to Discuss the Reconstruction and New Construction of the Historical Environment”. (Urbanism and 
Architecture, Vol.2, 2013, pp. 215)
61     Lai De-lin. “Elementary Discussion about the Influence of Ernst Boerschmann on Modern Chinese Architecture” (Architectural 
Journal, Vol.5, 2011)
62     Lai talked about the influence Boerschmann had on Chinese architects and historians, namely Le Jia-zao, Dong Da-you, and Lu 
Shu-sen, while Dong was in charge of drawing details for the Memorial Cemetery and Lu designed a palatial building for Sun Yat-sen mausoleum. 
It is hard to distinguish who exactly borrowed details from the painstaking work Boerschmann did.
For more about Boerschmann and his contribution, see Eduard Kögel and Ernst Boerschmann. The Grand Documentation : Ernst Boer-
schmann and Chinese Religious Architecture (1906–1931). (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2015.) https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&d-
b=e025xna&AN=991983&site=ehost-live&scope=site.
Figure 24 The Memorial Cemetery for Heroes of the Revolution
The case study site for the thesis in the city of Nanjing. The grassland in center is the demolished Cemetery No.1.
Source: Xinhua News
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CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS
Modern Architecture in Historic Context: A Turning Point from Old to New
Analysis
As stated in the Issues and Methodology section, the core purpose of all the analyses, 
understanding, and comparative study in this chapter is to construct basic understanding and bring 
out general preservation directions. In the light of the current value of the Memorial Cemetery 
accumulated through historical periods, an underlying premise for further arguments should be 
brought beforehand. The site of the Memorial Cemetery needs to be evaluated as a Republican 
complex, and the interrelationship between aspects, from a smaller scope, needs to be considered 
within its context. (Figure 24) Preserving this “restoration project”, a mixed “preservation project” 
as we may call today, means that the initial design, methods, and intentions should be embraced in 
the study, especially when discussing appropriateness. It should be acknowledged that not every 
detail of a structure can be documented, nor is it necessary to analyze each aspect of existing physical 
object to get an appropriate conclusion. Consequently, aspects selected in the following table here 
represent shared concerns when analyzing the built environment.63 They are extracted from the 
scholarship about heritages in Chinese modern time, including:
· Architectural Design: design methods and intentions, choice of style, proportion, aesthetic 
and architectural features, symbolism
· Material and Techniques: what and how the component was constructed, past and present 
conservation, current condition
· Human Interaction: who and how people are engaged from past to present, perception, 
experience, circulation, social and cultural meaning
63     “认识误区、建筑老化、多头管理” in Yang Xin-hua and Lu Hai-ming, “The Exploration and Practice of Conservation to Architecture of 
the republic of China in Nanjing,” China Ancient City no.6 (2011): 30-31. (27-32)
“Preserve authenticity…Evaluation on historic values and physical condition by involving interdisciplinary analyses of typical cases. Zhu Guang-
ya, “20 世纪建筑遗产保护和利用工作要急迫解决的几个问题,” [Urgent Issues to be Solved to Preserve and Reuse Twentieth-Century Heri-
tage] Guangming Online, May 10, 2014, 1.
“认识误区、建筑老化、多头管理” in Yang Xin-hua and Lu Hai-ming, “The Exploration and Practice of Conservation to Architecture of the 
republic of China in Nanjing,” China Ancient City no.6 (2011): 30-31. (27-32)
“Reference to ‘Outstanding universal value’ in World Heritage, registration criteria in the UK and U.S.…with 1) reflect the characteristic of the 
city, 2) represent significant historical events, 3) represent certain context, 4) outstanding in design and techniques, 5) played important role in 
development of industry, 6) important projects by Chinese and western architects, 7) residential groups that reflect the history about people, 
8) other legacies that go beyond the architectural field, with consideration on accessibility, visibility, continuity in function, relationship with 
context.” in Jin Lei, “中国20世纪建筑遗产认定标准研究与思考,” [Studies and Thinking of Designation Standard for Chinese Twentieth-Century 
Heritage] China Construction News, October 21, 2014, 2-3.
“Minimum Intervention, Preserve integrity, Conduct archaeological and scientific research, Focus on cultural traditions as intangible heritage” in 
Tong Ming-kang, “树立正确的保护理念, 深入推进建筑遗产保护,” [Establish Appropriate Preservation Methods, Further Develop Architectural 
Heritage Preservation] China Cultural Relics News, September 1, 2015, 1.
Su Jian-yi, “期待建筑遗产保护不再“厚古薄今”,” [Expecting Less “Favoring the Ancient, Neglecting the Recent” in Historic Preservation] 
China Construction News, October 21, 2014, 1.
Figure 25 The Purple Mountain and the City
Sun Yat-Sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau is the main managing body of the entire mountain area, which shapes the cultural 
and natural identity of the city.
Source: Xinhua News
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Thus, a standardized process that consists of certain aspects is applied to the architectural 
components, as well as environmental elements, to raise a further discussion in the next chapter for 
suggestions and proposals. 64 Each component that serve as a crucial part of the National Memorial 
Cemetery will be unpacked and analyzed according to the aspects:
Name The name of component as shown in Henry K. Murphy’s design.
Strategy Summarize preservation strategy applied to the component.
History A brief summary of its history and its historic value.
Design Early design features that characterize ancient buildings. 
Henry K. Murphy’s design: intentions, methods, changes that happened in the 
design process, and how the component was constructed.
Completed design and related facts.
Stakeholders Identify who participated in interaction with the component from ancient time, 
Republican era till current time.
Condition Change Historical changes before, during, and after the design: physical condition, 
perception, human interaction, narrative, etc.
Issues Describe preservation related issues.
Preservation Direction A short-term suggestion to point out general direction for future preservation: 
what, who, how to preserve, and related arguments.
The list of major stakeholders involved is provided with description to present who and how 
they participated in the project:
· Tourists and Citizens: They are the main audience of the Memorial Cemetery, and the group 
this site would like to welcome and convey values to.
· Institutions and Researchers: They are the cooperators of conservation and research, and 
sometimes build alliances with the cemetery in voluntary projects. Some researchers, 
especially architectural historians and planners, are also preservationists who help in the 
form of scholarship and joint seminars.
· Descendants of Revolutionists: The direct users and central audience this cemetery should 
serve.
· Sun Yat-sen Administration Bureau: The Bureau is a large municipal organization in charge 
of all the preservation-related work in the area of the Purple Mountain. (Figure 25) They are 
64     The source of information partly comes from random interview, observation and conversation with related groups of people, and this 
action, as well as the results, are inherently subjective. There is more information that the author could not get from the current information 
collecting process. However, a general sense and objective summary can emerge from a broader view in collectively.
Figure 26 Current Linggu Temple Complex
The Linggu Temple expanded after relocation, and formed a new group of religious buildings.
Source: Sohu News
Figure 27 Conceptual Diagram for Current Preservation System
The official departments and their hierarchy changed after a reform in late 2019.
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the largest group of decision-makers, and also the main beneficiary of tourist income from 
the sites they manage. The majority of official preservationists, which in Chinese context 
are sometimes called conservators, belong to the Bureau. The Bureau have more than ten 
departments: Main Office (Administration and CPC affairs), Regulation and Policy Office, 
Finance Office, Planning and Construction Office, Cultural Relics Office, Forest Administrative 
Office, Landscape Office, Security and Executive Office, Operation and Management Office, 
Administrative Management Office, Human Resource Office, Promotion and Education 
Office, Monitor and Audit Office, CPC Branch, Workers’ Union.
· Linggu Temple: the temple is now managing and using the land on the east part of the 
Memorial Cemetery. (Figure 26) It belongs to the Buddist Association of China as an 
independent organization.
· Municipal and Provincial Museum in Nanjing: They are responsible to discover, excavate, 
curate and store historical objects. The museums have the right to do archaeological 
research intellectually and physically.
· Nanjing Natural Resources and Planning Bureau: The planning department have the largest 
voice in decision-making process of urban development and proposals. They, together with 
the tourism and transportation department, form the basic zoning of historic areas and 
sites.
· Nanjing Municipal Government and Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tour-
ism: a reform finished in 2019 combined the tourism and culture department together, 
which is now the main party in promoting cultural values, developing cultural resources 
and tourism. (Figure 27)
· Provincial Cultural Heritage Administration and Provincial Administration of Culture and 
Tourism: They are higher official organizations that supervise affiliated departments, and 
have the right to establish regulations and policies to guide preservation directions.
A brief introduction to the master plan, as the very first version of Murphy’s design for the 
cemetery complex in 1929, is essential to start the case study. Findings worth noticing to underpin 
preceding analysis and a general comparison between the design and current condition is provided 
here to give a general picture. 
Figure 28 Analysis to Understand the Master Plan
The layering of architectural components, circulation, landscape is illustrated based on Murphy's design.
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Master Plan
Drawing: December 16, 1929, by H.K. Murphy. Revised on January 20, 1931.
Brief Summary: The master plan was the first drawing made by Murphy. Six major architectural 
components were proposed in the large-scale plan, together with a general idea of how new 
architecture, circulation, landscape, and original structures would work together as a public memorial 
cemetery. (Figure 28) It can be concluded from the way he designed the new cemetery that most of 
the architectural elements were located and adapted based on existing buildings. The plan followed 
a classical Beaux-Art design method that had been practiced in Murphy’s many other projects before 
this one. As a part of the memorial architecture group (Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, Memorial Cemetery, 
Ming Xiaoling Mausoleum) in the Purple Mountain, its construction was based on the development of 
the city planning of Nanjing. The new cemetery project directly led to the planning of an extension to 
Zhongshan Highway, as shown on the left part of the drawing.
New features were introduced to the old temple site. The three cemeteries were clearly depicted 
with details on the drawing that, at first glance, they were obviously the core of the design. Automobile 
circulation, a symbol of modernity (or modern lifestyle), was considered carefully. One-direction 
driveways, with six meters in width, were organized to guide vehicles in, going from the west entrance 
gate, go all the way up to the central cemetery, and link the second and third cemetery, and finally exit 
from the east exit gate. Two parking spaces were designed: one in front of the Pedestrian Entrance 
Gate, and one in front of the first cemetery, both in the shape of a semi-circle. They were connected 
by a three-meter central walkway for visitors to experience the spatial sequence, and both ended up 
at the Memorial Pagoda, the highest point on the site.
Meanwhile, Murphy paid much attention to the condition of the site, namely existing structures, 
their conditions, and how he could deal with them. At the cross point of axes, the central building 
for the entire project is the building marked “OLD BLDG Restored”, which was later designed as the 
Sacrifice Hall adapted from the ancient Beamless Hall. The word choice in the note “Old Building 
Restored” indicates that it was not clear at the very beginning in 1929 the exact function of this 
valuable ancient hall. A confusing finding here in the note for an old building in front of the central 
building.  The building has a note “拆移舊屋 Old BLDG Removed”, has a discrepancy in the treatment 
indicated by the terms used. (Figure 29) “拆移舊屋” means “dismantle and relocate old building”, 
while “remove” means an entire demolition. Based on the actual construction and current condition 
of current Linggu Temple (not the cemetery but the new group proposed on its east), the building was 
supposed to be relocated to the place near Long-wang Hall, as marked “Old temple (Lung Wan Hall)” 
on the drawing. Cemeteries were designed by radial modules divided every 30 degrees. Monuments 
partly encompassed by curved walls, the geometric shape of walls, and a small path that partitioned 
Figure 29 The 1929 Master Plan by Murphy
The relationship of old and new buildings were carefully considered in the design, while the Chinese and English notes are not 
corresponding in meaning.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University.
Figure 30 Current Condition
Left: Abandoned highway. Right: New retail store.
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burial areas were all designed based on the modules.
However, the current cemetery complex is not what Murphy or anyone who participated in 
the design could expect from the original delicate master plan. Linggu Temple has expanded in the 
later years to serve the daily use of religious events and more for tourism development, including 
new infrastructure, restaurants, and pavilions. Retail stores also diminish the picturesque view on 
the central axis, and at the same time, public infrastructures- garbage bins, surveillance, warning 
signs- encroaching the main walkway. (Figure 30) The exterior architectural expressions of the new 
buildings that exert strong visual influence on the overall visiting experience is another issue. They 
are neither connected to any given architectural language nor under a new integrated contemporary 
language.
Automobile circulation is nothing like the original design. Cars and motors are requested to park 
in public parking lots outside the current ticket office and entrance to the west of the site. Only guests 
invited by the temple as well as the restaurant it runs, private cars with passes, shuttles belong to 
the tourist department can drive freely into the site.65 Proposed driveways on the west, as well as the 
two parking spaces, are either abandoned or altered. The east driveway is still functioning, while the 
current Linggu temple is its primary user. New parking lots are positioned near the temple and in 
front of the Memorial Hall, while the latter has a massive impact on the view from the central cemetery 
to the Memorial Hall, and vice versa.66 As a result, insufficient accessibility hinders people from 
visiting, and current circulation inside affects multiple aspects, including landscape, infrastructural 
distribution, and scenic views.
65     This information came from conversations with taxi drivers outside the door and car owners in the parking lot. The prohibition makes it 
inconvenient for visitors to travel here due to the lack of public transportation in the area of the Purple Mountain. One line goes past the gate 
but only arrives about every twenty minutes. The location of the temple makes the condition worse- it is not within walking distance to the 
subway station, but not far enough for taxi/Uber/Licensed individual operators to make profits. Some drivers (both taxi, personal owners, and 
unlicensed ones) wait outside the gate and overprice tourists because there is no other choice. They do not care about being complained or 
punished for the income is way more than the fines.
66     Evaluation of the Memorial Hall, which will be unpacked in the following parts, indicates that the building is not functioning now. Conse-
quently, the parking space in front is always vacant.
Figure 32
Left: Current landscape. Right: Current finish showing three different kinsd of concrete.
Figure 31
Top: Design for Wang Kung Pond in the Republican era. Down: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. China News. Chronicle of Linggu Temples.
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Wang Kung Pond
Name: Wang Kung Pond [万工池]
Strategy: Conservation- The pond had already existed for hundreds of years, and treated as the 
built environment in Murphy’s design.
History: The pond was proposed in the Ming Dynasty and commissioned by Hongwu Emperor. 
A story about its name and history was when Hongwu Emperor visited the Linggu Temple he felt that 
the landscape in front of the temple was too broad and dull, and requested ten thousand craftsmen 
to build a pond in one day. The story later became its name, “Ten-thousand Craftsmen Pond”, if 
translated in English.
Design: As shown in the first pencil draft in 1929 for the master plan of the cemetery, Wang 
Kung Pond was designed to keep its natural shape with a new semi-circle parking space between the 
pond and entrance gate without intervention in the pond itself. The oval shape of the pond was used 
for automobile turn-over. The symmetrical planning method is applied here, which is apparent in the 
design of the new connecting road on the right side of the pond that mirrors and links to the existing 
highway. (Figure 31)
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Sun Yat-sen Administration Bureau, Linggu Temple, Nanjing 
Natural Resources and Planning Bureau, Nanjing Municipal Government and Nanjing Municipal 
Administration of Culture and Tourism
Condition Change: Currently, the original master plan design for landscape and overall 
circulation is no longer functioning. Cars should park before entering into the site, near the original 
highway at the ticket office. Only shuttles for tour groups and cars with an official pass can drive 
into the site. Trees and plants now overgrow the proposed connecting roads. At the same time, the 
triangular green land that defines driveways is now replaced by stone tiles. Tile pavings only cover 
the land near the central axis, while the land near two motor gates is covered by scratchy concrete 
finishing.
Issues: The main issues about the pond lie in its interrelationship with the broader context. The 
pond is supposed to be the first natural component that, together with the landscape, welcome and 
guide visitors to the central axes while blocking direct visibility of the axes by the curved circulation. 
It should also be where footpath and driveways diverge for the sake of safety and efficiency. However, 
both the physical and natural condition of the pond and its context are problematic, which needs to 
be solved. (Figure 32)
Preservation Direction: Finishes for road, both footpath and driveways, should be conserved. 
The landscape needs improvement in design and maintenance.
Figure 33
Top: Design for the Entrance Gate in the Republican era. Down: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty. 
Master Plan Drawing: Motor Entrance Gate on the left and Motor Exit Gate on right.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Chronicle of Linggu Temples.
Figure 34
The scale of visitor and automobile, and the spatial features were designed with consideration. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University.
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Entrance Gate
Drawing: Revised Design for Driveway Entrances and Wing Walls, January 25, 1932, by HKM
Name: Entrance Gate (including Driveway Entrance and Wing Walls)
Strategy: Reconstruction- The original building, Jin-gang Hall, was reconstructed by an admired 
Buddhist master Guang-lian and was written clearly as “Reconstruction” in a historic document.67 
Comparing the design of Entrance Gate with historic photos and documents, it was a scaled new 
version of Jin-gang Hall, with the same features and even details: three arched space, angled walls, 
two smaller doors on east and west sides, and lion ornaments in front. Roof style slightly changed, 
while the defining characteristics are kept. Gate is the starting architectural point of experience on 
the central axis, which leaves its visitors the first impression on the site. To cope with the remains of 
the historic gate while not rebuilding a new one, the proposed entrance gate on the one hand taking 
functions into account, and on the other traced back to a version in ancient times. Thus, Murphy’s 
design is a complicated version of reconstruction in the republican era.
History: The gate was built on the ruin of Jin-gang Hall that was damaged in war fire, which 
was later reconstructed with its gate in the period of Guang Xu, late Qing Dynasty (1875-1904). 
Historically the hall did not function as an entrance gate, but the first public building with interior 
space for activities in the spatial sequence. (Figure 33)
Design: The Driveway Entrance was one of the components that worth meticulous attention 
because the drawings for its design were done entirely by Murphy himself in January 1932 and the fact 
that it maintains mostly intact. The design can reflect, to a large extent, of Murphy’s initial intentions 
and his first attempts to deal with historic remains since it was the first building he proposed among 
all the architectural components. The gate was designed to have load-bearing brick walls covered by 
stucco as the main body, with granite on its base and pre-cast concrete at the rooftop. The roofs of 
the pedestrian entrance, driveway entrance, and wing walls were covered with green tiles. Granite 
panels with floral inscription lightly decorated the arched gates. The wing walls were supposed to 
hug and define the entrance space by turning 45 degrees, probably as a response to the historic walls 
that once existed on site. Murphy focused on scale, as shown in the drawings, which was a result of 
his expectation that the gate could sufficiently organize the circulation for the cemetery involving 
both pedestrians and automobiles.(Figure 34)
As for the Pedestrian Entrance Gate and Wall, the drawings were done by V. VEE in the office 
67     Original text, “垦荒田，种竹木，重建山门及金刚殿，未尝募化也。” [(Guang-lian) Reclamated land, grew bamboo and other plants, 
reconstructed the gate and Jin-gang Hall without raising fund from others.]
Original                              Most Features Remained                           Reconstruction
Figure 35
The central axis, inner spatial feature, exhibition borads and details.
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of Dong Da-you, Murphy’s mentee, who just started his architectural firm. The drawing was first 
finished on February 19, 1931, and revised on May 20, 1932. Based on Murphy’s travel schedule, as 
well as information on other drawings in the following sections, the revision was possibly completed 
under the instruction from Murphy. The gate on the drawing has openings to create vaulted interior 
space on the central axis, and similar space horizontally with doors on both sides to gated rooms. The 
overall proportion of the building followed a classical tripartite order from the roof, body to the base.
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Descendants of Revolutionists, Sun Yat-sen Administration 
Bureau, Linggu Temple, Nanjing Natural Resources and Planning Bureau, Nanjing Municipal 
Government and Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism
Condition Change: The pedestrian entrance gate on the central axis is now still functioning as 
the main entrance, and well preserved with new grassland and trees in front. Mostly its original design 
is maintained except for some minor differences in finishes and landscape. It seems to be recently 
repainted, visible from the fresh red color that went onto granite arch and base, leaving stains on 
granite panels. The tiles at eaves are now in blue. Though not shown in drawings, the upper part of 
the gate was painted to emulate traditional wooden beam painting according to historic photos. The 
current central tablet changed, and a part of colored lines besides. The interior space on the sides of 
the gate is not open to the visitors now.
Issues: The physical condition of the gate is generally good. A piece of tile is cracked, and some 
part of the granite has a sign of biological growth and water penetration. The paving and stone on 
stairs have some crack and salt erosion but will possibly be fixed in the next regular inspection by 
the conservation department. However, the conservation of driveway entrances is carried at the 
same level compared to the central gate. Red paint dripped down on the stone during repainting, and 
biological growth is evident on granite at both the base and top. The concrete road for the driveway on 
the ground is of low quality, probably original, with patches that do not match the color and density.
The experience of visitors is mainly the same as 85 years ago. Many tourists stop here and 
take photos of the picturesque view on the central axis. However, issues exist in seven temporary 
exhibition boards behind the main gate that aim to illustrate the history of this site from its Ming 
dynasty to the Republican era. (Figure 35) It is reasonable to have an illustration of the site, but 
unfortunately misleading given the fact that the information displayed is not comprehensive or 
objective. Only three of the seven boards are about structures on-site, and Murphy’s name was not 
included on any of them. Neither was Dong Da-you introduced in the texts. The rest is about historic 
objects and another site nearby, Tan Yan-kai’s Memorial designed by Kwan, Chu and Yang Architects, 
an outstanding architecture firm founded by the first generation of Chinese architects who were 
Dong Da-you’s contemporaries. Like most historic sites, there is a permanent plaque in front of the 
Figure 36
Top: Design for Pailou in the Republican era. Down: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty. Master Plan 
Drawing: New Pailou on the old platform.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Chronicle of Linggu Temples.
Figure 37
Note on drawing: All members to be pre-cast artificial stone to be set like stone
Reinforced concrete column, plate and ridge + pre-cast concrete details + glazed tiles 
Vary design monsters + full-scale model for Dougong details. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University.
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entrance gate under trees that tells briefly the designation of the Memorial Cemetery, though it is 
hard to find for the hidden location, and only a few people take a look at it.
Preservation Direction: The gate, as a crucial reconstructed entrance, links past to present 
in a traditional architectural language with new materials and interior space. The Entrance Gate, as 
a group of structures including pedestrian gate, driveway gates, and walls, should be preserved to 
maintain its integrity in architectural features and function.
Pailou
Drawing: June 10, 1931, by V. VEE. Checked by Doon, approved by HKM
Name: Pailou
Strategy: Interpretation- The new Pailou was built on the platform of ancient Tian-wang Hall, 
demolished before the late Qing Dynasty, as the first memorial structure in the sequence. With only 
the platform left, the new structure was not aimed at creating a copy of the old hall but interpreting 
it. The choice was also under the circumstance that no sheltered space was needed for the reuse of 
that platform.
History: The precursor of Pailou, the original Tian-wang Hall, represents the guard of the 
other Buddhas in Buddhist culture. Its Buddhist meaning made the hall historically significant in 
the hierarchy, which facilitated multiple preservation projects in ancient history. 68 As a result, it is 
reasonable for Murphy to propose a new structure on this location.(Figure 36)
Design: Pailou, in its general definition, represents a type of traditional Chinese structures that 
already existed thousands of years ago. Though different in material, scale, and detail, Pailous were 
characterized by their gate-like beam and pillar components and spirit as monuments to memorize, 
symbolize or mark a piece of history. Murphy’s design of Pailou extracted elements from traditional 
architecture and interpreted then in modern building techniques. (Figure 37) The roof emulated a 
68     Original text, “而亦为四天王殿者，摄八部，降四魔，佛之前茅，门之外护。今且栋宇摧残，风日穿漏。枯株破瓦，寂寥龙象之
观；法界香台，萧瑟烟岚之气…及其未坏新之，可事半功倍，否则与五方殿鞠为茂草矣。各捐赀为倡，而思独力之难成也，乞予疏，
广募四方忠” 
“The hall for four Tian-wang regulates the Eight Legions and vanquishes the Four Devils as Buddha’s forefront and guard of the gate. Now the 
building is decaying and influenced by the wind and sun.  Withered trees and shattered tiles diminish the strength of Buddism … (If we) renovate 
the hall before it is damaged, we could save effort to implement the project. If not, Tian-wang Hall would finally become ruin overgrown by wild 
grass, just like the Wu-fang Hall. The project cannot be carried out by individual effort alone. Considering this, (I) am hereby writing to ask for 
donations from the society to raise funds for the project. ”
Huang Ju-zhong, “募修灵谷寺四大天王殿疏,” [Writing for Raising Fund to Restore Tian-wang Hall of Linggu Temple] in 忠忠忠忠忠 [Chronicle of 
Linggu Temples], ed. Gan Xi et al. (Nanjing Press, 2019).
Demolished                                    Extract Feature                                   Interpretation
Figure 39
Issues exist in current condition and experience. Note the back side of Pailou and the landscape.
Figure 38
Left to Right: Pailou constructed by wood in ancient style; Pailou in Qing Xi-ling; Pailou designed for Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum.
It is in Chinese architectural language a common memorial element.
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typical wooden load-bearing component, Dou-gong, which was also extensively used in remaining 
stone Pailous.
The columns and base of Murphy’s Pailou was a simplified version of a typical traditional one, 
with rectilinear geometries and fewer ornaments. His design did not change much from the first to 
the completed version, though it was still not clear how much effort and voice Murphy exactly put in 
this design. Based on available drawings and schedules, it was probably Dong Da-you and his staff 
who did the design for decorative details, as well as some other decisions regarding the details and 
nuanced styles relating to Chinese architecture.
Landscape, as shown in the very first master plan by Murphy, was intended to be a crucial element 
to enhance the central axis. The linear planting area naturally separated driveways and footpaths. It 
is easy to imagine that pedestrians could enjoy the scenic view and guided by trees to Pailou, while 
the automobile was hidden behind not to disturb the spatial quality for visitors.
Though the width of this Pailou was much larger than typical timber ones and different in material, 
the featuring experience and expression created by a series of gates kept the core spirit of Pailou as a 
familiar architectural symbol in the Chinese context. (Figure 38) Moreover, this one unintentionally 
resembled the size and rhythm of the damaged Tian-wang Hall as a modern interpretation. In other 
words, it gives more the impression of solidness, modernity while interpreting a historic building 
using an existing language.
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Sun Yat-sen Administration Bureau, Nanjing Municipal 
Government and Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism.
Condition Change: The condition of this structure is good on its south side, with almost all the 
materials intact but some cracks and loss of eave tiles visible. According to documents, the porcelain 
GMD badges with intensive political meaning were covered by concrete during the Cultural Revolution 
and restored later in 1984. A noticeable difference in the material of the engraved letter compared 
to other parts indicates replacement or restoration in recent times. Meanwhile, the backside of 
Pailou is only fair in condition. The same difference in engraved material also exists here. The carved 
plum blossom just beside the letters shows a history of removal while only the one on the right is 
replaced by new blossom craving. Biological growth, water penetration, and metal erosion make its 
appearance mottled, which severely influenced the overall aesthetic integrity of this structure. 
The landscape had not changed much, though the plants need to be trimmed regularly based on 
current observation. Major changes happened because of the dereliction of driveways caused by the 
limitation of automobiles on site. The roads are now wholly derelict, covered by wildly grown grass 
without any sign of reuse.(Figure 39)
Figure 40
Top: Design for the Sacrifice Hall in the Republican era. Down: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty. 
Master Plan Drawing: Old Building Restored + Old Building Removed, Old Temple – Lung Wan Hall remained
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Chronicle of Linggu Temples.
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Issues: The main issues about Pailou and its surroundings are physical condition, lack of 
interpretation, and circulation change. Although current cracks would, presumably, not cause 
structural failure, the aesthetic integrity of Pailou urges better physical conservation. There is no 
object at vicinity for explanatory purposes, which result in the problematic condition when visitors 
approach the structure without knowing any fact about the design, the roads, or even necessary 
information.
Preservation Direction: Pailou, as a common architectural type used for memorials, was 
selected to interpret the nonexistent building. It should be interpreted and adapted in future 
preservation projects with sufficient resources to monitor the physical condition, and better convey 
the embedded values. Reuse of derelict driveways could be another potential focal point considering 
the circulation of the entire Memorial Cemetery.
Sacrifice Hall (Beamless Hall)
Name: Sacrifice Hall 
Strategy: Restoration- It was clearly stated and written in all materials, both oral and literal, 
that the strategy applied in the design of Sacrifice Hall was Restoration. The design was proposed 
intentionally to bring the condition of the partly damaged building to the stage that pointed to its 
glorious past in the Ming Dynasty. The remaining was conserved, the toppling was supported, and 
the loss was reimagined based on attentive site surveys and limited archives available at that time.
(Figure 40)
History: The Beamless Hall was already one of the critical structures that formed the spatial 
sequence of Linggu Temple in the Ming and Qing dynasty, from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth 
century. As discussed in the previous chapter, the Beamless Hall was unique and significant for the 
architectural features and construction techniques applied.69 The character-defining feature of the 
hall, an ancient brick dome, was one of the existing rare cases, fortunately, survived the damages 
due to war and social change from approximately the Ming Dynasty till now. It comes naturally that 
the hall was well-documented from the 15th century to the Republican era in literal descriptions, 
including a number of narratives, poems, proses, and travel stories. However, there was no site survey 
or drawing that could be referred to before its preservation in the design of Murphy’s project.70 The 
69     See the literature review section for scholarship on evaluations and deductions on this ancient hall.
70     As in Literature Review, Liu Dun-zhen wrote in 1957 as a response to an article in 1955 by Jiang, Cai, and Han about three beamless halls 
Moderately Damaged                          Recover and Add New                                   Restoration
Figure 41
Top Left: The restoration of roof and vault was one of the critical design aspects. 
Top Right: The Lamata ornament with glass on the ridge. Note on drawing: "new pre-cast concrete ornament on ridge at side and glass to admit light"
Bottom: One of the earliest drawings showing the scale of old and new arch, and the added grille.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Postcard possessed by author.
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only illustration available was a line-drawing for the entire temple complex, in which the hall was 
depicted without details. In the Republican era, the hall was severely overgrown by nature, at the 
edge of toppling down when Murphy went to the Linggu temple after it was selected as the site for 
his project. A new building smaller in scale with white plastered supporting walls was constructed 
right in front of it sometime before the Republican era, possibly for the daily use of Linggu Temple.
Design: The design of the new Sacrificial Hall by Murphy conserved the most original materials 
from the Ming dynasty among the group of structures. Murphy’s design for this building referred 
to its original architectural feature- its volume, roof style, interior brick vault, and also how it was 
supposed to be approached. On the master plan level, he relocated the new building in front while 
keeping the original platform to create an elevated and enlarged entering space. From a human scale, 
Murphy expressed how he was impressed by the Beamless Hall when he went there.71
“…I was so much impressed by the beauty and dignity of this splendid old building, and 
its magnificent scale, that I at once suggested to General Chiang that it be restored and 
made the central feature of the Revolutionists’ Memorial Group; and was delighted 
when he agreed to this suggestion…”
 He appreciated much the monumentality in this building, enhanced and even exaggerated 
its featured grandiose space by scaling the size of its entrance arch, introducing natural light 
from windows on both sides, and from the ornaments on the ridge above.72 The way he proposed 
“restoration” for the project, interestingly, complied with modern Chinese preservation principles in 
dealing with the relationship between old and new material. Most parts of the new structures were 
designed in new technology, which was concrete and glass in this case. Meanwhile, he took aesthetic 
integrity of the proposal that consisted of both old and new structures into account. (Figure 41) In 
his preliminary study of the site, he evaluated the findings carefully and made his proposals based on 
the features and condition of the ancient hall:
“…The famous old all masonry beamless hall, by far the largest and finest of its kind in 
China…The entire central vault and the middle portions of each side vault fell seven-
ty-five years ago when the building was blown up during the Taiping rebellion.
in Jiangsu, and the latter made conclusions based on observation of its condition after Murphy’s design and did not successfully distinguish the 
old and new. Liu used both Chinese archives in Ming and Johannes Prip-Moller’s narrative in 1935 to support his argument about the time when 
the hall was first built in the early Ming dynasty. It is confusing because he was then teaching in Nanjing Institute of Technology- now Southeast 
University- with Yang Ting-bao, who was also teaching there and participated in both Tan’s mausoleum and Nanjing Sport Institute adjacent to 
the cemetery. Yang must have a basic idea of the Beamless Hall because of its importance in the cemetery project. However, all of them did not 
talk about its change in Murphy’s design- even not the new concrete ornaments, new proposed wood doors, or glass openings on the ridge- 
that the discussion was incorrect and insufficient from the first place. This condition indicates more than just architectural history research, but 
whether the project was so confidential that none of them could get the drawings and preliminary survey, or they chose to ignore the proposal 
by an American architect, or probably they did not spend enough time doing observation on-site to find out the fact that it was “restored”.
71     “Revolutionist Memorial: American Architect Describes Origin of Beautiful Nanking Building,” The North China Daily News, March 28, 
1934, Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library.
72     About the ornament on the ridge, there are examples in the temples in Nanjing that have such kind of ornaments, “Lama Ta (Lamaist 
Pagoda)” that are religious symbols in Buddhism. Documents on whether ornaments once existed on the ridge remain unclear because of the 
lack of record. There are no other important temples that have exactly the same ornaments.
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Archeological Relics Found
When Mr. Murphy started his study of the moss-grown ruin to determine the architec-
tural details of the ancient interior, he found a tree sixty-five feet high growing out of the 
ten-foot pile of debris above the old floor…The walls, though many feet thick, were felt 
to be not solid enough to take the thrust of a new masonry vault. The architect and his 
consulting engineer, Tse Sing-sih, worked out a scheme of reinforced concrete cantilever 
trusses to span the great nave and support a hung vault of a single layer of the old bricks 
forming the original vault. Thus the visitor to the restored beamless hall will see its vast 
interior not only in its original form, also the actual bricks in their former position.”73
With the purpose of restoring the hall, he designed consciously to keep the characteristics of 
original architecture by reusing the bricks and responding the spatial features. Moreover, he drew a 
clear line between the old and new to avoid reconstructing the original hall. The vaults he proposed 
were larger in scale, and he aimed to construct the new structure, not with the same building 
techniques but the modern techniques. It was a reasonable choice not only because the brick vaults 
were not replicable since the lack of research on both the technique and the historic documents to 
recover the vault as it was but also pragmatic concerns including the budget, material, and time. On 
the exterior, Murphy matched the color and texture of new tiles with the existing walls and proposed 
new concrete ornaments with exterior expressions that blended well in the whole building.
Details were designed with thoughtful consideration. Murphy added wood doors and windows 
with decorative patterns to echo the traditional kind of material, while grille with glass openings and 
artificial stone sashes were all products of modern industry that helped increase the quality of actual 
use. Besides these, all the ornaments he selected were constructed by pre-cast concrete that matched 
the greyish tone of the existing wall, and at the same time, he used hardly visible glass openings to 
introduce light through Lama Ta on the ridge. (Figure 41) It is highly possible that decorative details 
came from the intact part of old Beamless Hall, and probably from other historic sites in China.74 It 
is distinguishable now if looked carefully at the details of the real monsters and brackets because 
of the differences in geometry and scale. However, back in the 1930s, the historiography of Chinese 
architectural history was still at the stage of emerging without developed systems of scholarship. It 
was difficult for Murphy’s contemporaries, regardless of their background, to tell the difference in 
the delicately articulated building. The fact that Murphy set the boundary between the original and 
restored part with nuance were visible only with intentional contemplation did the project praised 
by visitors and some professionals. In the Republican era, the dedicated hall was appreciated for 
73     Victor Keen Special Correspondence, “China Is Building Its Arlington For 24,000 Dead of Revolution,” New York Herald Tribune (1926-
1962); Jan 28, 1934. ProQuest Historical Newspapers: New York Tribune / Herald Tribune.
74     He talked about the five elements of traditional Chinese architecture, in which the monsters on the rooftop were mentioned. The Forbid-
den City in Beijing, which was a replica of the then devastated Ming Palace in Nanjing, also impressed him a lot and gave him insights when 
adapting modern methods in the Chinese context. It was also possible that the drawings and detailed design were done by Chinese architects 
who were more familiar with the Chinese context and did the drawings. No matter what, the decision was made by Murphy, as shown in the 
drawings. Details and models were approved by Murphy, who made the final decisions.
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its aesthetic integrity by tourists and the first preservationists who valued more in the coherence 
of style. As for current time, the hall is appropriate in the eyes of preservationists because of the 
clear distinction between old and new, while visitors without trained eyes enjoyed it as an integral 
architectural heritage.
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Institutions and Researchers, Descendants of Revolutionists, 
Sun Yat-sen Administration Bureau, Linggu Temple, Municipal and Provincial Museum in Nanjing, 
Nanjing Municipal Government and Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism, 
Provincial Cultural Heritage Administration and Provincial Administration of Culture and Tourism.
Condition Change: The first major change to the Sacrifice Hall happened when Wang Jing-wei 
took over the control of Nanjing from 1940 to 1945, eagerly justifying and showcasing his triumph in 
political wrestling with Jiang. He did not change much the built environment physically but replaced 
the original names of structures as well as the objects that bear imprints from the GMD government 
led by Jiang Jie-shi. The political symbols embodied in the Sacrifice Hall were altered, especially the 
inscriptions on walls that were either Jiang Jie-shi’s essay about the North Expedition or the memorial 
words by the GMD officials on Jiang’s side, which were scraped and carved Sun Yat-sen’s last words 
instead. The change was short-lived and soon recovered when Jiang Jie-shi took back his power in 
the late 1940s. The second change happened during the Cultural Revolution, when the ancient hall, 
as well as the panels that served for commemorating martyrs of NRA that represented GMD power, 
was under risk of demolition. The staff overseeing the Memorial Cemetery responded quickly to 
the changing political environment to protect the hall. They covered the panels temporarily with 
concrete to camouflage as marble in order to avoid damage. The hall gradually recovered in the late 
1980s when preservation of cultural relics was legitimized.
Currently, exterior walls express the composition of three layers of bricks, which can be identified 
based on the drawing that the top part with uniform greyish yellow color is the original Ming brick 
wall. The base consists of multiple kinds of bricks that spears to be colorful- a mix of red, grey, brown, 
and dark greenish-blue bricks in varying quality. This part also has a sign of being covered by the 
same concrete but is mostly removed now. The most apparent change happened to the doors and 
windows. All the wood components are replaced by metal ones with the same triangular pattern, 
while the shape of the window changed from semi-circular to rectangular.
The spatial quality and visitors’ experience have changed dramatically. In 1991 and 1993, 
the Sacrifice Hall was repurposed as exhibition space for North Expedition and wax statues of 
significant figures in the Republican era, respectively, and the exhibitions are still in the hall now. 
The interior space integrated artists’ works in its interior brick walls to convey monumentality and 
Figure 42
Top: The exterior condition of the hall and the replaced metal windows that do not match the arch. 
Middle: The exhibition inside and the dimmed interior space with weak lighting. A 1990s ticket to the exhibition for the North Expedetion with an image 
of the Sacrifice Hall.
Bottom: Water dripping even on a cloudy day. The mix use of bricks leads to uneven cracks. 
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patriotism, including 110 dark stone panels with 33224 names engraved.75 The inscriptions survived 
with moderate damage and were later recovered by the conservation department of Sun Yat-sen 
Mausoleum Administrative Bureau. This conscious salvage indicates the fact that historic values of 
the Sacrifice Hall, as well as the monumentality it conveys, were acknowledged and understood by 
people, and the heroes were admired for their devotion to unify the country.
Issues: The central building is now in the worst condition among all the structures in the 
complex. It is a reasonable condition because it is preserved, while there is an apparent problem in 
the management of its conservation. Water infiltration is the main issue both on exterior material 
and interior. On the upper portion, which involves mainly Murphy’s restoration project, soiling 
and biological growth appears on the broken concrete bracket and cracked bricks, which leaves 
trails of water down to lower bricks. After two weeks of intermittent rain, the eaves continue to 
drip water even in cloudy days. The middle portion seems to be covered by thin grey concrete or 
plaster in some historical period, but not yet entirely cleaned. The concrete also goes over and drips 
a little on the artificial stone arch around doors. On the base, salt corrosion, exfoliation, and severe 
biological growth occurred on the north and west elevations, which involves mostly the conserved 
ancient hall. The mixed-use of different bricks caused some problems. The red bricks have the least 
compressive capacity and seem to be weaker than the mortar. Consequently, many of the cracks 
happen, particularly on these bricks. As for the interior, trails of water infiltration is evident on the 
brick vaults, which influences stone panels bearing inscriptions. Some of the windows and doors 
designed to introduce light are now blocked by metal sheets that dimmed the interior space.
Interpretation and reuse of this space are the most problematic. The appropriateness of 
exhibitions is not justified by the action of displaying but the media, content, and context as a 
whole presentation. The exhibitions in the hall are not properly presented, nor are they helpful in 
interpreting the historical narratives. (Figure 42) The wax statues displayed in illuminated glass 
showcases occupied such large space that distracted much attention from visitors in the already 
gloomy space. The cases for the North Expedition, on the other hand, were lack of light and cleaning 
with dust on it. 
Designed initially as the Sacrificial Hall, the primary function of this building was to hold public 
memorial events and create a sacred place for soldiers who died in North Expedition. Nevertheless, 
the precious artifacts, namely the saved stone panels with soldiers’ names as central memorial 
objects, are not lighted by appropriate illumination. Most of them do not have any light, and some 
strangely illuminated by both cold and warm light. Dripping water because of seepage, improper 
representation, damp interior space, and cracked floor tiles all make the experience unpleasant that 
diminishes the value of the heritage. The same as previous structures, not a word was mentioned 
75     On newspaper, 64 tablets made from black Shan-tung stone.
Figure 43
Top: Design for the Cemetery in the Republican era. Down: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty. 
Note on Drawing: All ashlar to be 12 inch in height with varied length of 24, 30, 36, and 42 inch to be mixed at random in 
approximate proportion of 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% respectively.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Chronicle of Linggu Temples.
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about the fact that this building is not “authentic” Ming heritage, but a preserved project by Murphy. 
Publications and exhibitions, even the one behind Entrance Gate that many would read, tend to ignore 
this fact. It is not holding any memorial activities, nor is it serving as a religious or sacred place for 
Linggu Temple.
Preservation Direction: The core of this Sacrifice Hall, as a restored historic structure, was 
to identify what would be appropriate to illustrate the multi-layered values it witnessed. For future 
preservation, the following aspects should all be focused: management of physical conservation, 
improvement in curatorial organization, and presentation of the monumentality as well as historic 
information, including an honest introduction to the building itself as a Republican heritage.
Memorial Cemetery
Drawing: No. 19 Memorial Cemetery, July 20 1930, by Dayu Doon, Shanghai; No. C3 Detail of 
Cemetery Wall, April 10 1931, by P, checked by D.
Detail: The cemetery wall slightly inclined inward, about 0.73 degree, was constructed by brick 
wall in cement mortar, finished by 4-inch thick pre-cast concrete with 6-inch thick sloped coping. 
The design of cemetery wall followed modules- start with 3 inch high to 12 inch, connected by 10 
inch high and add to 18 inch; connected by 12 inch high straight wall and increased to 20 inch. The 
curved walls circumscribed a series of semi-oval space with a width of 24 inch. There are no revised 
drawings for the cemetery as other structures in the group. The changes in design, especially the size 
of walls, were marked directly on the same drawing. The original design was about 1/3 larger than 
the final one, which can be proved by comparing with the 1930 drawing. It is indicated that there 
should be at least another drawing from the note on typical section of wall pointing to the foundation, 
saying “see engineering drawing” while no such drawing was in the folder. However, most of the 
dimensions on drawings are approximate, and considering information in the note, it was highly 
possible that the construction details were left for the craftsmen on site.
Strategy: Insertion- The site for the cemetery was roughly in and near the demolished Wu-fang 
Hall and a platform for activity with a yard. The site was completely taken over by wilderness in 
Qing Dynasty. The defining architectural features of the proposed Cemetery above ground were not 
referring to typical burial architecture but introducing a modern one. Only underground structures 
that were constructed by red brick walls with cast stone cover had some connections to Chinese 
architecture on technological aspects. (Figure 43) Thus, it can be evaluated as an addition under 
Indirect Connection                                        Add New                                             Insertion
Figure 44
The Drawing for Cemetery No.1 and Murphy's words describing the shape "Horse-shoe".
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Manuscripts and Archive, Yale University.
Figure 45
The emblem of GMD, the tomb in Mount Putuo, the blossom symbol for Nanjing.
All cases might have influenced the design because of the similarity in geomotry. The reading depends much on standpoint.
Source: Elementary Discussion about the Influence of Ernst Boerschmann on Modern Chinese Architecture.A Living Treasure: Seasonal Photographs of Arlington National Cemetery
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current preservation definition, while the term Insertion used here can better conclude the strategy. 
The aim of this insertion was to introduce a new layer of historic information to the existing built 
environment after considering temporality, symbolic meaning, and the past-present link beneath.
History: The central cemetery is a completely new component when compared to the ancient 
layout of drawings. The building that sits near the place is Wufang Hall (五方殿), with only base 
left in the Ming dynasty and reconstructed as one-story building later in the Qing dynasty. It was 
demolished sometime later before the Republican era, according to historic photos. The cemeteries 
were not intended to be following or interpreting once existed historic buildings. If see the master 
plan on a larger scale, the elevated open space between the Beamless Hall and Discipline Hall in 
ancient time is the site. Its location was significant in ancient times. As illustrated, the site was at 
the cross point of the vertical axis and a horizontal axis that stretched and connected to subordinate 
building groups.
Design: Murphy’s design for the three cemeteries coincidently continued and extended 
the old layout. The decision to locate the cemeteries at the place they were might come from his 
understanding of spatial sequence and proportion, which could also be considered, from another 
perspective, the intersection of strategies in schematic design between Chinese traditional and 
Beaux-Art architectural method. The three cemeteries were undoubtedly the core of the project, 
the heart of this “Chinese Arlington” as it was promoted to the audiences. “Horseshoe” was used to 
describe the shape of the cemeteries in all reports, and the term was first used by Murphy in speeches 
about Chinese practices.(Figure 44) It was, however, sometimes considered as traditional Chinese 
graves by some western media, which is actually a misunderstanding of burial culture in China. The 
architectural form probably came from the significant Ming Mausoleum for Hongwu Emperor that 
used Huan-qiu (semi-spherical tomb), which was the first of its kind in the history. Murphy might 
have borrowed the geometry from it when he went on field trips. Different voices about the design 
exist among Chinese scholars. (Figure 45) Lai De-lin mentioned in his article that the cemetery could 
be referring to a cemetery in Mount Pu-tuo, Zhejiang Province, while the most voices from researchers 
considered the cemeteries to be politically representing the emblem of GMD.76
Murphy introduced western circulation and landscape, and also typical structure above ground- 
small tablets and flags, radiated rings of roads- that never existed in Chinese architecture but stemmed 
from European modern cemeteries and cenotaphs. The delicately designed continuous walls that 
defined the boundary of cemeteries served as background to raise monumentality and expressed 
in its architectural language a monument for the buried soldiers. He intentionally separated the 
76     Lai De-lin, “Elementary Discussion about the Influence of Ernst Boerschmann on Modern Chinese Architecture,” [in Chinese] Architectur-
al Journal Issue 5, (May 2011): 94-96.
Su Yan-ping and Yan Zeng-huai, “南京的国民革命军阵亡将士公墓” [The Memorial Cemetery for Heroes in the Revolution in Nanjing] Archives 
& Construction Issue 10, (October 2013): 53
Figure 46
Labeled as "Chinese Arlington", the centricity and monumentality of the cemeteries were similar.
Compare the features: gravestones, flags, grassland, and views. 
Source: Manuscripts and Archive, Yale University. A Living Treasure: Seasonal Photographs of Arlington National Cemetery.
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three cemeteries far apart that people can experience only one cemetery at one time that helps 
people immersed, keep the purity of space, and add a horizontal layer to the central axis.77 Centricity 
endowed by circular shapes, ring roads, and segmented grassland contributed to its identity as a 
public memorial site for national public activities that embodied modernity, nationalism, and 
patriotism. (Figure 46)
Continuity in perception between temples, cemetery, and memorial rituals had already existed 
in ancient culture. One type of the regular activities that temples host were reciting sutras to pray 
for the people passed away and released their souls. These activities were funded by families of 
descendants, and sometimes by the governing power for a specific group of people. Locations of 
temples were often in rural areas with natural resources and vast land for agriculture and horticulture. 
Thus, some temples offered land at a very low price, or without charge, for families in poverty to 
bury their dead members in a certain area- a charity practice to give back to Buddhists.78 The Purple 
Mountain was a perfect place for funeral sites in Feng-shui, and here buried many important kings, 
emperors, generals, and officers. Before Linggusi was selected by Jiang as the site for the Memorial 
Cemetery, a large number of unknown dead people during social change were buried nearby.79 Based 
on this cultural and physical context, it came naturally to both citizens and visitors to accept and 
perceive the temple as a new public memorial cemetery after Murphy’s design. It soon became a 
tourist attraction. In the first year after it was dedicated, a ceremony that more than 30,000 people 
participated was held by Jiang. Its solemnness and monumentality were appreciated and understood 
by its all visitors.
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Institutions and Researchers, Descendants of Revolutionists, 
Sun Yat-sen Administration Bureau, Linggu Temple, Municipal and Provincial Museum in Nanjing, 
Nanjing Municipal Government and Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism, 
Provincial Cultural Heritage Administration and Provincial Administration of Culture and Tourism.
Condition Change: All three cemeteries went through some levels of alterations and damages 
in historical periods. Most changes were caused by vandalization with strong political meaning. The 
cemeteries were the only part that was both influenced in the Sino-Japanese war in 1938 and the 
massive human damages before and after the Cultural Revolution.80
77     Victor Keen Special Correspondence, “China Is Building Its Arlington For 24,000 Dead of Revolution,” New York Herald Tribune (1926-
1962); Jan 28, 1934. ProQuest Historical Newspapers: New York Tribune / Herald Tribune.
78     It was a preliminary type of public cemetery, though not always welcome, appreciated or visited by other people. The traditional way 
to memorize the dead, as the old saying “Fallen leaves back to its ground”, was to physically bury in homeland with gravestone on tomb, and 
at the same time put a small tablet / name board (often wood) in a specific memorial hall for ancestors (祠). To be buried together with other 
unidentifiable bodies was considered as inappropriate and pathetic. More about burial traditions is discussed in the specific related field, such 
as Excavating the afterlife: the archaeology of early Chinese religion (Lai, 2015), Zhongguo bin zang shi (Li, 2017), and Art of the Yellow Spring 
(Wu, 2010).
79     Important burial groups remained with record. In the war between Qing and Taiping Rebellion, a huge number of soldiers died near the 
city wall. The leading monk in Linggu Temple helped the generals to identify the bodies, document their names, and buried them near the west 
side of the temple. There were several such burial sites in and around the city with only few of them interpreted by structures above ground.
80     Due to the difficulty in collecting enough information about the history during the Cultural Revolution, much of current research are 
Figure 46
Labeled as "Chinese Arlington", the centricity and monumentality of the cemeteries were similar.
Compare the features: gravestones, flags, grassland, and views. 
Source: Manuscripts and Archive, Yale University. A Living Treasure: Seasonal Photographs of Arlington National Cemetery.
Figure 47
The cemetery walls are mostly intact, though not in good condition.
Middle Right and Bottom: The altered Cemetery No.2 blocked the view of walls.
Source: Manuscripts and Archive, Yale University. China News.
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The architectural and landscape elements that mark the identity of cemeteries were wiped out, 
especially those interpreting the soldiers’ bodies underground. The first and central cemetery is now 
left as grassland with an osmanthus tree as the main attraction. The second cemetery was changed 
to a mausoleum in 1957 for Deng Yan-da, a left-wing GMD leader who founded the Chinese Peasant 
and Workers Democratic Party, murdered in November 1931 by Jiang and buried in the cemetery. 
His mausoleum took all the land of the second cemetery, completely replaced the graves of soldiers 
by a new stone monument, sculptors, concrete ambulatory, gravestone, and ground carving. The 
third cemetery was derelict, forgotten and covered by wildly grown plants. It is mentioned in some 
literature and news that this specific one was damaged in the Cultural Revolution.81 
The circulation of the three cemeteries dramatically changed from the original design. The way 
to Cemetery No.2 is hindered by the current group of temples of Linggu Temple, which was relocated 
after Murphy’s design and formed a secondary axis. It can now be approached only from a path that 
starts behind the Sacrifice Hall and go past the south gate of Linggu Temple. The cemetery is quite 
hard to find without clear direction, and dreary for tourist because the only way to head back is 
exactly the same way to come here. It is better in the case of Cemetery No.3. However, that does not 
help in its preservation. The original way to approach remains, while the landscape was not under 
management. One panel near the Cemetery No.3 marks the start of the path, and a plaque in the 
area of the cemetery, covered by grass and bushes, showing what it was in history. It is the only one 
that clearly stated Murphy as its main architect, but unfortunately hard to find from the first place. 
Cemetery No.3 has no attraction to the visitors either by the beauty of nature or historic value. Only 
those who know there is a cemetery and would like to see the ruins will come.
As for the physical condition, the cemetery walls are mostly intact. Meanwhile, at least some of 
the bodies of the martyrs are still there according to interviews.82 In Cemetery No.1, traces of ring 
roads under the thin soil can be noticed. The outstanding plaque here is for the old osmanthus in the 
front, and two other plaques far way telling the story about a monument for soldiers, which is also 
on the cemetery. In Cemetery No.2, the walls are now barely visible, hidden behind new structures 
that are aesthetically incomplete in material and color. (Figure 47) Concrete platforms that were 
gradually going up with steps were poured upon the graves for buried soldiers and formed a new 
spatial sequence and experience.
Issues: Although the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau, the department 
responsible for the conservation and daily maintenance of the site, did make attempts to interpret the 
site and preserve its integrity, it is still under the shadow of inadequate representation, contradictory 
carried out by oral history and interviews.
81     Liu Wei-cai,ed., 灵谷史话 [Historic Narratives about Linggu Temple] (Nanjing Press, 2003).
82     Information from a telephone interview with staff from Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Bureau. Also, a comparison of historic photos from 
1930s, 1940s to 1950s shows that it was not damaged in a large scale during the war, but some period after 1950.Figure 47
The cemetery walls are mostly intact, though not in good condition.
Middle Right and Bottom: The altered Cemetery No.2 blocked the view of walls.
Source: Manuscripts and Archive, Yale University. China News.
Figure 48
Left Row: Cemetery No.1, No.2, and No.3.
Right Row: The experience going from No.1 to No.3. Traces of original cemeteries and plaques tell the narrative only when 
one knows the history.
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indications and management. Issues in the three cemeteries are different, with some of them can be 
solved by preservation intervention, while others are hard to deal with in the current time.(Figure 
48)
Cemetery No.1 has most issues in the lack of interpretation and confusing explanatory materials. 
The plaques and some new public benches indicate that visitors can take a walk around, while its 
access to the main road on both sides are blocked by benches that are set on the path by concrete 
poured in place, blocking the way. There are also tablets that indicate stepping on the grass is not 
appropriate behavior- while no other walkway is visible on the site. The soil covered path, removed 
gravestones, new public amenity, and plaques show a confusing attitude in presenting history and 
interacting with people.
Cemetery No.2 is a typical case of vandalization, which is a historical issue difficult to be solved. 
By proposing the site that was designed for all sacrificed revolutionists, regardless of where they 
were from, their background or political standpoint, as a memorial for a specific person, the decision 
itself indicates 1) A tendency to value a person more than a collected memory of history event 
which is dishonoring the dead and deifying a figure. 2) The original design, its intentions, master 
plan, and the architectural value was not taken into account, or even not appreciated. Ironically, this 
cemetery now has the most plaques- five in total with one mentioning its history as Cemetery No.2. 
However, it represents a positive memorial site in current patriotic education and has gained the 
most acknowledgment. As a consequence, only a few can be proposed for better preserving the site, 
and the proposals should take Deng Yan-da Mausoleum into account as a whole.
Cemetery No.3 is simply left for natural decay without any supporting interpretation with 
only one plaque on site. It is the worst in physical condition among all three. The walls have severe 
biological growth and covered by fallen leaves. The area visitors can walk is around a flower bed 
with a pine tree inside. If compared to the second cemetery, the flower bed is the sign of entering the 
space of the cemetery, and also where the wall starts. This cemetery urges preservation that includes 
cleaning, interpretation, and management. Its condition, however, has the most potential in future 
preservation proposals to be tested and carried for the good of other cemeteries.
Preservation Direction: Many aspects urge preservation, and among them, physical 
conservation and interpreting the identity of the cemeteries are the two outstanding aspects. The 
sites should be at least conserved for the next generations, and at the same time, interpretation can 
help them promote the values and attract the interest of the audiences for future proposals.
Figure 49
Top: Design for the Memorial Hall in the Republican era. Down: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty. 
Master Plan Drawing: It was named Memorial Building before 1931.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Chronicle of Linggu Temples.
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Memorial Hall
Name: Memorial Hall (“Memorial Building” before 1931, current “Pine-wind Pavilion”)
Strategy: Imitation- Multiple thoughts led to the design of this Memorial Hall on the damaged 
two-story old building that always functioned for religious and daily activities, though its name 
changed. The design targeted directly to Taihe Hall in many reports by the public press. However, 
similar to the argument on the divergence between press and observation from drawings of cemetery 
design, an intriguing discrepancy lies in the propagandized image and detailed design. As discussed 
in the previous analysis, the strategy to revive the heritage referred mainly to subordinate elements, 
such as ornaments and window patterns. The design and construction method was rather modern 
than traditional. It is now considered a featuring strategy widely used in the architecture in the 
period of “Classical Revival/Renaissance,” especially those in Chinese style, which contributed much 
to exploring the future of Chinese architecture in modern times.83 Considering the modern spirit 
reflected in concrete and iron, the strategy is not a replication from the very beginning and hereby 
named Imitation to underscore its aim: to build upon historic context with innovated traditional 
vocabulary in modern techniques, while keeping typical Chinese expressions on the exterior, which 
is an Imitation to the past which accommodates future.
History: The Memorial Hall is built on the remains of a two-story ancient building for Buddhist 
public practicing, such as praying, confessing, hosting lectures for Buddhist aphorism. The two stories 
of the hall served for different purposes. In Ming Dynasty, the first floor served as Fa-tang (“Lecture 
Hall”), and the second as Gong-zhong-lu-tang (“Discipline Hall for All” as the current plaque shows) 
The building was altered in Qing Dynasty, with Pi-lu Hall (Hall for Pi-lu Buddha) on the first floor 
and Guan-yin Pavilion (Pavilion for Guan-yin Buddha) on the second floor. The building had always 
been the only two-story structure among complex in ancient history. (Figure 49) Its function, even 
with names and the enshrined Buddha changed, was about holding public activities for monks while 
providing a scenic view of the mountain.
83     Guxi, Pan. History of Chinese Architecture. The period is critically recognized by architecture historians an important transition in explor-
ing the future architecture in Chinese modern time. The Classical Renaissance in Chinese style is commonly classified in three main categories: 
“Palatial”, “Eclectically Mixed”, and “Modern with Art-Deco Characteristics”. Murphy and his mentee, Lu Yan-zhi and Dong Da-you, are usually 
classified somewhere in-between the first two. Liang, Yang, Zhao, Tong who ran architects firm covered a larger range of all three.
Damaged                        Keep Volume  & Add New Referring to Old                  Imitation
Figure 50
Pattern analysis shows how the Memorial Hall was, in fact, not a replica of Tai-he Hall. The proportion on plan and section 
was completely different.
Source: Redrawn by the author based on Avery Archive, Columbia University. The Forbidden City and Square-Circle Composition: A 
Study on the Compositional Proportions of Individual Architecture in the Forbidden City of Beijing.
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Drawing shows three design phases: First set of drawings (No. 8, 9, 10) in 1930 by T.S.Sih, second 
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Final Representation
Design: The intentionality of the design was to reimagine the ancient hall as a permanent 
expository space for the display of documents, relics, pictures, and other materials to memorize the 
revolution that unified the nation. This building was especially propagandized as an attempt to “apply 
pure Chinese architecture” by reconstructing Tai-he Hall in the Forbidden City, the monumental 
building in the palace that impressed Murphy so much in his visit that arouses his admiration to 
traditional Chinese architecture. It is complicated to evaluate the idea in the current ideology of ruin 
and heritage because reconstructing a Ming remain in Nanjing into a Qing-style building in Beijing 
sounds an alarming action both in architecture and preservation, and therefore came the question: 
was it really designed purposefully to replicate a historic building that did not belong to the context 
of its neighborhood? The answer, however, is not recorded in documents or paper but reflected in 
the building itself: its proportion, material, spatial feature, circulation, ornaments, and some other 
related aspects.
The volume of the Memorial Hall largely maintained as it was depicted in the historic pictures- a 
two-story building with operable wood windows on the second floor- an interpretation of history. A 
two-feet module was applied in plan and elevation. The only difference in distance between columns 
was in the center, which is three feet six inches wider than all the other twelve-inch grids.(Figure 50) 
The overall proportion for the building was about 3:4:3 in the plan, and 4:3:4 in elevation. The spatial 
Figure 51
The staircase was designed symetrically with delicate details, allowing visitors to go on both sides.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University.
Figure 52
A brief collage of details that share similar vocabulary in the Memorial Hall and Tai-he Hall.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. The Palace Museum.
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feature of the Memorial Hall was reflected not only in its scale in the two-story foyer with symmetrical 
squares of the exhibition on the east and west side on both floors, but also the symmetrical L-shape 
stairs that linked the exhibitions together. (Figure 51) Circulation given shape by spatial sequence 
threaded visitors’ experience in a rhythmic way. The entire building had a modern spirit that its 
structure reflected truthfully in material and construction techniques that all structural components, 
including columns, beams, rafters, brackets, slabs, and roof, were reinforced concrete, while finishes 
varied from stone, precast concrete, tiles to wood. Aesthetic integrity was a focus with most of the 
servant space for equipment that was hidden inside, reflected in the concealed gutters, and cast-iron 
pipes in columns. Meanwhile, details were distributed according to the need of spatial quality, best 
represented by uncorresponding relationship between interior and exterior brackets. The pattern 
on doors and windows are mainly the same as that of Beamless Hall, with minor changes in size and 
some parts of door panels.
However, if compared to Tai-he Hall in Beijing on architectural aspects as listed above, the 
similarity between them is not as much as the reported in news articles. The critical architectural 
elements, including structure, modules, circulation, spatial features, and scales of the Memorial Hall, 
are all different from those of Tai-he Hall. Similarities mainly exist in ornaments that featured the 
overall exterior appearance, serving a purely decorative function. Ridge Monsters, paintings on 
beams and ceiling, as well as the pattern on railings were elements borrowed from Tai-he Hall, which 
consequently left the general impression that they appeared to be alike at first sight. (Figure 52) This 
comparison will be further developed in an analysis of decorative vocabulary applied to the cemetery 
in the next chapter. Thus the building was, deliberately for propaganda purposes or not, featured as 
a reconstructed Taihe Hall in most publications. However, a closer look can easily reveal the fact that 
the Memorial Hall was a purely modern design based on a historic context that conveyed its function 
honestly as an expository place and spatial organization.
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Institutions and Researchers, Descendants of Revolutionists, 
Sun Yat-sen Administration Bureau, Linggu Temple, Municipal and Provincial Museum in Nanjing, 
Nanjing Natural Resources and Planning Bureau, Nanjing Municipal Government and Nanjing 
Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism, Provincial Cultural Heritage Administration and 
Provincial Administration of Culture and Tourism.
Condition Change: According to historic documents, the Memorial Hall was the most damaged 
one during the Japanese invasion in 1938, which caused the destruction and loss of vulnerable 
parts of the structure, including some wooden partitions, doors and windows, railings and stone 
finishes. The hall was first restored and changed into a souvenir store, renamed Song-feng-ge (Pine-
wind Pavilion) after 1951. In the later period, it recovered gradually from more than four times of 
preservation projects and finally reached its current condition. The Memorial Hall is physically good 
Figure 53
The current experience in the Memorial Hall. The materials for exhibition are left on the second floor.
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from the outside. Obvious evidence from paintings indicated that it had been conserved in recent 
years, at least repainted according to the discrepancy in color. The hall is currently still an important 
architectural element in the group, one that framed a scenic overview of the central cemetery and 
Beamless Hall, an interval with elegant interior space on the way to approach the Pagoda through the 
central axis, and the monument specifically designed to convey historic information via exhibition.
However, the hall is now only a sheltered place that visitors quickly pass by without hesitation. 
Its interior, unlike the exterior, is almost abandoned and defunctionalized, even without electricity 
cut off. Glass cases are covered by dust, while the exhibition space and stairs are blocked by messy 
wirings, the debris of past events, and trash. (Figure 53) The upper floor is also a mess with abandoned 
notice boards, exhibition materials, and furniture. The most recent notice board among them showed 
the year 2012, which indicates at least five years of disuse. The fact that joint exhibitions with other 
memorials were organized several years before but suspended for multiple reasons recently is 
confirmed through conversation with related departments, and the future plan for the building is 
still unclear.
Issues: The uncertainty in function, messiness in interior maintenance, and lack of management 
deprive the identity of this core memorial building. As a result, the Memorial Hall is not perceived or 
understood by the visitors as a place commemorating martyrs. 
Preservation Direction: The main issue to be dealt with in this case is about the vision for its 
future, reinterpreting its historic value, and bring its identity vitality again. For future preservation 
proposals, the reuse of space, as well as daily maintenance, should be focused.
Figure 54
Top: Design for the Pagoda in the Republican era. 
Middle: Current Condition and the corresponding design in late Qing Dynasty. 
Bottom: Drawings, Mprhy and the Pagoda, News report.
On master plan a note: "Old Mound nearby" showing the original site.
The Pagoda was one of the "Modern" symbols of the city, and Murphy's preferred architectural style.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. China News. Chronicle of Linggu Temples. Manuscripts and Archive, Yale University.
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Pagoda
Name: Pagoda (current “Linggu Pagoda”)
Strategy: Interwoven- The strategy applied here shared some features with that of the Memorial 
Hall. Nuances exist in context: the location of the pagoda was not on the site of Zhigong Pagoda in 
the past but slightly away. The design is hard to be identified because it is neither a reconstruction 
based on archives nor a replication of pagodas that once existed.84 Therefore, the imagined pagoda 
constructed near the ruin that marked a significant piece of history is concluded here as Interwoven, 
aiming at creating a new image with a multi-faceted relationship with the past.
History: A pagoda had always been at the end of the group at this site. Its existence can be traced 
back to the Liang dynasty at the beginning of the sixth century. As introduced in the first chapter, 
the pagoda was the very first structure of the temple complex to memorize a respected monk after 
his natural death with his body buried on the ground floor.85 The tower, later known as Zhi-gong Ta 
(Pagoda for Bao-zhi), was a climbable tower and well praised and recorded because of the marvelous 
view from the top floor by poets and essayists.86 Thus on the master plan, it should be at the place 
noted “Old tomb”, which was later relocated, once again, to its current position. The pagoda was a 
defining feature of the whole master plan as a spiritual center and tourist attraction. (Figure 54)
84     The image Murphy adapted from Chinese pagodas is finely researched in Xu’s thesis about the Pagoda. It was at that time labeled as a 
modern monument with advanced technology. Compared with Imitation as discussed above, the strategy applied in the design of pagoda goes 
slightly beyond “Palatial” and “Eclectically Mixed” in a new self-consistent language, also a noticeable tendency in the Classical Renaissance.
85     The material was documented as Liuli / Veluriyam, one of the seven treasured materials in Buddism. Always colored with metal com-
pound as glaze for tiles, and was used in the site on glazed tiles.
86     The history of its multiple demolition and reconstruction was comprehensively written in Linggu Chanlin Zhi. To brief summarize, the 
pagoda was damaged severely, and reconstructed to a smaller stone tower in Qing dynasty. In Taiping Rebellion, it was demolished again and 
reinterpreted as a pavilion. The current one-story stupa was an architectural interpretation with only the restored memorial headstone that 
featured the original pagoda.
Ruin                                 Old Site & New Imagination of Old                    Interwoven
Figure 55
Top: Second floor plan. Down: Design for Elevation on ground floor. 
Note the design and modules that are similar to the Memorial Hall in a modern way.
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Design: The Pagoda was designed to be the finale of the cemetery complex. Its towering volume 
outstood in the low-rise group of structures and oversaw the scenic landscape and Sun Yat-sen 
Mausoleum in the vicinity. Former scholars have researched the centerpiece noticeable even in 
the area of the mountain, its design intentions, relationship with Chinese architectural context and 
western influence, and technological assumptions. To supplement previous study of the pagoda from 
a preservationist’s perspective, the evaluation will be focusing on the historical value it conveys, the 
building itself, and architectural spirits that should be preserved.
The nine-story pagoda is composed of similar architectural ingredients if compared to other 
structures in the group, especially the Memorial Hall adjacency to it. They share the same 12’’ 
module grid for design, railing details, ceiling finishes, and painting, ornaments on the ridge, color 
palette, the appearance of arch and base, mixed ashlar design. (Figure 55) Architectural elements 
that were applied in traditional pagodas in Chinese architecture were extracted and rearranged. The 
monumentality of this structure was represented through the central spiral circulation that threaded 
visitors to walk past tablets memorizing revolutionary history. The pagoda can be analyzed clearly by 
breaking down the prototypical composition of one individual floor. Its identity as a memorial pagoda 
is reflected in the composition and the changes in the working process. The stairs were changed from 
Figure 56
Top: The draft drawings showing the design process and details. Down:  The condition of Pagoda is mainly intact. Plauqes are 
difficult to read and inaccurate in describing historic facts.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. China News. Photo by the author.
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around the interior walls to the central column; the exterior open arches were painted and changed 
to tablets for inscription. When these elements work together in one building, space, and viewshed 
for visitors to see and contemplate in front of the tablets serve in a better way its memorial function. 
Scrutiny of Murphy’s drawings yields some exciting details that can reflect his ideas in this 
design. (Figure 56) A delicate finial with cast iron coated, platinum platted lightning rod, and electric 
light inside was drawn with details resembling a modern version of glaze orb. It was reported on one 
newspaper as:
A never-extinguished electric torch will shine from the topmost point, keeping alive the 
memory of the heroic dead. Four floodlights on every balcony, burning for one hour each 
night, will reveal the tower for miles around.
Stakeholder: Tourists and Citizens, Institutions and Researchers, Sun Yat-sen Administration 
Bureau, Linggu Temple, Municipal and Provincial Museum in Nanjing, Nanjing Municipal Government 
and Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism.
Condition Change: Major change that happened to the Pagoda was about perception. The 
pagoda was depicted as a symbol of modernity, a contrary to Beamless Hall, which represented 
heritage, to the western world. They were reported to shape the old and new sides of the rising 
Republican government in an ancient city during its rapid transition concurring nationwide. Written 
words were mainly about the praise of Murphy as an American architect, and how the pagoda 
looked back at the past of Chinese architectural language while pointing to the emerging modernity. 
Murphy’s success in design that fitted so well in the historic context on a negative side led to a loss in 
the narrative about its Republican history as a modern building. In 1949 after CPC gained control of 
Nanjing, the name of the Pagoda changed from “Memorial Pagoda for the Heroes of the Revolution” 
to “Linggu Pagoda” in Chinese, aiming to clear the GMD narratives conveyed by the building. From 
the 1950s to the 1980s, probably in the Cultural Revolution, the exterior stone panels that had Jiang 
Jie-shi’s essay inscribed were covered by concrete. The fact about the inscriptions is that they were 
intentionally left as vacant arches in Murphy’s design process, and the words to carve were decided 
after several meetings. All of the tablets and their content were not included in any drawing and not 
within Murphy’s consideration of design. Thus, the words on inscriptions should be considered as a 
part of the historic information.
Nowadays, the Pagoda is described by the tourists, whether local or not, “the nine-story pagoda”, 
“Linggu Pagoda” or “the highest pagoda”. Only one of the tourists, who was a citizen of Nanjing, 
talked in an uncertain tone about the Republican era. 87 Interpretation of the pagoda is as insufficient 
87     The observation is based on author’s field trip on site and random conversations with visitors, as well as questions the author was asked 
by the tourists who could not find the way to Pagoda when taking pictures in some remote places.
Figure 57
The Pagoda rendered by Murphy on drawing, painted on ticket, and in a historic photo. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. Unknown personal possession.
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as most other structures. The 2006 metal one introduced it as “Linggu Pagoda”, and the 2012 one 
mentions Murphy and the Republican era, while visitors tend to read the former due to the fact that 
its location is closer to the main road and its higher legibility. The 28 dark indigo stone tablets with 
inscriptions on each floor except the ninth- the historic information displayed and represented its 
identity- was covered by concrete in the period of the Cultural Revolution.88 The coated tablets are 
not yet thoroughly cleaned and conserved now. Consequently, visitors aim directly at enjoying the 
natural beauty when climbing the tower, leaving its interior overlooked. 
Issues: Some questions about its preservation remains uncertain but have a tight connection to 
the interpretation of the Pagoda. It was designed as a symbol of modernity but no longer understood 
as a modern structure. The inscription above the arched main entrance had “Linggu Pagoda” on 
it, which directly leaves the impression that the pagoda belongs to the ancient Linggu Temple, a 
misleading indication. The names of all the structures in the group had been through some changes 
since dedication, for different purposes in different historical periods.
Another question is about the repainted color. It is shown both in the archive and a historic 
photo that the color of the walls should be in brown or red, a kind of warm color that might come 
from Chinese tradition (shown in the drawing “stucco wall” at Yale, “wall rough finish” at Avery). 
Although there is no direct note on drawings that states explicitly the color of wall finish, the color 
palette applied in Entrance Gate and Memorial Hall shares exactly the same red, blue, green, and 
grey in corresponding architectural elements. The color red appears on walls of both buildings as 
an indication and symbol of familiar Chinese traditional halls. (Figure 57) Moreover, color is one of 
the main essences Murphy recognized as Chinese feature, and the colored pencil sketching on copies 
of the drawing were constructed on other parts of the building: green glazed tiles, blue ridges and 
ornaments, grey granite cornice and bracket with a warm yellowish tone. It is possible based on the 
previous three reasons that the walls were covered with a warm-colored stucco, rather than blue as 
they are repainted. 
The physical condition of the pagoda is the best in the cemetery complex, while there is space 
for improvement. A few cracks can be noticed on the granite ashlars, tiles, and stairs. The main issue 
is also about water leaking and the conservation of covered tablets. Small puddles of water caused 
by rain exist on some floors, causing mold on tiles and influencing visitors’ experience. (Figure 58)
The tablets on the exterior walls were only cleaned on the first floor, with the rest of them from the 
second to the eighth floor still remained covered.
88     In one report, the tablets were desribed as “slate tablet”, and described as a way to tell the historic narrative “The story of the revolution 
will be told on thirty-two exterior tablets, four on each of eight stories, and on the inner faces of these will be inscribed inspiring words of lead-
ers of the revolution.”
Figure 58
Some issues in and around the Pagoda: encroachment, covered tablets, cracks and water. 
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Preservation Direction: As the final architectural element in the sequence, as well as the one, 
gained the most attention in scholarship, the Memorial Pagoda needs improvement in recovering the 
inscriptions and interpretation of identity. The two aspects can help better present the intentionality 
and value to audiences. 
Figure 59
The Forbidden City: Space, Activities, and Sequence. 
Source: The Art of Space in Chinese Architecture.
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Evaluation
This section aims to make evaluations based on the analyses and preservation directions given 
in previous sections. The evaluation is expanded as the following table shows, including pattern 
analysis, comparative study, value-based assessment, and general conclusions to bring forward the 
understanding of the Memorial Cemetery. The goal is to cover as much as possible the attributes that 
characterize the Memorial Cemetery to build up an objective understanding.
Adapted Architectural Language Understand Murphy’s adapted architectural language and theory in Chinese 
context.
Adapted Decorative Language Analyze the decorative language formed in his design process of the 
Memorial Cemetery.
Experience and Monumentality Conclusions on how audience’s experience changed, and how the 
monumentality of the Memorial Cemetery changed.
Values and Stakeholders Illustrate stakeholders involved in the design and current condition. Assess 
values of each component on site and how they changed.
Influence Understand the influence from the Memorial Cemetery, as well as Murphy, 
in the context of Chinese modern time.
Adapted Architectural Language:
Murphy’s adaptive design method developed gradually through his trips and practices in China. 
His understanding and theories were hard for his western contemporaries to replicate. He had visited, 
stayed, and designed in the four major cities, including Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai, and Nanjing, 
where typical aspects of Chinese culture gave shape to the built environment and townscape. He 
worked closely with Chinese architects with both western and local training backgrounds and even 
built up a friendship with builders and local construction companies such as Voh-Kee Construction 
Company.89 He gained the skill to merge architectural languages through Beaux-Art training and got 
the chance to build up personal connections with GMD political leaders who commissioned him critical 
municipal projects. Most importantly, he was willing to accept and appreciate the value of Chinese 
culture in the form of architecture. His positive impressions on Chinese traditional architecture 
were advocated in the newspaper reports, especially his experience in the Forbidden City during a 
short visit. (Figure 59) The central building Tai-he Hall, which was a replica of early Ming-Dynasty 
Feng-tian Hall in Nanjing, overwhelmed Murphy and was promoted as the prototype if the Memorial 
89     Jeffrey Cody, “An American,” Ph.D. diss, :310. 
The construction company, one of the well-known large companies in the Republican era, is called Fu-ji-ying-zao-chang in Madarin Chinese. 
Murphy had a good relationship for the multiple collaborations with the owner of the company, Tao Gui-lin (Dao Guilin in Cantonese), who held 
the banquet for Murphy in 1935 and gathered more than fifty colleagues.
Figure 60
Left: Jiang Jie-shi in the airport, 1946. Right: The Ming Palace, already altered to a new airport, 1937.
Source: The Past and Present of Airport in the Ming Palace.
Figure 61
Left: Murphy's preliminary study of the Ming Palace. Right: A model of the Ming Palace and the Forbidden City.
Source: Aver Archive, Columbia University. Nanjing Municipal Museum.
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Hall in the cemetery complex. The architectural history of Beijing and Nanjing was directly linked 
and exerted influence on the architectural paradigm Murphy and other Chinese first-generation 
architects selected from the ancient palatial buildings. The Forbidden City was an expansion adapted 
on existing Yuan-Dynasty and Ming-dynasty buildings, which referred a lot in its significant Qing-
Dynasty halls from the Ming-Dynasty Palace in Nanjing. However, the Ming Palace in Nanjing was 
damaged during the Taiping Rebellion. A new airport in 1927 was constructed on the ruined site as 
a platform for political leaders to realize their modern utopia.90(Figure 60)
Murphy visited first in Beijing an adapted version of Ming-dynasty architecture before coming 
to Nanjing, working mainly on the institutional and municipal projects in the final years before he 
went back to the States. As his final public project and one of the most satisfying works he considered, 
he must have researched and been told about the history of the site, the city and its architectural 
link with Beijing, especially between the Ming Palace and Qing Palace from his Chinese colleagues. 
His understanding might have been more profound than suggested in some scholarship, because 
archival drawings, namely the “Preliminary Study on Old Ming City Site,” his talks in the U.S. and 
newspaper reports all indicate that Murphy put much enthusiasm in the research process in order to 
form a reasonable understanding upon the skills he had. The assumption is not aimed to justify the 
correctness of his decisions on referring to the palatial architectural languages in the design of the 
cemetery complex. Instead, it is to evaluate from a historical view that it is not inappropriate to adapt 
what he developed from his experience in ancient cities. The inheritance of shared value from Ming 
to the Qing Dynasty in the form of palatial buildings was extended in the cemetery complex, which 
once was a group of palatial buildings, by Murphy’s nuanced adaptations in the Republican proposal.
(Figure 61)
Testimony of the adaptation stemmed from the characteristics of Chinese traditional edifices. 
91 Wood frames that came to be ubiquitously used for structural system allowed free-flowing open 
space in modules. Such a system, in which comparability to modern Domino System was noticed 
later by architects, endowed the space with inherent neutrality and homogeneity.92 Take the case of 
Liang Si-cheng, the respectable architect and architectural historian graduated from University of 
Pennsylvania, wrote in 1946 in the preface of his book A Pictorial History of Chinese Architecture 
after his nine-year site survey of ancient architecture:93
90     Fangsheng, Ji. 明故宫机场的变迁. Zhongshan Fengyu. 2013, vol.2. ISSN：1009-9077
Weiwei, Cheng. Haibin, Xu. Nanjing Anti-Japanese Aviation Martyrs Memorial Hall. The Past and Present of the Airport of Imperial Palace of 
Ming Dynasty. Archives & Construction. 2018, vol.8. ISSN：1003-7098
91     Wenbin, Li. Nanjing Museum. 南都旧阙今犹在 南京明故宫遗址. Popular Archaeology. 2016, vol.6. ISSN：2095-5685
92     Liang, as a Chinese architect, had the same thoughts as Murphy’s for the future of Chinese modern architecture. He recognized Murphy’s 
projects, though not precisely this memorial cemetery, and commented, “…architect Murphy should be praised for his identity as a westerner 
to (quite elaborately) express the characteristics of Chinese architecture.”
93    Liang Si-cheng, A Pictoral History of Chinese Architecture. (,1946)
Figure 62
Top: Yang Ting-bao and his project for a memorial building.
Middle: Dong Da-you and his project in Shanghai.
Bottom: Lu Shu-sen and his project in Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum where the Pagoda is visible.
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Now, with the coming of reinforced concrete and steel framing, Chinese architecture fac-
es a grave situation. Indeed, there is a basic similarity between the ancient Chinese and 
the ultramodern. But can they be combined? Can the traditional Chinese structural sys-
tem find a new expression in these new materials? Possibly. But it must not be the blind 
imitation of “periods”. Something new must come out of it, or Chinese architecture will 
become extinct.
  The outcome of the exploration by the first generation of architects gave shape to an advanced 
design and construction procedure that eventually created a universal architectural language. 
Space flexible to multifunctional use was supported by the frame structure, defined by a secondary 
partition. Social, cultural, and historic features were reflected in decorative details that developed 
into a comprehensive hierarchy with or without structural function. The details, from which the 
architecture historians found traces of various historical influences, had ancient paradigms that 
represent an abundant amount of information from aesthetics, technology, typology, politics, and 
more. The historically derived style persisted in developing with nuanced derivatives in different 
periods. In the Republican era, mansions and large public buildings were the best representatives 
and product of the whole architectural transition.
Critically, appropriate adaptation could not exist without careful consideration of both vernacular 
and palatial, from material to ideological aspects of architecture. It was not what a single architect 
could push forward in his life with a limited amount of knowledge and effort. Murphy recognized 
the fact, and as a response, he did not attempt to dig deep into Chinese history through research, 
but to make choices from a trained architect’s perspective, to decide case-by-case what prototype 
could be adapted. His projects were mainly educational architecture, municipal buildings, and 
memorials. The number and scale of buildings, the public spirits they conveyed, and their function 
in social engagement spontaneously made them modern counterparts of ancient palaces. Different 
from the ancient capitals like Beijing and Nanjing, Shanghai had little ancient heritages as a rapidly 
developed economic center benefited by its identity as a treaty port, and Guangzhou represented 
more vernacular architectural vocabulary in southern China with overelaborate decorations. Thus, 
contingent or not, Murphy skillfully eschewed the complexity and sensitivity in mundane architecture 
he saw and experienced in his early visits. As noted in earlier discussions, Murphy was not the only 
one who proposed architectural design in his Chinese projects based on ancient halls and palaces. 
His western contemporaries had done so, and his Chinese mentees took the ideas further from the 
experience they got from the early proposals. (Figure 62) The same architectural language system 
that inherited most magnificent halls and official palaces were selected by most of them was not a 
coincidence. The language had no clear regional indication, though extensively used in the northern 
cities because most official building groups had similar architectural expressions as braches of central 
Figure 63
The adaptations Murphy proposed considering the past, present, and future. 
Redrawn based on Avery Archive, Columbia University.
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palaces.94 So were the ancient halls and temples that had set spatial features. A widely recognized, 
advanced, and culturally original architectural language became the best-given option for architects 
to transform and adapt.
Scholarship about his adaptive theory has reached the stage of basic understanding when 
supplement from new findings is essential to approach perfection. Although sometimes voices 
from scholars were obviously favoring Chinese architects when evaluating both the Chinese and 
western projects that applied such adapted language, current studies that research with systematic 
analyses have recognized contributions from both groups. As analyzed in previous sections on each 
structure, varied strategies were applied in the Memorial Cemetery in quite a long-time design 
process compared with contemporary projects designed by western architects. From the strategies 
and the wholeness of the site, the design of the cemetery complex went beyond pure symbolized use 
of traditional architecture, criticized as superficial rather than adaptive, and developed an emerging 
modern architectural language for Republican memorial architecture. Preliminary design for each 
building stemmed from a specific historical context, the built environment, and an imagined scene, 
in other words, the past, the present, and the future. (Figure 63) This idea can also be traced to 
his conflicts with Jiang Jie-shi and some Chinese architects in whether or not the Ming City Wall 
should be preserved.95 He considered the existing site retrospectively and prospectively and built 
up his exploration. In Entrance Gate, a familiar gate image combined with double vaulted interior 
and reception office; In Pailou, a traditional architectural type reshaped to interpret a demolished 
hall and welcome visitors; In Sacrifice Hall, heritage at risk was restored and reinforced with new 
material and meaning; In Cemeteries, a series of sacred memorial space stretched upon the spatial 
sequence of ancient temple complex; In Memorial Hall and the Pagoda, the new language seemed 
to be advanced, incorporating function, honesty in structure, spatial quality, and monumentality. 
The play between decorative vocabulary, new building techniques, and scale is another layer of the 
developed language. Altogether, the whole language evident not only on one building but all over 
the entire complex was versatile and practical, grounded by the context while steering clear from 
the Eclecticism. As a living legacy representing Murphy’s highest attainment, the memorial cemetery 
is supposed to be one of the exceptional cases of the larger group, the Republican heritages, which 
keeps and conveys the adapting language in the period.
94     Shunyuan, Jiang. 论北京元明清三朝宫殿的继承与发展. Palace Museum Journal. 1992, vol.3. ISSN：0452-7402
DOI：10.16319/j.cnki.0452-7402.1992.03.013
Nan, Wang. The Forbidden City and Square-Circle Composition: A Study on the Compositional Proportion of Individual Architecture in the For-
bidden City of Beijing. Architecture History. 2018, vol.2.
95     Guoqing, Yang. 民国年间南京城墙拆、保之争始末. Century. 2002, vol.3. ISSN：1005-4715
Figure 64
Selected cases: Tai-he Hall, the Ming Tomb, Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, and other related cases. 
Source: Palace Museum. Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau.
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Adapted Decorative Vocabulary
The extensive use of ornaments in ancient Chinese architecture forms a critical part of 
architectural symbols that can represent social hierarchy, political status, and function in a given 
historical period. The scale, color, shape, material, and patterns of an ornament indicates aesthetic 
preferences and the dynasty that has this ornament would like to pinpoint. It comes naturally that 
decorative vocabulary has always been a focal point for those who are familiar with the cultural 
context, namely Chinese craftsmen in ancient times and modern trained architects. The identification 
of basic ornaments and their styles are now still a part of the curriculum about Chinese architectural 
history in some universities. The extensive use of ornaments also attracted attention from western 
architects, though their opinions varied from deprecation on a plethora of pure decoration to relishing 
the intriguing system, and Henry K. Murphy was the latter.
In the Memorial Cemetery complex, a critical part of the architectural expressions is about the 
choice of ornaments, and the choices seem to evolve into a vocabulary that Murphy applied to some 
other projects in his last practices in China. By tracing the prototypes, comparing the differences 
between traditional and adaptations, and searching for evidence on who got influenced in the 
process and made the decisions, a detailed understanding of the adaptive strategy can be presented. 
Although the design process remains unclear and it is difficult to make clear who accurately referred 
to which part of the historic site in the Memorial Cemetery, contextualized comparisons can at least 
indicate what part of Chinese traditional architecture was referred to and applied in the Memorial 
Cemetery. By examining the way drawing is done, the revisions one drawing had and its date, and the 
ornaments architects applied in their former and later design, a reasonable deduction can emerge 
to show what role one architect or draughtsman might have played in the design. Besides, coherent 
vocabulary should be noticed in future preservation proposals for the ornaments because there are 
issues in the current condition, which makes it necessary and urgent to understand the vocabulary.
This section starts from comparing the findings from scholarship, the cases mentioned in 
literature and reports, different versions of drawings, and observations on site. A comparative study 
will come to illustrate and argue what might be the reference, what should be focused, and issues 
to be noticed in future preservation. Finally, a conclusion that takes into account who was in the 
design process suggests how much Murphy participated in the design process, historical changes, 
and aspects that can be preserved better in the future.
Some cases that existing literature directly noted as a reference to the cemetery complex and 
Murphy’s design are included here for further arguments. (Figure 64) Tai-he Hall, as mentioned in 
earlier sections, was advocated as a reference to the details in the Memorial Hall. The Ming Tomb and 
Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum designed by Lu Yan-zhi are also two significant architectural groups worth 
Figure 65
The brackets: Qing Xiling, Pailou, the Sacrifice Hall, the Memorial Hall, the Pagoda. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University.
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noticing. Lai De-lin argued in his article that Murphy benefited from Ernst Boerschmann’s site survey 
in China by directly borrowing the patterns and proportions from survey drawings.96 The cases in his 
article and projects by Dong Da-you, whom he regarded as another influenced architect, are compared 
in some of the analyses. Altogether, collecting and analyzing the decorative vocabulary applied to the 
built structures eventually come as preserving Murphy’s contextualized design intentions.
Details listed below reflect an adapted architectural language in which the strategies heavily 
influenced the final design decisions. Moreover, the development of such vocabulary demonstrates 
how Murphy advanced his skills, which justifies the reason why the vocabulary, as a whole, should 
be an essential part of preservation proposals. The analyses of the ornamental details are organized 
generally from top to bottom, exterior to the interior on each structure.
Brackets
The brackets, as an essential indicator of social status and significance in traditional architectural 
language, are different in style, number, and material on every structure. There is no bracket on the 
Entrance Gate, 3+3 on Pailou, 3+3 and 2+2 on the Sacrifice Hall, 3+2 on the Memorial Hall, and 2+2 on 
the Pagoda. The number of brackets decreases according to spatial sequence, with details of brackets 
simplified. Details in entasis are different, changing from segmented circular, continuous semi-
circular, to smooth circular. The condition might be a result of two reasons. As shown in drawings 
and supported by Murphy’s schedule, the brackets on Pailou were possibly selected by Dong Da-you, 
and referred to the Qing Mausoleum as suggested in Lai De-lin’s article. When Murphy came back in 
Nanjing after 1931, the number and details of the Memorial Hall and the Pagoda were simplified as 
decorative symbols, while keeping the proportion of traditional brackets. By comparing the drawings 
to historic photos and current condition, it is clear that the brackets were constructed as drawn in the 
Republican era, and should be followed in future preservation plans.(Figure 65)
Symbolized ornaments on the ridge
· Chi Wei (鸱尾)
Chi Wei is an ornament on both ends of the ridge in the hope of preventing fire disaster. It is 
usually in the image of a standing bird with paws or a combination of bird and fish, also called Mo 
Jie, as a water monster. The ornaments used in the three central buildings seems to be a simplified 
mix of Ming-dynasty and Qing-dynasty ornaments, or it could be referring to a more ancient version 
in the middle part of China that had less decorative details. Chi Wei applied to Entrance Gate, Pailou, 
and the Memorial Hall are all in the same style, with only the Sacrifice Hall different. The ones on the 
Sacrifice Hall and the Memorial Hall have intensive Ming-dynasty features in the monster itself, while 
96     Lai De-lin, “Elementary Discussion about the Influence of Ernst Boerschmann on Modern Chinese Architecture,” [in Chinese] Architectur-
al Journal Issue 5, (May 2011): 94-96.
Figure 66
Chi Wei: Entrance Gate, Pailou, the Sacrifice Hall and the Memorial Hall. Note the Sacrifice Hall and compare it with the 
picture showing typical Ming-dynasty and Qing-dynasty Chi Wei from left to right respectively. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. 浅析紫禁城建筑上的琉璃吻.
Figure 67
Ji Shou:  The Sacrifice Hall, the Memorial Hall, and the Pagoda, showing a set series of ornaments.
Bottom shows the Forbidden City and Murphy's Ginlin College. The decorative language stemmed from traditional architecture and 
continued in modern context.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. The Palace Musuem.
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the sword-like decorative component is more in Qing-dynasty style. As shown in the comparison, 
generally, they are closer to the remaining Ming ornaments, which is a reasonable choice for the site 
that had Ming Tomb as context and a historic background connected to the Ming dynasty. However, 
the one designed in the Republican era on the ridge of the Sacrifice Hall was not appropriate 
considering the history. It was not a new simplified version or an ancient one that points to the 
general period when the precursor, the Beamless Hall, was anchored. The design for this Chi Wei 
appeared to be a version based on the Qing Dynasty, as shown in proportion and the features of the 
water monster. 97 Again, it is difficult to make assumptions on who made the decision because the 
drawing had been revised several times before construction. For future preservation, the ornaments 
on all other structures except for the Sacrifice Hall should be conserved as in the Republican era. The 
one for the Sacrifice Hall needs to be discussed if unexpected damage happens, while it should be, in 
current time, treated as a built part of the building and preserved as it is.(Figure 66)
· Ji Shou (脊兽)
Ji Shou is a kind of animal ornament positioned at the end of the ridge, which had already been 
developed into a given language in the Qing Dynasty. There are overall ten animals, as illustrated that 
each has its name and cultural implications. The number and style of Ji Shou indicate the architectural 
hierarchy of an ancient palace, and the Tai-he Hall has the highest level of all ten animals. The Memorial 
Hall has the most number of ornaments in the cemetery complex, while much fewer if compared with 
Tai-he Hall. An analysis is shown as followed use the seven monsters on the ridge of the Memorial 
Hall as a benchmark. The seven are labeled as below: A+ B (1-5) + C.
Entrance Gate: 1+3+1= A+ B (3) +C
Pailou: 3+1=B (3) +C
Beamless Hall (2 layers): 1+3+1= A+ B (3) +C
Memorial Hall (2 layers): 1+5+1= A+ B (5) +C
Pagoda=3 (in a copy used to be 4): B (3)
A conclusion can be made that a symbolized set of Ji Shou was provided in the design. Applications 
to each building were selected from the set. Similar to the set of Chi Wei, a prototypical series of 
Ji Shou was designed in the very first place, added to the design and refined through models. The 
number and design suggest that the Memorial Hall is the architectural center of the cemetery complex 
with the highest level, and by comparing the design to Murphy and Dong Day-you’s other design, as 
well as some other Republican heritage at the vicinity, a conclusion could be drawn. (Figure 67) The 
decorative language here had inherited most of the original Chinese traditional architecture and was 
massively applied in the Republican sites. Thus, for future preservation, they should be archived into 
97     Wentao, Wang. 浅析紫禁城建筑上的琉璃吻. Forbidden City. 2012, vol.12. ISSN：1003-0328
Lina, Zang. 鸱尾考略. Journal of Southeast University (Social Science Edition). November, 1999. Vol.1, No.4. ISSN：1008-441X
DOI：10.13916/j.cnki.issn1671-511x.1999.04.015
Figure 68
Top: Painting on the Tai-he Hall and the Ming Tomb.
Middle: Simplified painting in the Memorial Cemetery on the Entrance Gate and the Memorial Hall
Bottom: Tan's Tomb by Yang Ting-bao at vicinity, and Murphy's Ginlin College. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. The Palace Museum.
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a set language and continued to be taken into account when thinking about the integrity in exterior 
expression and cultural values.
Painting (彩画)
Paintings can be noticed on the exterior walls of the Entrance Gate, on the exterior and interior 
walls and ceilings of the Memorial Hall and the Pagoda.98 The patterns applied to the buildings, rather 
than referring to the complicated ancient ones, were simplified based on the Chinese architectural 
language. Highly abstract geometries with a set number of colors created a new language for the 
paintings applied in the entire memorial Cemetery.
Paintings in traditional Chinese architecture from the Ming Dynasty to the Qing Dynasty are 
much more complicated in composition, with patterns on end, decorative pattern in-between, and 
linear elements that extend to the other side.99 However, it is possible that the painting got some ideas 
from the Ming Tomb, as shown in the comparison in the figure. The colors used in Ming dynasties 
were mainly cold, featured by blue and green, with a few white and gold.100 Meanwhile, the typical 
color palette in Qing Dynasty added more warm colors into its range, including red, yellow, orange, 
and dark brown.101 Though not noted on the drawings, green, blue, some red, and a little white were 
the primary color palette applied according to newspaper reports, historic photos, and current 
conditions. Thus, the painting here should be considered as an architectural element of traditional 
culture, and an adapted language to add a layer of history onto the expression of the memorial 
buildings. The adapted version was highly possible the product of Murphy’s design by comparing 
Murphy’s Ginlin College with the Tan Mausoleum designed by Kwan, Chu and Yang Architects, and 
the Shanghai Public Library by Dong Day-you. The Chinese architects in the Republican era favored 
more the pure traditional prototype that had delicate details and correct paradigm, while Murphy 
continued his simplified geometry in the design for Ginlin College, which he did not cooperate with 
Dong.(Figure 68)
The current painting does not follow all the original designs. Some minor changes appear on the 
exterior wall of the Entrance Gate, while those for the Memorial Hall had dramatically changed. It 
98     Zhenwei, Cao. A Study of the Cloud Patterns Painted on the Architectural Ridged Purlin of the Forbidden City. Palace Museum Journal. 
2019, vol.7. ISSN：0452-7402
DOI：10.16319/j.cnki.0452-7402.2019.07.008
Hong, Yang. Lifang, Ji. The Ming Imperial Architecture Paintings and Decorations of Periods---Focus on The Patterns on Beam and Purlin of The 
Timber Architecture of The Imperial Palace. Palace Museum Journal. 2016, vol.4. ISSN：0452-7402
DOI忠10.16319/j.cnki.0452-7402.2016.04.007
99     In Chinese, 盒子、箍头、找头、方心(端头造型线+楞线). The linear patterns applied in the buildings are mostly extracted from 方心 
that is characterized by a linear pattern. From the early Ming to the transitioning period to Qing, the linear patterns transformed from segment-
ed curves into straight lines with and without curves.
100     Yejing, Gao. Analysis on the Stone Carvings and Colored Paintings of the Torii in the Thirteen Tombs of Ming Dynasty. Traditional Chi-
nese Architecture and Gardens. 2018, vol.2. ISSN：1000-7237
Lin, Jiang. Yuanyuan, Li. 忠忠忠忠忠忠忠忠忠忠忠忠忠——忠忠忠. 大众文艺. 2019, vol.22. ISSN：1007-5828
101     Lianzhang, Zheng. 紫禁城建筑上的彩画. Palace Museum Journal. 1993, vol.3. ISSN：0452-7402.
DOI忠10.16319/j.cnki.0452-7402.1993.03.002
钟粹宫明代早期旋子彩画. Palace Museum Journal. 1983, vol.3. ISSN：0452-7402
DOI：10.16319/j.cnki.0452-7402.1983.03.012
Figure 69
Wang Zhu: Layered cloud pattern that formed a uniform expression.. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University.
Figure 70
Bracket on Columns: A simplified version of traditional elements. Current Condition does not follow the initial design. 
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. The Palace Museum.
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could be a result of the restoration project for the Memorial Hall in the mid-to-late twentieth century 
when the first repainting was conducted to recover the hall after the Sino-Japanese War, or could be 
dramatically changed in the four preservation projects after the 1950s. There are issues in current 
painting that might not be appropriate. Compared to the design and photos, the use of red in the 
interior space of the Memorial Hall is not supposed to be painted in large areas and on beams. As an 
entire set of patterns, the paintings should be a focus for future preservation because of its unique 
form that adapted from the traditional language and shaped a new series of expressions.
Railings & Columns
The details on railings varied in the design of each building in the Republican era. The interior 
railings in the Memorial Hall referred much to the railings in the Ming Tomb. The architectural 
element on top of the railing has its name Wang Zhu (望柱). Most of the ornaments for Wang Zhu 
were combinations of the cloud with birds, dragon, and phoenix, while in the Memorial Hall, it was 
designed as three layers of cloud, and in the Pagoda as stacked clouds. The design in the Memorial 
Hall changed, as shown in the No.7 drawing revised by Murphy in 1932 to the stacked cloud patterns 
for Wang Zhu and a combination of two cloud patterns on railing panels. Almost all the other railings 
on the exterior of buildings and around platforms followed a uniform design pattern. Though they 
were different in the ornament on panels, the same in the design for Wang Zhu was applied. The 
ornaments on panels, however, were following a typical Chinese architectural language which could 
be found in both Ming and Qing palaces. Altogether, the adapted pattern for railing was pretty much 
set as a new language and should be a reference for future preservation.(Figure 69)
Brackets on both sides of columns were constructed by reinforced concrete with floral relief, 
which might be an emulation to the wooden brackets. In traditional architecture, the wood brackets 
were often carved with three-dimensional patterns and functioned as both a decoration and a 
structural element. However, they were not always painted or coated with color. The design here 
borrowed patterns from the brackets in Tai-he Hall and adapted on the wood brackets a new version 
with simplified details. The brackets were drawn in a clear and repetitive floral pattern, which 
seemed to be a new design based on the ancient prototype. (Figure 70)The brackets are now painted 
to enhance the pattern, while they appeared on the historic photos not entirely covered by paint. The 
tone on brackets was lighter than the red columns and walls. It should be noticed and reevaluated 
in preservation proposals whether or not the brackets should be, as they are now, wholly painted to 
simulate traditional wood structure.
Doors & Windows
The typical patterns applied in the Republican design for doors and windows were precisely 
Figure 72
Top and middle: Typical late Ming-dynasty to early Qing-dynasty base, which is similar to the design on the right. 
The one referred in article as reference has noticeable difference in pattern.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. 故宫建筑须弥座的尺度构成与装饰纹样.
Figure 71
The patterns applied in doors and windows came from the traditional Chinese architecture. 
From left to right: Typical Pattern, design applied in the cemetery complex, and the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum.
Source: Avery Archive, Columbia University. The Palace Museum.
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the same as those on Tai-he Hall.102 However, it was hard to tell how and why the pattern was 
selected because Sun Yat-sen mausoleum, the adjacent architectural group that was designed and 
constructed as the dominant in the entire area, had already applied the pattern. Based on one article 
about the decision-making process, the style should have been discussed by the Administrative 
Committee, who was in charge of managing the whole process in the Republican era. The pattern is a 
standardized ancient one named 三交六椀菱花, which was applied mainly in high-level Qing-dynasty 
halls, especially those designed to be used by the emperor.103 The interior door in Memorial Hall also 
borrowed elements from the Tai-he Hall. Unfortunately, many of the original doors and windows 
did not survive due to the Sino-Japanese War. The same patterns are still used in the Sacrifice Hall 
with changes in material, while new ones now replace those in the Memorial Hall and the Pagoda. 
Doors and windows, in their initial design, were all supposed to be wood to fit in the historic context. 
Glass was used for openings when climate boundary was necessary. Now the replaced ones are 
mainly in metal with no glass. The doors in the Memorial Hall are different from other structures. 
(Figure 71) The wood openings have a new design, possibly a product rather than specially designed 
for conservation. Thus, the issues about the consistency in material and design for the doors and 
windows in the cemetery complex should be emphasized in future preservation proposals, or the 
aesthetic value of the site and its interrelationship to Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum will be lost.
Decorative Pattern on the Base
The design for the base was different in each component. The Entrance Gate, Pailou, the Sacrifice 
hall, and the Memorial Hall all had a simple base with little or almost no decoration. The design for the 
Pagoda dramatically added many details. The reason why the base of the Pagoda was distinctive could 
be that it was the final and spiritual component that should express, on its exterior, the decorative 
patterns that can help make it elegant and significant. The brackets and decorative monsters on the 
ridge were not enough for the exterior architectural expression of seen from the ground floor, and 
Murphy did think about adding more monsters in one of the draft drawings. The design of the base, 
when compared to traditional Chinese architecture, was closer to styles in the Ming Dynasty and 
the transitioning period from Ming to Qing Dynasty. Different from what Lai De-lin argued in his 
article, the base did not replicate the temple in Beijing, representing Qing-dynasty styles. Since a 
specific drawing was done for the details of the base, and the fact that Murphy focused much on the 
image and cultural implications of Pagoda, it should be an intentional pattern selected by Murphy, 
especially for the design. (Figure 72) Therefore, it is critical for future preservation to keep the design 
and the patterns on the base of the Pagoda.
102     Quan, Zhou. Xinyu, Hou. Xiaoru, Zhou. 浅谈故宫中的格心窗花的艺术文化内涵. 美术与设计, 大众文艺. 
103     This pattern is featured by its equilateral triangular shape, the ground-figure relationship between the circular opening and (mainly 
copper) linear structure and decoration. It was one of the patterns that only the space for emperors could use, not even in halls for concubines.
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Conclusion on Strategies Applied in Decorative Vocabulary
With the analyses on each component in the previous section in mind as a premise, the decorative 
architectural language applied in the design of the Memorial Cemetery gradually becomes clear. As 
an essential part of the entire architectural language, the decorative vocabulary advanced as the 
design process went from 1929 to 1932, which gave the integrated expression to the entire cemetery 
complex. The process and the comparative study supports the idea that Murphy was a leading 
contributor to the design, devoting much of his understanding and thinking through versions of 
changes on drawings. At the same time, Dong Da-you should have played an active role in the design 
and practiced much though the adapted decorative vocabulary did not influence his later works. 
Conflicts and struggles can be sensed in the vocabulary that the Chinese architects insisted earnestly on 
the original, in other words, authentic Chinese decoration systems. In contrast, the western architect, 
namely Murphy, considered the culture with a free mind and proposed simplified new vocabulary 
to echo the history without burdens from the overly complicated ornaments. The decision on the 
ornaments was a mix of architects, the construction company, and the Administrative Committee, 
and the interrelationship between these participants gave the cemetery complex a broader meaning 
in preservation. The shared door patterns with Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, the borrowed Ming-Dynasty 
echoing the Ming Tomb and Palace, and the following Republican sites that used similar vocabulary 
should be considered as a whole in future studies and preservation.
Decorative Vocabulary
Time Traditional Architectural Language Adapted Architectural Lan-
guage
Possible Main Designer






















Conclusion Murphy had the most voice in the adapted vocabulary as he developed the design with more decorative elements and sim-
plified versions. The Pagoda as a final component conveyed the most of his ideas, which was possibly the reason why the 
Pagoda, as well as the group that Memorial Hall and Pagoda formed, had the most balanced but nuanced elements working 
together in shaping the overall architectural expression.
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Experience and Monumentality
One of the shared issues that influences all structures is the audience’s experience, partly a 
result of historical changes that reshaped the identity of the Memorial Cemetery. Political conflicts 
led to the intentional erase of imprints from rivaled power, making the most human damage that 
altered the way audiences approached and perceived the site. First, the name changes during Jiang 
Jie-shi and Wang Jing-wei’s fight for leadership, and then came the CPC, which jettisoned a number of 
GMD symbols, especially in the Cultural Revolution. The changes, however, comprised more than the 
physical condition of structures and objects. Activities that once presided by the GMD government 
were jettisoned as part of political history that CPC criticized. Memorial ceremonies and exhibitions, 
together with the displayed exhibits, were suspended firstly in wars and later entirely lost during the 
shift of political power. The initial purpose of wiping the political symbols out, namely devastating 
cultural monuments that might raise memory about the political past from beholders, was to mute 
the voice about a piece of historical narrative. As for the recent past, driving forces to depoliticize the 
public perception of this cemetery complex are more complicated. When the site serves a “neutral” 
ground for tourists as an element that represents a cultural figure of the city, it is easier to get legal 
support for heritage designation that will bring many benefits. The designation, from a pragmatic 
perspective, means official funding, preservation proposals, and intellectual attention. The changes 
altogether result in a dilemma that invisible limitations of potential interventions exist. Lacking 
visitor engagement, inadequate resources for people to contemplate, and bewildering information 
gap in explanatory materials as consequences of these changes eventually stacked and formed the 
current confusing experience.
It is then necessary to discuss what ought to be an expected experience considering context, 
Murphy’s design, later changes, and current condition, which relates much to the monumentality of 
the Memorial Cemetery. Generally, three layers of monumentality give form to the perception and 
experience of the site: the spatial features and objects, the memorial activities and circulation, and 
the sequence of designed scenarios.
The first layer of monumentality is deeply rotted in the burial traditions in Chinese culture. 
Typical Chinese tombs have their spatial and material features represented in the chamber, or 
casket, graves as underground structures that house the body and burial goods to allow spirits to 
“live as they were before the death.” Spiritual seats and epitaphs exist both in tombs underground, 
on gravestones right on the ground or in memorial buildings, depict and tell the biography of the 
person. Objects displayed in buildings to mourn the dead were often personal belongings leftover, 
serving as a vessel of memory that links the alive to the dead.104 As a continuity of such tradition, the 
material monumentality had its corresponding reflections in the initial design. Although it is hard to 
104     Wu Hung, “Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs,” (London: Reaktion Books, Limited, 2010), 149-218.
Figure 73
Top: Spiritual seat in Chinese burial tradition and the Sacrifice Hall.
Middle: Model of Yangzishan Tomb showing the typical brick vault. Plan and section of Baishan Tomb
Bottom: The Sacrifice Hall and its interior space.
Source: The Art of Yellow Spring.
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tell the extent to which Murphy was influenced by the commissioners who made decisions on the 
significant function as well as the underlying tone of buildings, he did integrate the cultural context in 
his proposals for the cemeteries, Sacrifice Hall and the Memorial Hall. The brick vaults in the Sacrifice 
Hall served a robust architectural connection to ancient tombs, and the piled arches shared similar 
features of the spiritual seats, on which memorial essays were carved as the narrative of the event in 
which the martyrs sacrificed their lives. Similarities lied between Chinese and western gravestones- 
both bear inscriptions of biographies- became the overwhelming visual element in the initial design. 
Murphy adapted the features of a modern cemetery, namely the Arlington National Cemetery, and the 
products lied in the scale of gravestones, the flags that symbolized national identity, and the obelisks 
with memorial inscriptions. The Memorial Hall gathered belongings of the soldiers and housed the 
memories not only as a vessel for descendants to mourn but also an exhibition of collective memory 
from a shared experience to raise patriotism. Separated into three different parts of the complex, the 
circulation that Murphy designed connected them to form an integrated sense of monumentality.
The second layer of monumentality changed after 1949 when CPC suspended the ceremonies to 
commemorate NRA martyrs, which resulted in the defunctionalization of the Sacrifice Hall and the 
Memorial Hall. The two were proposed to hold public activities and to tell the stories through displayed 
objects. These activities featured the “living” monumentality, in other words, the intangible side of 
historical significance the cemetery complex embodied. The original Ming-Dynasty temple complex 
took the existing topography and constructed platforms gradually going upwards. The circulation 
was aimed to combine the natural sublime with religious holiness. In the Republican era, religious 
expressions were redeployed by Murphy’s proposal to the new temple complex, while the cemetery 
complex inherited and adapted based on the platforms a modern sense of reverence reflecting 
nationalism. An additional horizontal axis connecting Cemetery No.1 in the center to Cemetery 
No.2 and No.3 introduced another direction of circulation, which at the same time reinforced the 
centricity of Cemetery No.1. The overall design of circulation was a critical element in strengthening 
the monumentality of the cemetery, indicated by the attention Murphy put in his master plan as well 
as his sketches on the backside of the collected clippings.
The third layer, solidified by the former two layers, is the most palpable and intriguing part 
of monumentality. (Figure 73) The core of the Memorial Cemetery, as listed as the second-largest 
project among the public memorials commissioned for the political figure Sun Yat-sen and the 
nation’s legitimacy, was the commemorative value it conveyed as an “intentional monument,” as 
Riegl categorized.105 The media through which collective memory took shape expressed the most 
in scenes rendered by Murphy. As noted in the analysis of the cemetery about the design intentions, 
105     Chen Yun-qian, “合法性与“孙中山”政治象征符号的建构,” [] Issue 2 (February, 2006): 171-175.
- “Reconstruction of Space and the Worship towards Sun Yat-sen: an investigation with Yat-sen Park as its Center in the Republic of China,” [in 
Chinese] Historical Review no.1 (2006): 11-17.
- “Memory, History and Space (Symposium),” [in Chinese] Issue 7 (July, 2012): 134-137.
Figure 74
The current condition: identity and monumentality of the Memorial Cemetery has lost.
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also written in reports106:
The three cemeteries which, to use the speaker’s words, form “the essentials of the 
group” and provided a very difficult problem in design, were laid out in the horse-shoe 
shape which characterizes many old Chinese graves. Laid out so that only one cemetery 
unit can be seen at a time, each unit occupies no less than two acres of land. Surrounding 
each one is an enclosing wall which, to add effectiveness to the design, has been divided 
into a succession of short semi-circles and longer ellipses. From the ends of the horse-
shoe, where the walls are three feet high, gently rising and falling, elliptical curves raise 
the walls gradually until they reach a height of 18 feet.
Apparently, the scenario had already been rendered when Murphy made the proposal. A series 
of sequential perspectives were selected in Murphy’s photo clippings, and monumentality was 
indicated from his annotations following the perspectives. The Memorial Cemetery succeeded in 
presenting audiences the solemnity, in a joyful way rather than gloomy, after its dedication. Essayists, 
as well as the general public, appreciated the monument without judging the political symbol, which 
was an issue in Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum as the public could not always agree with the deification. 
The integrated scenes, as the final perceivable part of monumentality, merged former layers and 
presented the large picture to its audiences.
Just like the changes in visitor experience, the monumentality of the Memorial Cemetery suffered 
much loss in historical changes and had almost faded in oblivion with the older generations who 
kept the memory of the historic site. The objects in the first layer demolished in the Sino-Japanese 
war and the Cultural Revolution. Part of the second layer vanished quietly after 1949, and the rest 
was influenced by the expansion of the new Linggu Temple complex and the construction of Deng 
Yan-da Mausoleum in the 1950s. Consequently, the third layer gradually lost with the changes. 
Nowadays, visitors still approach both sites, the Memorial Cemetery and Linggu Temple, from the 
same entrance gate on the same route that diverged behind the Sacrifice Hall, but what they perceive 
is not the monumentality that the design once delicately represented. As a result, convoluted aspects 
all had impacts on the entire visiting process. Changes exist in current experience start from going in 
(transportation), walking along the central axis (landscape), seeing inside and outside the monuments 
(objects, architecture, informative material), wandering around the site (circulation) and eventually 
to the viewshed at the scenic view from looking down on the top floor in the Pagoda. (Figure 74)
Conclusions can be drawn with certainty that the correlating factors led to an entire modification 
that deviated from the original intention embodied in the design.
106     The North-China Daily News, March 28, 1934
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Values and Stakeholders
As analyzed in previous sections, the stakeholders involved in each component were listed as a 
reference. This section aims to collect the necessary data about stakeholders to illustrate their roles 
in engaging preservation-related activities, including monitoring and management of the Memorial 
Cemetery. It should be admitted beforehand that the extent each stakeholder takes part in could not 
be precisely evaluated due to limited open resources. However, despite the regulations that distribute 
power and responsibility, there are indications based on physical observations, interviews, and news 
reports that support the following evaluation. Color codes show the extent from minimum to large, 
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Conclusion: Some observations from the table reflect how stakeholders interact with the 
cemetery complex and participate in the preservation process. The Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum 
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Administration Bureau, as required by the municipal law the chief governing authority, a stakeholder 
that has the tightest engagement and most significant voice in managing the Memorial Cemetery. The 
targeted audience, including visitors and the descendants, comes next as the second-largest group, 
and intersection exists in the group of people who are both descendants and citizens of Nanjing. They 
are the significant stakeholders who should have a direct emotional tie to the Memorial Cemetery not 
only in the Republican era but also inc the current time. However, with the physical changes in all 
three cemeteries, as well as the defuncitionalization of the Memorial Hall,  most of the connection to 
the site is lost, let alone having voices heard. They are excluded from participating in any activities 
in and about the Memorial Cemetery. Museums and researchers are the third group that has the 
potential to play a more active role. As supported by the literature review that collects scholarship on 
the Memorial Cemetery, an invisible barrier blocked the scholars who are interested in research to 
help understand the site from getting access to firsthand materials and involve directly in discussion 
with other stakeholders. As for the museums, since they are not legitimate to curate on-site or get 
any venue from ticket charge, they are currently outsiders who are not engaged in any process even if 
connections exist. To sum the condition up, there is an apparent absence of voices from a wide range 
of stakeholders, which should be a topic in future preservation frameworks.
Value: On the premise of preceding analyses that break down the aspects of each component 
and the roles that critical stakeholders play, the following section describes and evaluate the values 
of each component in the cemetery complex from its design in the Republican era to its current 
condition, and envision the potential values that could be enhanced in future preservation. Five 
significant values are listed- aesthetic, historic, social, material, and cultural- selected based on typical 
value assessment in preservation mechanisms as well as the condition that Republican heritage has 
in common. The goal of this value assessment, rather than prepares a comprehensive evaluation for 
heritage nomination, pays more attention to the general dimensional change and makes the first 
attempts to bring out suggestions for further discussion in the next chapter.
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Entrance Gate
The Entrance Gate was the first architectural node that Murphy 
designed in the complex. The design reflects continuity in the form 
that echoed the ancient entrance, introduced new architectural 
elements such as the interior vaults, added more decorative 
elements to the exterior, and constructed in the modern material, 
including concrete. The gate, compared to its initial design in the 
Republican era, serves more in contemporary time because it is 
not only the gate for the Memorial Cemetery but also the expanded 
Linggu Temple. Thus, the aesthetic, historic, and social values of the 
entrance gate increased, while there is still potential in utilizing the 
gate to promote the value of both sites in the social domain.
Pailou
Pailou is an architecturally distinctive element in the whole 
complex. Pailou was not designed to provide sheltered space for the 
audience; instead, it served as a monument by a familiar architectural 
style. As it remains mainly intact, the cultural, aesthetic, and social 
values of Pailou are outstanding, while the material and social 
aspects of this monument could be improved through conservation 
projects in the future.
Sacrifice Hall
The Sacrifice Hall, as noted in previous sections, was the most 
significant ancient hall that impressed Murphy during his site 
survey. The restoration proposed by Murphy in the Republican era, 
as a consequence, focused on the original architectural attributes of 
the hall. After the large-scale restoration in the 1980s, the Memorial 
Hall gradually recovered its integrity. Though problems exist in 
the restoration if evaluated in current preservation methods, 
the Sacrifice Hall maintained its aesthetic integrity that directly 
presented its overwhelming historic values. Thus, the historic, 
social, and aesthetic values of the hall are the aspects that need to 
be focused in future preservation proposals.
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Cemetery
The Cemetery, especially Cemetery No.1, was carefully designed 
with sophisticated details as the central architectural component in 
the complex. It was the integrity that includes defining architecture, 
monuments, underground structures, landscapes, and circulation. 
However, it is also the part of the Memorial Cemetery that suffered 
the most loss in historical changes. With the dereliction, alteration, 
and demolition of the structures, the aesthetic, cultural, social, and 
material values all diminished to some extent. This condition urges 
and allows future preservation proposals to pay special attention to 
and recover the integrity.
Memorial Hall
The Memorial Hall conveyed Murphy’s most delicate design 
thoughts in his understanding of adaptive Chinese architecture. 
As noted in previous arguments, the aesthetic value and cultural 
implications were essential parts of its significance. Although issues 
exist in the current preservation interventions that endeavor to 
rehabilitate and recover the architectural integrity of the hall, the hall 
is still a critical building in the complex that should serve a cultural 
and social function for the audience. It is possible to revitalize the 
Memorial Hall by positioning the hall in a proper contemporary 
context and give meaning to the vacant space.
Pagoda
The Pagoda has always been the well-recognized component in 
the cemetery complex. The architectural design incorporated a new 
structure with traditional Chinese pagoda images while representing 
monumentality in the visitor circulation, memorial inscriptions, and 
interpretation of original Pagoda. Consequently, the Pagoda is a whole 
structure that achieved a delicate balance between the design aspects, 
bringing the aesthetic, cultural, material, and social value together. It 
is reasonable to say that the historic value increases as the history 
it witnessed accumulated in the past years. With the recovering of 
essential materials, such as the inscriptions on exterior tablets, the 
Pagoda could embody and convey more values in the future.
Figure 75
One of the articles discussed: "The Three Principles in Brick and Mortar". 
Source: The North - China Herald and Supreme Court & Consular Gazette (1870-1941); Jul 20, 1929.
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Influence
Architecture change, say the transitioning built environment, is a mirror on which associated 
social changes are reflected. Critics that directly point to the cemetery complex are rare, while 
comments on Murphy’s design of the Pagoda and adaptive methods are written as a by-product in 
some discourses talking about the larger picture or specific events. As written in Literature Review, 
it is not precise to say that the influence of the project, as well as Murphy as the leading architect 
in the design process, is entirely lost in the history without any attention. Already there has been 
scholarship investigating profoundly how Murphy, Dana, and Hamlin influenced the first generation 
of Chinese architects. Thus, the influence argued here is not about the general influence Murphy 
has on design methods in Chinese modern time but specific issues when current researchers make 
attempts to scrutinize specific cases and statements on interrelationships represented in the cases. 
Existing common issues in the evaluation of Republican heritage include weighing perspectives 
improperly and, as a corresponding situation, misunderstanding of essential aspects that give shape 
to the value of Republican heritage.
Two examples might help better explain the situation. (Figure 75) An article written by the 
deputy director of Nanjing Urban Construction Archives only listed basic facts about the archives- 
their physical condition, languages used, numbers, and signatures- without any useful information. 
The problematic presumption that Dong Da-you signed on the drawing means he partnered Murphy, 
at least equally, in the design process is expressed here:
“…Based on the archives, the well-known architect in our country, Dayou Dong, par-
ticipated in the whole design of the National Memorial Cemetery complex and his 
position is not an assistant but a collaborator (partner), different from some state-
ments that introduce Murphy as the designer of the cemetery.” 
However, the conclusion is not justified with only Dong’s signatures on the drawings, or Tse Sing-
sih, the engineer who drew the most drawings, should be considered the leading designer in this logic 
because his name appeared the most times. As argued in the Adapted Decorative Language, Murphy 
had contributed much to the design process and controlled the final architectural expressions. 
At the same time, references from his Chinese colleagues must have helped form or at least gave 
options to the choices Murphy made in each step. The whole article is, in fact, more about advocating 
the contribution of Chinese modern architects. Underevaluation of the meaning of archives when 
understanding Chinese architectural history influences how the archives are treated, as mentioned 
previously, that there were scholars who were not able to retrieve or get any access to the archives, 
including the author of this thesis.
Consequently, the concealed information not shared even to preservation-related personnel 
Figure 76
Selected words in "The Three Principles in Brick and Mortar". 
Source: The North - China Herald and Supreme Court & Consular Gazette (1870-1941); Jul 20, 1929.
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hinders the understanding of western architects, future research, and the preservation of their 
legacies. This thesis, and many other theses, evaluate heritage and their architects through inquiring 
into the drawings, photos, and sketches that rely much on the amount of information reflected in the 
details from first-hand materials. It is then misleading and irresponsible for the managing department 
of archives to publish articles with presumptions while limiting the accessibility to the materials they 
can refer to.
One other example is about reading the ideas of the first generations under the influence of their 
western mentors. De Wen, the son of Huang Tan-pu (also known as T. P. Wong, a friend of Lu Yan-
zhi who cooperated in several projects), wrote an article to argue and praise Lu’s understanding of 
Chinese modern architecture as well as his patriotism conveyed based on Wen’s reading of The Three 
Principles in Bricks and Mortar, published 1929 on the North-China Daily. (Figure 76) He translated 
only pieces of the whole article as testimony, mainly about Lu and Huang’s idea of why they selected 
a different site from Murphy’s for government center of the municipal buildings in Nanjing:
There has been some disagreement among Chinese architects as to the suitability 
of the site. The late Mr. Lu’s idea was to utilize the site …In conversation with a rep-
resentative of the “North China Daily News”, Mr. P.G. Lee, who with Mr. Wong, has 
carried out his predecessor’s schemes, replied to Mr. Murphy’s argument. The City 
Planning Bureau, he said, are wrong in their psychology… It goes against the grain to 
erect a government centre on these hills. The site of the old Ming palaces, he said, is 
large enough for expansion in the future for all the government’s needs… He empha-
sized that modern Chinese architects were essentially imitators of the geniuses who 
lived in the days of the Mings and erected most of China’s most beautiful buildings. 
They were imitators since they were attempting to embody in their design many of 
the beautiful features of the old Ming style. 107 
In Wen’s translation, instead of using the neutral terms as the newspaper reported, “replied to 
Murphy’s argument” became “refute Murphy’s arguments respectively.”
“It goes against the grain to erect…” became “Murphy’s planning …was against the Chinese cultural 
spirits.”
“He (which according to context should be Lee) emphasized…were attempting to embody in their 
design many of the beautiful features of the old Ming style” became “Lv emphasized erecting government 
center on the sites of Ming Places, and the style of design should adapt to existing architecture there.”
107     Wen’s translation as a comparison: “下面试将《字林西报》的采访报导主要部分翻译如下，再现近代中国建筑发展中的一段史






However, the concern on this design about potential damage to the significant heritage in the 
city of Nanjing was not included in the translation, which was probably deliberate because Wen 
noted in the article for the part he would not translate, the “Question about cost”, but did not say a 
word about the critique:
The Chungshan Road cuts through the government centre as planned by Mr. Lee, just 
behind the central executive building. The extent of the plan is such that it reaches 
beyond the city wall to the south, and if it were carried out, it would be necessary 
either to demolish the city wall in the section, or else pierce it through in many places.
This partial re-reading caused the problematic condition that turned a pure professional 
argument, or discussion, into the voice of local and westerners, especially when Wen quoted some 
words in the correspondence he kept between his father and Lu Yan-zhi. Much can be reflected in 
this article between the lines. Among the group of people who put their effort into uncovering the 
myths, the descendants of modern architects are essential and active participants. Unfortunately, 
such researches are accompanied by presumptions made in the beginning, carefully articulated to 
fabricate opposing attitudes between Chinese and western architects, and overly praising the Chinese 
architects rather than presenting the facts based on objective perspective.
There are more in the field of architecture history than the two articles taken as the sample that 
describes and evaluates Republican heritages. Rather than telling the hidden stories with honesty, 
the general ideas these articles bring up, including architectural theory, planning methods, design 
intentions, and physical sites for sure, are to serve for arguments with presumptions purposefully. 
Republican heritage is often regarded in the premise that their central cultural identity is about 
showcasing the GMD government, as represented in the understanding of the Cemetery No.1- it 
is easy, even for scholars, to consider political symbols as the central driving force in the design 
process. However, the varied architectural expressions of Republican sites have suggested that they 
are a particular group of historic structures with profound background, while politics is only a part 
of the entangled aspects. The influence they have, if considered in contemporary architecture, is still 
visible from the contemporary architectural languages that adapt traditional elements in a modern 
context. The Chinese institutional buildings, especially universities and museums, are the evidence 
to prove the continued influence.
Thank the growing preservation organizations who promote the value of Republican heritage 
as well as some fantastic adaptive reuse of privately owned Republican buildings, the way people 
perceive the heritage has improved in the past decade slowly but gradually. The National Memorial 
Cemetery and many other precious Republican sites were the living witnesses of the period when 
influence from the west adapted in Chinese soil, as Lu Yan-zhi said, “Designing with artistic ideology and 
constructing by scientific theory, thereupon Chinese architecture can further advance its development.” 
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It was a shared consideration by all architects regardless of their cultural background or professional 
training on how modernity should be given shape in the built environment.
The movement towards modernity was what the Republican era was all about. The imagination 
of ideal modern life, religion, country, people, architectural expression, symbols was what all the 
people are involved, from the municipal power to the intellectual world and to everyone who 
lives and shares the space, the land, the country.108 Recent trends that start revealing the facts 
and respecting the values of heritage help, at least to some extent, the preservation of Republican 
sites. Right signals are now sent from some preservation examples, such as the legacies of Ladislav 
Hudec in Shanghai. Hudec even had a documentary “The Man Who Changed Shanghai” to record 
his contribution, projected during the Shanghai World Expo in 2010. His well-known projects are 
preserved and reused, especially the commercial ones that came to be broadcast through television 
series telling stories about the Republican era. Other outstanding figures, as well as firms like Palmer 
& Turner Group, have their names promoted to the broader audience. However, considering the 
considerable number of Republican sites, they are just rare cases in Alpha cities among the many 
remain unknown or undiscovered that deserve attention. In this case, the memorial cemetery that 
mourned for those devoted their lives but never had the chance to see the modern nation should have 
their life-giving elements again from preservation. If the objective understanding of the influence 
from Republican heritage could be reached and agreed, more can be expected in proposing what the 
Republican heritage means nowadays. Upon this, further theoretical and practical preservation plans 
can be proposed for the future.
108     The Republican was the turning point with so many myths to be discovered, but so little first-hand resource left. It was when Moderni-
ty, or Modernism, was imagined by the political power and advocated by the elite in such a chaotic social environment.
Figure 77
 Strategy - Strategy Proposal = Worksheet + Direction + Supplementary materials
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SUGGESTION AND PROPOSAL 
Preservation for Future: A Strategy-to-Strategy Suggestion
This chapter aims to develop a series of strategies as a response to each component with the 
specific strategies applied in the design phase. The response, driven by main issues, outstanding 
values, and conflicting interests from stakeholders involved, can be constructed by breaking down 
the features and underlying incentives. Before starting to propose a new framework, this section will 
first describe what strategies are followed by an analysis of the five strategies applied to Murphy’s 
design for the Memorial Cemetery in the Republican era. The strategies here are for the ongoing 
preservation and future of the complex as a whole as well as its components that each has its own 
complicated history and already has an existing preservation strategy for historic elements. Next, 
with a broader context, general preservation directions are provided with further guidance based on 
the characteristics of each general strategy. Finally, strategy, as a tool to preserve the heritage that 
had been adapted by strategies in historic periods, is proposed in the contemporary preservation 
system. (Figure 77) The rationale that underpins the idea of using strategy to preserve the Republican 
heritages is discussed with existing preservation tools. As a first product and sample, the strategy- to- 
strategy tool is applied in the Memorial Cemetery. A preservation master plan for the case comes to 
show how the tool works with detailed proposals.
“Strategy” The basic idea of selected strategy: general classification, issues, ratio-
nale, etc.
Strategies for Republican-era Heritage Breaking down the strategies with priority:




Strategy-Strategy Proposal Construct rationale for the strategies and propose accordingly a series of 
proposals to form a practical tool. 
Evaluate each component by the strategies applied in Murphy’s design 
for future preservation.
Strategy to Preservation Master Plan A preservation master plan for the National Memorial Cemetery is pro-
posed as a product of the strategy-strategy proposal
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“Strategy”
The term “strategy” is not a widely used word in current Chinese preservation frameworks. 
The word “restore” was the best to summarize ancient preservation methods, as mentioned in the 
literature review, which focused much on aesthetic integrity and function. In the current preservation 
system, conservation, protection, legislation are frequent words among the topics discussed in recent 
times. It is palpable that most of them are top-down methods with a leading party that distributes 
rights and responsibility, while legislative support is not anticipated in recent decades as a shared 
premise by the scholar field.
Under the circumstance that no official tools are provided and the fact that the complexity 
in preserving Republican heritages has already impeded individual approaches, a collective 
understanding of preservation methods designed explicitly for the heritages is introduced as the 
“strategy” to identify and overcome the obstacles. The strategy here is to offer ways of analyzing 
existing conflicts and identifying primary attributes, values, and issues based on shared preservation 
methods applied to the heritages by the Republican architects to deal with their historic contexts. As 
argued in the Case Study, such convoluting preservation methods, which are the “strategies” in this 
thesis, can be categorized because of Chinese cultural context and spirits, educational background 
of architects, and the essential facts in materials and techniques available in the Republican era. The 
strategies defined here start from a case-specific approach of the Memorial Cemetery to open up a 
broader view of Republican heritages, especially those in the city of Nanjing, in Jiangsu Province, and 
other transitioning historic cities such as Guangzhou. Thus, to begin the argument on “strategy,” an 
introduction to preservation in Nanjing, the leading party in preservation, and a shared condition 
nationwide are provided with relevant background knowledge to elucidate the circumstance.
Promotion and municipal level of preservation occurred around 2006 when two significant 
events happened in Nanjing that pushed the preservation field further. The first was the approval 
of Preservation Regulations on Key Architecture and Architectural Areas in Chinese Modern and 
Contemporary Time in the City of Nanjing, which marked the milestone that the twentieth-century 
heritages are finally protected by local law. The second was the decision to lead the application for 
Ming City Walls to be designated as World Heritage. The city wall was listed in 2006 as a candidate, 
cooperating with other cities such as Xi’an, Jingzhou, and Xingcheng. The heritage that had a close 
connection to the Ming culture whether directly or not, soon got noticed by the scholar field. It 
seemed to be a good time for preservation, and it was, especially for the ancient heritages. Existing 
legacies from the Ming Dynasty were surveyed and researched. 
Preservation of Ming history was brought to the center of the discussion by the official voices. 
The appropriateness of restoration projects was not in the scope in the process of decision-making. 
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Consequently, many reconstruction projects that aimed to recover the integrity of the wall were done 
rapidly. However, the effort and funding in the projects reversely harmed the authenticity of the City 
Wall. A side effect of the tremendous amount of investment devoted to getting designation was the 
lacking of effort in the preservation of heritage in the Republican era. The investments and attention of 
preservation went by hierarchy, and Ming culture is valued more than modern heritage.109 Moreover, 
many of the sites, especially in the Republican era, bore some level of CCP’s imprints and were owned 
by private owners before they were designated. To give a detailed example, some significant modern 
industrial heritage that already had been adapted into cultural and creative parks were listed in 
December 2017.110 Some theses written by researchers in the 2010s agreed on the depressing fact 
that not yet a developed framework was proposed for twentieth-century heritage, even for those 
listed as modern heritage.111 Ownership, responsibility, stakeholders, monitoring, management, and 
planning are entangled in the current preservation of modern architecture. The Memorial Cemetery 
is a complicated representative with even more stakeholders and values involved. Thus, it is urgent 
for the site to have a comprehensive preservation plan with a specific strategy for each component.
As a response to the facts mentioned above, preservation strategy can be a practical level of 
preservation proposal that, on the one hand, guides other cases, and on the other hand, gives insights 
for future policies. On a smaller scale, the proposed strategy- strategy preservation tool could apply 
to the site based on the fact that the entire design should be perceived and preserved as a Republican 
heritage, which means that its adaptivity to contemporary use is allowed, its truthfulness in the 
material is distinguished, and its history represented without bias. In this way, the proposal expand 
and be applied to other sites in the field of preservation. 
The five strategies- reconstruction, interpretation, restoration, insertion, imitation, and 
interwoven- discussed in the Case Study are at this moment analyzed with a broader context to give 
preservation guidance to more heritages in the Republican era that fall into the categories.
109     In the conversation with staff from the conservation departments, the author got the information that they focus more on the study of 
Ming culture and history.
110     Feng, Wei. Study on Development Status and Improvement Path of the Cultural and Creative Industrial Parks of Nanjing. Master diss. 
Southeast University. May, 2018.
111     Xinjian, Li. From Instrumental-rational to Value-rational——Priority of Heritage Conservation in Traffic Infrastructure of Historic Area. 
Architecture & Culture. 2012, vol.3.
Hui, Li. Study on Reuse of Industrial Heritage in Preservation and Renaissance of Historic Urban Area, with Nanjing Yarn-dyed Fabric Mill as a 
Case. Master diss. Nanjing University. May, 2012.
Liang, Chen. Research in Nanjing Modern Industrial Buildings. PhD Diss. Southeast University. May, 2018.
Representatives of Nanjing. 南京市在文化遗产保护与创新方面的实践与探索. (Practice and experiments in the preservation and innovation 
of cultural heritage in Nanjing) 长江文化论丛. 2017, vol.00.
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Strategies for Republican-era Heritage
On the premise of precedent strategies, this section aims to summarize guidelines in an 
expanded view embodied by the specific cases. For the greater good in preserving Republican 
heritage, a commonsense should be raised and acknowledged by current scholars that the lack of 
first-hand resources and the deliberately wiped out history rendered a mysterious picture for the 
general public. This situation is rather challenging for preservationists. The making of prominent 
figures and their work are highly influenced by trends and representations in pop culture, while the 
building of credible impression in public perception is susceptible to such influence. The turmoil 
in rapid social and ideological change was not synchronous. Shantytowns were at the edge of 
crumbling while modernity was advocated in magnificent modern buildings. Architects made their 
design proposals to achieve the balance between catering to commissioners’ taste and practicing 
their expectations and methods. The imagination of the Republican era has been, in recent years, a 
hot topic in scholarship and media.112 It is the strange juxtaposition of vocabulary in existence and 
introduced, the contrary, and the fusion that featured this period and shaped the distinct Republican 
style, which pushed architectural language (expression, choice of style, material, and decoration, and 
more) to a prioritized position.
What needs to make clear here is that this fact should not be understood as justifying stylistic 
preservation or restoration not appropriate in the current era but to suggest proper attention on 
aesthetic evaluation that could help maintain the features for the future. It was the construction of 
this heritage, and the decisions made as a phenomenon massively occurred that contributed to the 
transition in history, not the loudest voices from specific figures at that time or current judgments 
based on presumptions and partial understanding. Through the accurate and appropriate display of 
a whole variety of Republican heritage, inclusive and objective understanding can be perceived by 
the public and the mystery for the next generation to solve.
Reconstruction
A reconstruction strategy was frequently connected to a more historical image, which indicated 
acknowledgment in precedent design. Consequently, continuity of integrated design should 
be maintained with historically and remained part hence the dedication. The decision-making 
participants were the people most likely have the willingness or interest in current preservation. 
As for future intervention, if needed, the spirit of the reconstructed case, as well as the targeted one, 
should be within consideration.
It is an issue in preservation that the boundary between original and reconstructed be drawn 
112     TV series, movies, and documentaries were filmed and broadcast. Issues about representation are apparent: prominent figures are dei-
fied as saviors; Scenes are set mostly in classic mansions. Though not all of them are misleading, an audience who know little about the period is 
susceptible to such confusing stereotype.
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explicitly and distinguishable for visitors. For better engagement, the former owner and user of the 
project are a potential group that has potential interests.
The identity when reconstruction was proposed can be maintained mostly by the historic 
reference used in the design, while the value of the targeted historic building can be integrated for 
future research. Perception is not the main issue in this strategy as a natural result of the referred 
case.
The reason to reconstruct should be evaluated in current preservation while considering 
changes that happened before and after the project to show conflicts and incentives.
Interpretation
Interpretation aims to present, in another architectural language, something that had already 
gone in the past. In this situation, both the interpreted and interpretation should be included when 
decisions are made to preserve the site. The remaining historic portion might have been integrated into 
the new design, which is also an aspect to take into account. In its physical aspect, the interpretation 
itself should be treated as a modern heritage rather than an old one.
Similarly, new intervention with the purpose of preserving the interpretation needs to be 
distinguished from the structure in existence, while not losing the perception it functioned as pointing 
to a particular historical piece. Because of the nature of interpretation in its rationale, it could be hard 
to link it directly to relevant participants in history.
Informative material to guide the audience better perceive the stories and values behind an 
interpretation is often in need of Republican heritage. Their complex context and mixture of visual 
cues make it especially hard for visitors to get from the first sight of useful information. Thus the 
interpretation of interpreted structures is what should be improved in future preservation projects.
It is, however, the dual connection to history and present (Republican time) that formed the 
identity of interpretation as a strategy in dealing with the built environment. It comes with the 
result that there were more aesthetic concerns when proposing a new design in the decision-making 
process, while the concerns that have already given interpretation projects more aesthetic value.
Restoration
To restore a historic building in the rapidly shifting social environment means, from a current 
perspective, that the old version or figure was somehow significant and met expectations of specific 
participants. Records, including both first-hand and secondary materials, might be collected in the 
design process and should be well kept for plans in the future. The relationship between old and new, 
assessed as an entirety and as separate components, must be discussed with care in preservation 
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proposals, especially in conservation that involves material and techniques. The direct connection in 
restoration strategy that linked the building to stakeholders as well as participants in the decision-
making process in the historic period and afterward are tight—the level of this connection is almost 
the same as conservation to an original building. Restoration projects have the nostalgia that ties 
people together and results in abundant resources for preservation.
Identity, perception, and physical changes that happened in different historical phases should 
be considered as layered values. The context that might contribute to the design but altered in later 
decades should be included in thinking for recovering integrity.
Conservation of the original part is one of the focal points in restored historic buildings resulted 
from the rarity of historic material that survived in past preservation projects and maintained hence. 
The fact adds value to the material as it had already been evaluated to worth preservation while 
leading to the possible fragility because of long-time decay. As previously stated, how the old and 
the new composed in a restoration strategy is crucial. The visual clue, whether it can or cannot be 
recognized by the audience with intention, should be improved in the light of preservation methods 
and need.
Restoration projects sometimes have issues about identity and integrity that stems from both 
the historic and later design, as well as features expressed, while the juxtaposition or mixture of them 
is hard to be promoted given only limited medium. However, to present honestly in-depth the precise 
value and historical events that could guide the interaction of objectivity with subjectivity, namely 
site and audience, interpretive strategies are to be taken into consideration with a comprehensive 
knowledge base.
Insertion
New insertions on historic sites in the Republican era varied in style, material, and techniques. 
The inserted structures ought to be understood and maintained objectively as integrated design 
projects; in other words, their integrity in all aspects should be conserved as much as possible. The 
conservation operators or managers involved should keep drawings, contracts, correspondences, 
and more files that are related to the projects in its design phase and other influential ones.
To distinguish insertion from completely new constructed architecture, the built environment 
and how it influenced design choices should be included in the evaluation for preservation. The 
premise might give a clue to potential stakeholders involved in existing context and assignment, who 
can provide useful resources physically and intellectually, such as documents and craftsmanship, 
funding, and memory.
The preservation condition of these projects could be improved by new findings and research 
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grounded upon historic materials. Lost features, erased symbolized components, and other similar 
outstanding attributes that form integrity and corresponding values should be recovered or 
interpreted as preservation strategy under careful evaluation to improve the insertion.
Participants and audience do not always appreciate the insertions because of their distinct 
contrast to the historical background or mixed expression on exterior do not meet the common 
perception of Republican architectural language nowadays. To add value to the projects and 
appropriately display essential information without overreading, how and why insertions were 
constructed need to be explained as a supplement in the promotion of future preservation.
Imitation
Despite the baseline that all remained portion should be conserved, attention paid to specific 
elements that directly point to imitated architecture should be a part of the preservation project, 
which would possibly be connected to maintaining aesthetic integrity.
From the beginning, consideration about imitation in preservation is about analyzing fundamental 
standpoint: an eclectic product completely catering to commercial market or a careful attempt to 
adapt new concept in a historic context, by whom and for what the project was constructed. It is 
not to make judgments on the age value of these Republican sites, which should all be treasured, 
but to evaluate architectural meaning behind that might justify historical significance and strive for 
scholar and financial resources for better preservation. Identities of imitation projects were very 
likely to have changed the original historic building, whether existed or not, in varied conditions and 
again changed after the dedication. The assessment of preservation and future development plan 
may consequently include discussion on sustainable programs and identity change.
Over-interpretation of imitated case on current remains is an issue for those imitation projects 
that are noticeably connected to their references. Distinguishing the nuance between them can help 
improving appropriateness in preservation. For the cases that perceived as cheap replicas of imitated 
sites, it is crucial to make clear their value in objectivity and to justify its need for preserving and 
attract stakeholders back to improve its condition for a better vision in the future.
Imitation as a strategy is often about reimagining a referred paradigm and reconfigure 
its composition. Thoughts in selecting borrowed vocabulary as a matrix, and how imitated 
new architecture was constructed in the physical world, presented to its viewers, its influence 
retrospectively and forward to the future are all aspects that contributed to distinct features and 
worth promoting in interpretive ways.
Interwoven
Interwoven projects can involve new material and intact historic ones in mixed, juxtaposed 
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ways and more depending on the condition of the original site before the strategy was applied. The 
built and survived parts should be conserved according to their situation at present.
The integrity of the remaining structures, as well as the whole site, should all be embraced 
in consideration due to the natural result of interweaving architectural components viewed as a 
whole for future preservation. Perspectives and experience threaded by design intentions compose 
an integrated system and contribute to unique traits of every interwoven project. Many of them 
are highly dependent on the distinctive site they build upon and respond to particular needs and 
expectations. Their particularity, as well as innate wholeness in design, are the outstanding value to 
be considered in assessment and preservation practice.
This shared composition that made interwoven massively used in Republican cases - 
historic context + adapted architectural language + new material and techniques- is what needs 
representation. If any of the parts on the chain deviates too much from the original design track, 
it should be improved in next-step preservation plans. There might already be visible boundaries 
physically or explanatorily that distinguish the new portion interweaved in the old portion. However, 
the balance between distinction and entirety, interwoven, and new preservation should be carefully 
conveyed in perceptual ways.
As a strategy so inclusive that consists of many subordinate arguments in design decisions, such 
as materials, general expression, styles, technologies used in old and new respectively, merged or 
separated identity, and connection to history. They are always hard to understand and evaluate even 
for stakeholders with sufficient knowledge and toolkit, which leads to the mixed attitudes to these 
sites. It is then urgent to promote their original intentionality that links the history, the anchored 
period represented by its construction, and the picture rendered by the vision for future that might 
fit the current context or not. Outstanding values and uniqueness that framed the significance of 
interwoven heritage sites, once promoted and received by the audience, can help gain more attention 
and resource for future preservation.
The first step to generalize a series of strategies, in their preliminary form, is finished by concise 
guidance in a hierarchy that serves as the foundation for the next steps. It is now at the stage of 
extracting fundamental principles and approaches to build up a strategy for the projects that fall into 
the applied strategies. The second step towards strategy-strategy proposal comprises of necessary 
procedure in current preservation analyses and combines them with the specific tactics. A matrix of 
strategy tool as a product of this step is presented in the subsequent worksheet.
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Strategy-Strategy Proposal
This section collects dominating factors that shaped each strategy, as discussed in previous 
sections, in order to establish upon them corresponding preservation strategies. The strategies here 
aims to be understood as integrated methods to preserve the heritage that had already been treated 
in the Republican era by one or several of the strategies listed in preceding discussions, which is why 
the tool has the name “strategy-strategy proposal”- use strategies to envision the preservation of such 
heritage. The strategies are set mostly under the current circumstances and follow the guidance of 
international frameworks in the field of preservation, such as the World Heritage Toolkits, guidelines 
from conferences like the Nara Grid, and more proposed in international conferences. The expected 
final product of the proposal consists of three parts: a worksheet to refer to when doing preliminary 
analysis, a detailed strategic suggestion as preservation guidance, and supplementary materials for 
practical use of future, such as a general preservation master plan and promotional materials.
The rationale is illustrated as the flow chart:
Strategy-Strategy Worksheet




Identify selected strategy and their 
focuses in decision-making process
What was reconstructed?
Why reconstruction was need-
ed?
What was interpreted?
What was expected to be conveyed?
Why was restoration needed?
How much was maintained original?
What was expected for restoring the 
original?
What was inserted?
What was expected after 
insertion?
Why was imitation needed? What 
was imitated?
What was the imaginary picture?
Why was interwoven selected?
What was interweaved?
What was expected from inter-




Collect relevant sources of informa-


























Analyze and summarize intention-
ality beneath original design as a 
medium for strategy. Identify how 
the new and old combined in historic 
context.
How was the old reconstructed?
What was inherited and pre-
sented in the design of recon-
struction?
How integrity and distinction 
was represented?
In what form and technology did interpre-
tation happen?
What were the differences between inter-
pretation and the interpreted illustrated 
in design?
What was indicated in restoring a 
historic site in existence?
What was the original condition, 
evaluation, decision, and intervention 
illustrated in design?
How the restoration was designed to 
be put into practice?
What was the feature of site 
as historic background?
How would the new inser-
tion cope with the given 
context?
What was indicated as 
boundary or link between site 
and insertion?
What were the features imitated 
in design? Why were they select-
ed? How were they adapted in the 
design?
What was the value of the imitated 
and imitation?
How the original and imitated 
formed a new entirety? What was 
indicated as boundary?
Identify what elements were in-
terwoven in the design, and their 
interrelationships.
How defining features were inter-
weaved, changed, and merged in 
the design?
If any, how the interwoven parts 







(If any) Record facts about designa-
tions and changes happened since 
designation.




Assess values based on historic and 
current situation. Identify among 
these what are maintained, what 
was lost, what was added.
Identify acknowledged out-
standing values of the site and 
how they changed in different 
historical periods.
Pay attention to what was 
evaluated in design, and what 
values were represented after 
reconstruction.
What value was interpreted through 
design? To what extent were they present-
ed and understood by designers, deci-
sion-makers, and general views?
What was indicated in maintained and 
changed values?
Identify values that contributed to 
the decision of restoring existing site, 
and what were maintained in the pro-
cess as well as after dedication.
Assess values before and after the 
restoration project in a general sense, 
and note if significant change hap-
pened.
What were the values con-
veyed in the insertion?
How the values of histor-
ic site and insertion were 
assessed before and after the 
proposal? Did they have posi-
tive or negative influences on 
each other?
Identify values from each of the 
following aspect: imitated case, 
existing site and its components, 
imitation project, general value 
with imitation intervened.
What value has changed because 
of external and internal influences, 
and why?
Identify values from each of the 
following aspect: existing site 
and its components, interweaved 
components, general value after 
new components interweaved.
What value was maintained, 
enhanced or diminished, or 








Identify selected strategy and their 
focuses in decision-making process
What was reconstructed?
Why reconstruction was need-
ed?
What was interpreted?
What was expected to be conveyed?
Why was restoration needed?
How much was maintained original?
What was expected for restoring the 
original?
What was inserted?
What was expected after 
insertion?
Why was imitation needed? What 
was imitated?
What was the imaginary picture?
Why was interwoven selected?
What was interweaved?
What was expected from inter-




Collect relevant sources of informa-


























Analyze and summarize intention-
ality beneath original design as a 
medium for strategy. Identify how 
the new and old combined in historic 
context.
How was the old reconstructed?
What was inherited and pre-
sented in the design of recon-
struction?
How integrity and distinction 
was represented?
In what form and technology did interpre-
tation happen?
What were the differences between inter-
pretation and the interpreted illustrated 
in design?
What was indicated in restoring a 
historic site in existence?
What was the original condition, 
evaluation, decision, and intervention 
illustrated in design?
How the restoration was designed to 
be put into practice?
What was the feature of site 
as historic background?
How would the new inser-
tion cope with the given 
context?
What was indicated as 
boundary or link between site 
and insertion?
What were the features imitated 
in design? Why were they select-
ed? How were they adapted in the 
design?
What was the value of the imitated 
and imitation?
How the original and imitated 
formed a new entirety? What was 
indicated as boundary?
Identify what elements were in-
terwoven in the design, and their 
interrelationships.
How defining features were inter-
weaved, changed, and merged in 
the design?
If any, how the interwoven parts 







(If any) Record facts about designa-
tions and changes happened since 
designation.




Assess values based on historic and 
current situation. Identify among 
these what are maintained, what 
was lost, what was added.
Identify acknowledged out-
standing values of the site and 
how they changed in different 
historical periods.
Pay attention to what was 
evaluated in design, and what 
values were represented after 
reconstruction.
What value was interpreted through 
design? To what extent were they present-
ed and understood by designers, deci-
sion-makers, and general views?
What was indicated in maintained and 
changed values?
Identify values that contributed to 
the decision of restoring existing site, 
and what were maintained in the pro-
cess as well as after dedication.
Assess values before and after the 
restoration project in a general sense, 
and note if significant change hap-
pened.
What were the values con-
veyed in the insertion?
How the values of histor-
ic site and insertion were 
assessed before and after the 
proposal? Did they have posi-
tive or negative influences on 
each other?
Identify values from each of the 
following aspect: imitated case, 
existing site and its components, 
imitation project, general value 
with imitation intervened.
What value has changed because 
of external and internal influences, 
and why?
Identify values from each of the 
following aspect: existing site 
and its components, interweaved 
components, general value after 
new components interweaved.
What value was maintained, 
enhanced or diminished, or 







Identify stakeholders in different 
historical phases: before, during, and 
after its construction. Identify the 
groups, how the groups changes, 
their behavior patterns and incen-
tives, and their interrelationships.
Stakeholders to pay attention to:
The former owner, deci-
sion-maker, and later owner 
(if they are the same group of 
stakeholders)
The groups who facilitated and 
participated in making the deci-
sion to reconstruct.
Stakeholders to pay attention to:
Identify commissioners and the commis-
sioned, and who made the decision to 
choose interpretation as strategy.
Targeted audience and how they partic-
ipated in the decision and evaluated the 
interpretation.
Stakeholders to pay attention to:
Former owner, restorer, deci-
sion-maker, later owner, current 
owner
From whom the historic information 
were requested, who investigated and 
proposed the restoration, and who 
constructed the project.
Who were responsible for the proj-
ect, and who participated in evaluat-
ing the restoration before and after its 
dedication.
Stakeholders to pay 
attention to:
Former owners and 
decision-makers (see if they 
are the same group deciding 
what to insert in the site)
Main users of the site 
before and after the insertion
Stakeholders to pay attention to:
Identify if the following groups 
overlap between the imitated and 
imitation: owners from past to pres-
ent, decision-makers, designers, 
targeted audience, constructors (to 
see if any defining connection exist-
ed that contributed to the strategy)
Who were responsible for: 
research, evaluation, decision-mak-
ing, maintenance
Stakeholders to pay attention to:
Former owners, decision-makers 
and main users (to see if they are 
the same group)
Who proposed, evaluated, and 
decided the interwoven project.
From whom resources were 
requested: historic information, 
investment, expertise
Who were the main managing 







Identify how responsibility and 
right are allocated in current time. 
Participants regulated by law should 
be noticed and focused as activate 
parties.
Attention:
Evaluators, Researchers and 
proposal-makers
Note if any of the following 
groups overlaps:
Reconstructors, preservationists 
and their relationship with other 
stakeholders
Note if any of the following groups over-
laps:
Owners, managing body, evaluators.
Attention:
Researcher (group where informa-








Owners, users, and deci-
sion-makers
Note if any of the following groups 
overlaps (if applicable, underscore 
those have direct connection to the 
imitated project):




Note if any of the following 
groups overlaps:
Owners, main users, researcher 
(group where information source 
came from and current storage), 
decision-makers.





Assess potential risks and their im-
pacts on the site based on strategy. 
The most urgent issues to be solved 
as well as the most expected possible 
breakthrough are analyzed accord-
ingly with vision for future.
Focus on:
Recognition of the reconstruc-




Cultural and historic value 
conveyed by reconstruction need 
to be perceived and interpreted. 
Consider future preservation 
based on duality of the site.
Focus on:
How interpretation and the interpreted 
are perceived, and issues: 
Misleading explanatory information, 
Broken link between old and new
Vision:
Continuity in interpreting historic value 
and building up guidance in understand-
ing.
Focus on:
Evaluation on restoration and, if any, 
preservation proposals happened later 
that caused dramatic change: 
Physical condition, Value maintained, 
Integrity
Vision:
Evaluate and interpret restoration 
in the lens of preservation; Interpret 




uation of insertion: 
Values, Spirits, Context
Vision:
Render the whole picture 
of insertion and its context; 
Identify corresponding values 
as well as indications beneath 
showing taste, social, and 
ideological change, etc.
Focus on:
Distinguished difference between 
imitated and imitation: 
Over-preservation (reflecting too 
much on reference), Physical condi-
tion, Perception (mixed identity and 
attitudes)
Vision:
Represent objectively imitated 
elements and integrity; Evaluate 
on the basis of context, factors, at-
tributes, and relevant aspects that 
shape the defining features.
Focus on:
Integrity of interwoven parts, 





Nuanced balance between 
interwoven elements and their 
features, both individual and in-
tegrated, can represent profound 
history they embodied. Future 
preservation could intervene with 
more freedom based on justifying 
focal points with reasonable ratio-
nale: integrity, distinction, wider 




The strategies as corresponding solu-
tion to applied strategies are already 
suggested. Detailed appendix to 
break down how strategies work will 
be put into practice as supplement.
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Assess potential risks and their im-
pacts on the site based on strategy. 
The most urgent issues to be solved 
as well as the most expected possible 
breakthrough are analyzed accord-
ingly with vision for future.
Focus on:
Recognition of the reconstruc-




Cultural and historic value 
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to be perceived and interpreted. 
Consider future preservation 
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Focus on:
How interpretation and the interpreted 
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Broken link between old and new
Vision:
Continuity in interpreting historic value 
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ing.
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Evaluation on restoration and, if any, 
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uation of insertion: 
Values, Spirits, Context
Vision:
Render the whole picture 
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Identify corresponding values 
as well as indications beneath 
showing taste, social, and 
ideological change, etc.
Focus on:
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Vision:
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interwoven elements and their 
features, both individual and in-
tegrated, can represent profound 
history they embodied. Future 
preservation could intervene with 
more freedom based on justifying 
focal points with reasonable ratio-
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tion to applied strategies are already 
suggested. Detailed appendix to 
break down how strategies work will 
be put into practice as supplement.




Identify conflicts among 
involved participants and potential 
ways to reconcile them. Anticipate 
opportunity for better preserving 
and sustaining the site, which forms 
a larger picture in the field of pres-
ervation.
Attention:
Continuity in identity 
that could reflect on different 
aspects, including function, 
viewshed, expression, while it is 
not justifying reconstruction as 
preservation for future. However, 
maintaining the physical status 
by cyclical reconstruction might 
still be within consideration of 
stakeholders involved.
Opportunity:
Potential to bring stake-
holders together by linking the 
past and present perception and 
function.
Attention:
Make clear the need to interpret 
still exists or not, and the need based on 
the position of interpretation, evaluated 
based on its own attribute, and to what 
audience are they targeting.
Opportunity:
Outstanding aesthetic value might 
be a driving force for its preservation that 
can bring out discussion and gain attention 
from both officials and general audience.
Attention:
Blurred boundary between old 
and new without careful investigation 
might lead to inappropriate preserva-
tion proposals when conservation is 
necessary. When participants priori-
tize different aspects of its integrated 
values, a balance should be achieved 
to avoid overemphasis.
Opportunity:
Authenticity could be 
conveyed and perceived by most 
stakeholders, credited to the nature 
of restoration. Preservation as an 
overarching objective may be the 
bridge to reconcile conflicts and put 
into practice effectively.
Attention:
The insertion might 
not be appreciated by some 
stakeholders or evaluated 
objectively due to partial 
understanding of its value. 
Preservation department 
should be cautious that this 
condition should not lead to 
unexpected decisions (vandal, 




Rarity, namely unique 
aesthetic, architectural, his-
toric value, might give chance 
to advocate preservation and 
get stakeholders on table for 
discussion for its future.
Attention:
Strong connection, if in 
existence, to the imitated case 
could be a double-edged sword, in 
which over-interpretation as well 
as undervaluation could happen 
as conflicting factors. Guidance 
and careful assessment should be 
facilitated and better evaluated 
by professionals, providing proper 
guidance and propaganda to relat-
ing parties.
Opportunity:
Design and context based 
on given architectural language 
makes it easy for all audience to un-
derstand and treasure the site that 
can help in promoting preservation. 
Potential alliance can be launched 
with the imitated cases including 
shared scholarship, conservation 




nents that all contributed more 
or less to the character-defining 
features of the site- in its broad 
meaning- might be over or under 
estimated according to stake-
holders’ interests. Appropriate 
interpretation of the interweav-
ing parts and the integrity they 
shaped must be under consider-
ation without preemption from 
certain participant that has power 
and voice.
Opportunity:
Interwoven parts are 
tightly interrelated, which conse-
quently engages interdisciplinary 
cooperation. This situation can 
help bring more stakeholders on 
table in decision-making process 
to serve as platform for experi-
menting and pushing the bound-
ary of preservation further.
Note
Value-based approach in heritage preservation is applicable to most of the strategies as listed above. However, Restoration, Reconstruction, Interwoven have potential problems brought by the result of traditional norms, 
as well as those adapted modern methods, in preserving the historic sites before the notion of Preservation was established later in 1940s. Evaluating and defining authenticity as a forever-lasting debate in Asian heritage makes 
the condition even more complicated. It is then better to analyze and propose on a case-by-case level, not restraint to value-based approaches but to introduce supplementing theories that can work in an interconnected way, 





Identify conflicts among 
involved participants and potential 
ways to reconcile them. Anticipate 
opportunity for better preserving 
and sustaining the site, which forms 
a larger picture in the field of pres-
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Attention:
Continuity in identity 
that could reflect on different 
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not be appreciated by some 
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objectively due to partial 
understanding of its value. 
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Rarity, namely unique 
aesthetic, architectural, his-
toric value, might give chance 
to advocate preservation and 
get stakeholders on table for 
discussion for its future.
Attention:
Strong connection, if in 
existence, to the imitated case 
could be a double-edged sword, in 
which over-interpretation as well 
as undervaluation could happen 
as conflicting factors. Guidance 
and careful assessment should be 
facilitated and better evaluated 
by professionals, providing proper 
guidance and propaganda to relat-
ing parties.
Opportunity:
Design and context based 
on given architectural language 
makes it easy for all audience to un-
derstand and treasure the site that 
can help in promoting preservation. 
Potential alliance can be launched 
with the imitated cases including 
shared scholarship, conservation 




nents that all contributed more 
or less to the character-defining 
features of the site- in its broad 
meaning- might be over or under 
estimated according to stake-
holders’ interests. Appropriate 
interpretation of the interweav-
ing parts and the integrity they 
shaped must be under consider-
ation without preemption from 
certain participant that has power 
and voice.
Opportunity:
Interwoven parts are 
tightly interrelated, which conse-
quently engages interdisciplinary 
cooperation. This situation can 
help bring more stakeholders on 
table in decision-making process 
to serve as platform for experi-
menting and pushing the bound-
ary of preservation further.
Note
Value-based approach in heritage preservation is applicable to most of the strategies as listed above. However, Restoration, Reconstruction, Interwoven have potential problems brought by the result of traditional norms, 
as well as those adapted modern methods, in preserving the historic sites before the notion of Preservation was established later in 1940s. Evaluating and defining authenticity as a forever-lasting debate in Asian heritage makes 
the condition even more complicated. It is then better to analyze and propose on a case-by-case level, not restraint to value-based approaches but to introduce supplementing theories that can work in an interconnected way, 
such as Living Heritage, combination of Tangible Heritage and Intangible Heritage.
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Value
Supplementing tools to further unpack: Nara Grid, World Heritage OUV, Value assessment 
procedures by IUCN and ICOMOS. Useful tools and related charts are listed in the Illustration and 
Chart section at the end.
Stakeholder
Some advanced frameworks in identifying and analyzing stakeholders promoted by WHC, IUCN 
and ICOMOS can be referred to. However, they were applied in real world on a case-by-case level, 
and due to the existing legislation and frameworks in Chinese context it is hard to fit the Republican 
heritage in. Detailed partnership, capacity building and proposals should be specified according 
to condition of each case: what resources are legitimized and required by law, what are potential 
flexibility, who can partner with, what kind of alliance can be built based on trust and benefit with 
weak legal constraint.
Responsibility and Right
How they further work in managing under existing mechanisms, if applies, is breaking down 
here to bring discussion on future development. Similar to value and stakeholder identifying process, 
there are existing frameworks on regulation and policy, as well as management and assessment, 
which can be referred to with a variety of context and condition.
Referred Literature and Frameworks:
Poulios, Ioannis. University of Western Greece. Moving Beyond a Values-Based Approach to Heritage Conservation. 
Conservation and Management of Architecture Sites, Vol. 12 No. 2, May, 2010, 170–85.
William, Logan. 2004. Introduction: Voices from the Periphery: the Burra Charter in Context. Historic Environment. 
Vol.18, No.1.
UNESCO World Heritage Centre. 2011. World Heritage Convention and Sustainable
Development. Paris, UNESCO World Heritage Centre. (Doc WHC-11/35.COM/5E)
http://whc.unesco.org/archive/2011/whc11-35com-5Ee.pdf
UNESCO World Heritage Centre. 2012. Operational Guidelines for
World Heritage Capacity Building Strategy adopted by the World Heritage Committee at its 35th session (UNESCO, 
2011) (see Document WHC-11/35.COM/9B).
UNESCO World Heritage Committee. 2013. Revised Partnerships for Conservation (PACT) Initiative Strategy. (Doc 
WHC-13/37.COM/5D). https://whc.unesco.org/archive/2013/whc13-37com-5D-en.pdf
Brown, J., Hay-Edie, T. 2014. Engaging Local Communities in Stewardship of World Heritage. Paris, UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre. (World Heritage Papers 40.) https://whc.unesco.org/en/series/40/
The Nara Grid: An Evaluation Scheme Based on the Nara Document on Authenticity
Author(s): Koenraad van Balen. Source: APT Bulletin: The Journal of Preservation Technology, Vol. 39, No. 2/3 (2008), 
pp.39-45




To maintain and conserve: The design of the gate kept its main historic features, which 
makes its aesthetic value, integrity, architectural expression its core feature. Due to the nature of 
reconstructing an old building, weak political signals conveyed in the reconstruction made only a 
few conflicts, if any, with changing power and audience type. As a result, a site that had been through 
reconstruction can remain mostly intact with its original appearance, material, and technology.
To consider: The honesty in material and construction, as well as its aesthetic integrity that 
shaped the identity of the gate as a modern heritage in Chinese style, should be considered in 
preservation plans. However, the boundary between the original base, the reconstructed part, and 
new preservation should be expressed to some extent if decisions are made. The original materials 
and construction method should be protected as a necessary part of authenticity that constitutes its 
value.
To improve: Physical changes now jar the appearance that the gate was designed to be perceived. 
The entrance and the landscape it sits is not following the Republican design, and new retail stores 
are added. Its position in the whole cemetery complex as a starting point that has the most advantage 
in leaving an appropriate impression and presenting sufficient explanatory information.
To promote: The fact that Entrance Gate had been reconstructed in history multiple times and 
designed, again, in the Republican era as a scaled reconstruction, one ought to be conveyed to all 
audiences. How the decision was made, the image of ancient Linggu Temple, and now remaining 
group as Republican heritage have the educational value for the general visitors as well as citizens. 
What were the changes and the reasons why they happened before and after reconstruction could 
be demonstrated in interpretive ways. Clear and concise instructions that tell the stories about other 
parts of the site can be integrated into the promotion.
Conservation-Interpretation: Pailou
To maintain and conserve: The original components that survived after dedication must be 
conserved with minimum intervention.
To consider: The cultural aspect in Pailou, as an interpretation of a demolished historic building, 
is a crucial part of the consideration for future preservation. This strategy forms the double-layered 
memorial meaning that points to the past and also to the Memorial Cemetery itself through the 
selected style that expressed monumentality in an existing Chinese vocabulary.
To improve: The erased and covered political symbols should be recovered, as the conservation 
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department had done for the GMD emblems. However, no clear evidence could be noticed from 
even a close look at the structure. The physical remains need to be conserved with contemporary 
preservation methods. The interpretation of its design should be better organized and placed in a 
visible position but not hindering the view.
To promote: The interpreted ancient hall, Tian-wang Hall, was of significance not only to the 
design in the Republican era but also to current preservation. The idea beneath the choice of style, 
Pailou, as well as the platform that represented Tian-wang Hall, could be advocated to understand 
this structure and its value better.
Interwoven-Restoration: Sacrifice Hall
To maintain and conserve: The restored hall has the most original materials that contributed 
and gave shape to its historic, aesthetic, and material value. Thus, future conservation work should 
take into account more historical materials that document information about the architecture, as 
well as its context, before and after the new intervention. However, it is for future preservation not 
to make a judgment on the built structure solely based on how ancient every component was and 
propose inappropriate priority accordingly. The building should be evaluated, at the current time, 
based on its wholeness. As a central building on axes and an ancient heritage, it has the most definite 
link to conservation departments, Linggu Temple, descendants of martyrs, scholars, and visitors, 
which means it has a wide range of potential supporters for promoting and preserving its values.
To consider: The difference between historic and restored condition as a phenomenon could 
indicate ideological change and might reflect more than design preference. The source of materials 
as design references have possibly in itself value to be used in future preservation. The continuity of 
function from restoring the Sacrifice Hall, once overgrown, and recovery of its integrity to reform the 
religious temple to a public memorial are the two aspects to be considered in future use.
To improve: Walls and inscriptions were covered to avoid vandal intentionally, and at the same 
time, its restored part in the Republican era was blended with the original part. Thus boundary should 
be drawn to give clear distinction, and physical condition should be improved in a more effective and 
responsive monitoring system.
To promote: The identity of Sacrifice Hall as a Republican restoration urges more interpretation. 
Name changes, deliberate wiping of political meaning, and also the history about sacrificed soldiers 
who deserve admiration need to be advocated every audience without presumption.
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Interpretation-Insertion: Cemetery
To maintain and conserve: Cemetery was designed as an entirely new structure, not necessarily 
representing any historic building once existed. As the functioning core and its essential component, 
the cemetery should be conserved as a burial site. Its attributes, including “succession of short semi-
circles and long elliptical” walls, “horse-shoe” shape, graves with tablets, and affiliated monuments.
To consider: Memorial cemetery aimed to serve those buried and their descendants in the 
Republican era, which should be considered in current times. Nevertheless, only in archives can the 
soldiers who got the honor to be identified and confirmed, which makes the condition awkward for the 
cemetery to build up a constant relationship with these stakeholders. Preservation plan in the future 
with the hope of interpreting or conserving the cemetery should take into account the broad range 
of stakeholders and the social meanings. It could change and reshape the central visiting experience 
and circulation of the site. Conflicts between presenting cemetery with current plantation and Tomb 
for Yanda Deng is another aspect to be considered and balanced by managers, conservators, and the 
temple.
To improve: Erasing that happened first during the war and second in the Cultural Revolution 
led to full-scale damage. The three cemeteries must be preserved and interpreted with the ultimate 
goal of paying the respect to sacrificed soldiers for whom the project was designed. The physical 
condition of graves and also the symbols on the ground that marks and memorize everyone sleeping 
underground.
To promote: The cultural and historic value in the cemetery, advocated once as the sacred public 
cemetery for the whole country in its imagined modern capital should be promoted from the very 
first step. Its components were designed to serve the sequence that all help form monumentality for 
the cemeteries. The battles and wars that founded and unified the country, the martyrs that sacrificed 
for everyone standing, walking around the cemetery, and the architectural elements designed for the 
narrative should be included in future promotion.
Imitation-Imitation: Memorial Hall
To maintain and conserve: The Memorial Hall imitated decorative elements from traditional 
Chinese architectural language, while all of the elements were constructed using modern materials 
such as concrete. It is noticed in previous sections that the image presented to and supposed to be 
perceived by the audience largely influenced by ornamental aspects- color, lighting, pattern, and 
more. Thus, the remained portion that met the design intentions of Murphy’s, either original or 
reconstructed later after the war, should be maintained.
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To consider: How borrowed architectural expressions conveyed aesthetic value, how modern 
methods and technologies were adapted in a given language in the given context, and what gave 
shape to its distinct identity emerged from imitating elements in existence should be considered 
for plans in the future. The exhibition function of the hall, which was a critical design intention, was 
continued in the recent past, while obstacles hindered the continuity leading to its dereliction now. 
The possibility lies in cooperation with other stakeholders and historic sites to revitalize the building.
To improve: Current appearances on both exterior and interior are visibly different from 
original design partly due to its reconstruction after 1938. Based on previous analysis and argument 
about design intentionality, the current condition could be improved by proposing plans that take 
former design into account.
To promote: Although the Memorial Hall was actually not a replication of Tai-he Hall as 
always reported by the news, its design vocabulary and figural relation to the edifice that was once 
a replication of Ming palace should be advocated- it was also a reflection of how Chinese ancient 
city history that a Nanjing architecture figure was copied in Beijing, went all around and back as 
an imitation project on a Ming site in the form of Republican heritage. The delicate imagery and 
effort Murphy put into this project in Chinese vocabulary for memorial exhibition must be a focus for 
promotion.
Interwoven-Interwoven: Pagoda
To maintain and conserve: The Pagoda is well conserved with most architectural compositions 
intact. What to expect for future conservation are the other subordinate parts that carry historic 
value, for instance, tablets with inscriptions that are not in the physical condition and those covered 
by concrete not yet cleaned.
To consider: Interwoven strategy applied in the Pagoda gave it monumentality embodied via 
modern construction. There were more to enhance its identity, reflected in the design for light on its 
spire and lower levels. The viewshed on the ninth floor at its top oversees every component on-site 
and more memorials surrounded. However, the panorama includes all- buildings that should be seen 
(the Memorial Hall, Cemetery, the Sacrifice Hall, Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum) and those not expected to 
be seen (Retail stores, surveillance, public restroom, parking lots, abandoned roads and unfinished 
structures nearby). An integrated visiting experience should be included within consideration.
To improve: Circulation in and around the Pagoda was one of the essential parts when Murphy 
imagined how the memorial building would interact with its audience. Its octagonal geometry created 
the chance for a spiral visiting route allowing people to contemplate and rest outside and read the 
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information on tablets inside from the bottom and all the way up to the top floor. Problems in lack 
of public infrastructures around the tower keep people away from resting and appreciating, and the 
new retail stores in its front should be solved in future preservation. Amenities are undoubtedly 
needed here for all users, while the location and expression of these new additions can be proposed 
with care for the Pagoda and the environment interweaved as a whole.
To promote: The most severe issue is about perception. The most audience considers the 
Pagoda as a reconstruction project with authenticity from an original one belonged to the temple 
because of name and interpretation, especially plaques. The interwoven design by Murphy urges 
promotion as an outstanding Republican heritage, a project so successfully done by an American 
architect in the Chinese context, and a memorial for not only the sacrificed martyrs and the emerging 
modern architecture, but also glorious modernity imagined in the Republican era for the ancient city.
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Strategy to Preservation Master Plan
If the site is seen as an entire Republican heritage, the general strategy suggestion could be 
applied to see if it works in a broader scope and if it can reveal potential problems. The result is 
then refined as a master plan for the preservation proposal as a practical product. Before starting 
applying the strategy-strategy tool to the cemetery, it should be recognized that a strategy tool, 
however advanced it is in structure and directory details, is never meant to be exhaustive or fixed. 
This strategy, proposed particularly for Republican heritage, aims to plant the seeds for further 
discussion and development in policies, regulations, and legislation for architectural heritage in 
Chinese modern time.
The strategy applied to the entire site can be categorized as Interwoven based on the preceding 
analysis. Trivial facts written in previous sections are hereby summarized to give directions on how 
to use the tool and how to refine the strategy into practical guidelines.
Interwoven- Interwoven: Linggu Temple and the Memorial Cemetery
The original temple site is currently blended with the National Cemetery proposed by Murphy. 
Axis was maintained, while the religious buildings as a group relocated to a submissive axis that had 
some level of connection with historic schematic design in former dynasties. All the original parts 
of Ming and Qing-dynasty structures and the old plantations with ancient trees should all be well 
conserved with minimum intervention.
The co-existing visiting sequence of the cemetery and temple merges from the Entrance 
Gate, diverges in front of Sacrifice Hall, and connect again behind the curved walls of the central 
cemetery. One influential element that should be taken into account is the horizontal axis that links 
the second and third cemeteries though they have been through dramatic changes. The distribution 
and hierarchy that Murphy proposed to focus more on the sequence of the Memorial Cemetery 
by positioning main structures on the central axis, and relocate religious structures and artifacts 
around without equally refined master plan design. It is an aspect then to be considered for the 
future preservation plans of how the religious groups intersect with the memorial groups, and to 
what extent they connect. However, for the consideration of public experience and potential tourism 
development, the indifferent attitudes reflected in separate groups nowadays that exert negative 
influence mutually should be resolved.
The merged identity that leaves a confusing impression to the audience is an issue for building 
up a proper understanding of the cemetery. Name changes happened in historic times intentionally 
to erase specific cultural and political indications. The changes should be objectively told in 
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interpretive ways rather than just on plaques in texts. The current names directly point to the Linggu 
Temple are misleading: Linggu Pagoda- Memorial Pagoda, Song-feng Ge (Pine and Wind Pavillion)- 
Memorial Hall, Beamless Hall- Sacrifice Hall, Central grassland- Cemetery No.1. The buildings are not 
functioning now, in any aspect, as religious buildings. Meanwhile, historical names of the cemetery 
complex have no irreconcilable conflict with the current scholarship or political censorship, which is 
becoming much more objective and critical than before. The two facts could ground for improvement 
in terminology applied in interpretations of the names.
Another improvement of the site is about interweaved modern and ancient structures and 
artifacts. During a regular visit, people sometimes encounter first a magnificent Republican heritage, 
then an ancient Ming heritage, and accidentally go into an alteration using a traditional style in the 
recent past. This condition causes misunderstanding with no sufficient explanation that draws a 
clear boundary between old and new, which could be improved by proposing an appropriate one.
Landscape as an essential element interweaved in the design before and after the design 
was dedicated. Artificial control and natural plantings combined in and near the whole site and 
constitute the core part in cemeteries and along the axes. Together with dereliction of driveways 
and cemeteries, much of the well-planned sceneries have been damaged and gone with history. To 
preserve the cemetery and recover its integrity with nature as one of the outstanding features, the 
landscape should be included for future preservation plans.
The equivocal identity of the site relates not only to its public perception, experience, proper 
promotion of values but also to whom and where the cemetery can get potential resources for 
inclusiveness and sustainable preservation. Thus promoting the National Memorial Cemetery 
as a modern heritage with a profound historical background can underscore the multi-layered 
outstanding values and gain attention from interdisciplinary scholarship that eventually forms a 
robust foundation to underpin future preservation and development.
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CONCLUSION
What to Learn, How and Why
The condition in preserving twentieth-century heritage, including Republican heritage, requires 
much more than advocating to raise awareness that the seminars in the past decade have been 
focused. The effort devoted from professionals in the field deserves admiration, while the results 
came slowly in progress in the physical environment. Designations were made, and the sites with 
the most attention from the scholars were enlisted. However, the lack of regulation, policy, let 
alone legislation that could guide operational proposals when preservation is urgent in some cases. 
Consequently, solutions are short-sighted due to the limitation of theoretical instruction, the urgency 
to preserve with little time for consideration, little empirical experience to refer to, and distribution 
of voices that leads to inclusiveness problems.
The current solution, or as some people might call as strategy, to deal with Republican heritage 
and even modern heritage in a broader scope is to copy precisely existing cases that are commercially 
successful, for instance, the large numbers of adaptive reuse proposals that turn modern heritages into 
“creative parks”. However, this “success” is short-sighted, at least from two perspectives. First, since 
the preservation and redevelopment of heritage in Chinese modern time has just emerged for roughly 
a decade, the cases achieved success with fortune should take credit to the perfect timing. When 
there were only a few similar projects, their uniqueness among contemporaries and their refreshing 
ideas helped a lot in attracting attention. It is still too soon to justify whether they are appropriate 
and sustainable in the long term, and also to evaluate influence in the field of preservation. Thus 
difficulty exists in copying the same treatment and apply to other sites that have probably utterly 
different contexts and conditions. It is even not possible to duplicate another one to the vicinity of 
those successful cases. Second, the sites that urge preservation are seeking continuity in its life span 
to live with the society in current time, witness present, and leave the valuable information for the 
future. It is problematic, then, to think about copying such success- do we need, for instance, twenty 
cultural parks in one city redeveloped based on industrial heritage to serve for offices, and expect 
them to run for the next two decades? Heritages have the innate value that distinguishes themselves, 
stemming from distinct history, culture, people, climate, landscape, and all other external as well as 
internal factors. Therefore replicating straightforward an existing case is never a proper way from 
the very beginning.
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Another issue similar to the fact discussed above it the tendency to simply build museums for 
heritage. It is easy to imagine this conversation:
“We now have a Republican mansion to be preserved. What should we do?”
“Let us turn it into a museum and charge ticket fees, and then we can keep it and gain benefit.”
This seemingly self-assured presumption is by no means practical for preserving every site. 
The discussion in museology on what museums should be was hotly debated in postwar time in 
the twentieth century. Already in the 1940s- just a decade later than the National Cemetery was 
constructed- arguments on museums as public educational institutions have been brought on table by 
critics in the western world. New notions and experimental attempts rose from technological change, 
a byproduct of wartime inventions. The discussion that happened with the advancing museology 
can be a lesson to the field of preservation. The museums have struggled already in the past and 
still are striving to change with time. Methods to preserve heritage should reflect and represent in 
a reasonable vision with nuance and depth in thinking to render an imagination for the future. The 
first and foremost action to take is surveying and collecting data to build a database for Republican 
heritages. It might sound easy and granted in the preservation field.
Nonetheless, the objective perspective and appropriate evaluation of heritage must only come 
after adequate information and understanding. However, obstacles are multi-faceted, involving 
interdisciplinary work- scattered archives, damaged sites, unidentifiable documents, interdisciplinary 
knowledge, and more are demanded to gather enough data eventually for preservation. Consensus 
about what role regulation and policy should play, to what direction should guidance take 
participants, and how to make evaluations needs concrete agreement by multiple levels of voices 
from stakeholders.
Definitely, a long-time effort is foreseeable before legal frameworks emerge and finalize by 
governmental departments. To accelerate the process, and to retain physical remains of heritages 
before lament demolitions happen, there is something that preservationists can do to promote their 
values to a broader audience. The public treasures some of the Republican heritages from the very 
beginning for various reasons and they can be the examples to attract attention and investment as 
eye-catchers via displaying their values regardless of specific expectations on how many can be 
perceived by audiences. Thus preservationists can initiate the process from reaching out and getting 
hands-on projects with the potential to be showcased, in its all positive meaning, with the minimum 
intervention that is reversible.
People accept the fact that every physical object on earth will finally decay with time, while 
the collective memory that passed its existence from one generation to the next makes it mentally 
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perpetual. A scenario likely to be successful for preservationists to send a good signal is to propose 
for cases that need low cost from the very beginning while bringing dramatic benefit. Such cases can 
be those kept in good physical condition but never realized by the audience and those at the edge 
of dilapidation if no endeavor could be expected, which are, in other words, “making” historic sites 
with little intervention and “salvaging” disappearing ones respectively. They are the planted seeds 
with the least effort, hoping to experiment, test, and evaluate what can be practical solutions for the 
broader range of heritages with a similar circumstance. Although investments and risks always come 
in accompany in decision-making and physical change, it is still positive when ideas can put into 
practice with careful control by preservationists rather than neglecting the unsustainable system and 
letting heritages go without notice. Gaining enough time to manifest change and wait for opportunity 
is then what participants should work for together as one of the essential objectives before turning 
points in the development of frameworks happen.
An ideal system to protect Republican heritage, or to contextualize and enlarge the range of 
discussion, to preserve twentieth-century heritage in Chinese modern time, is founded by large-scale 
data collection, advanced scholarship, efficient mechanisms and public engagement based on proper 
understanding recognized by not only the professional field but the general audience. Different 
from ancient heritage with vast written archives and inherent cultural imprint, easy to arouse awe, 
twentieth-century heritage has more flexibility that stems from the mixed public attitudes. The 
situation leaves space for the implementation of adaptive proposals while making the sites vulnerable 
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because evaluations depend mainly on specific stakeholders with power. Therefore more voices 
should be included in the preservation and bring in discussion for an informed decision-making 
process. As illustrated below, the multi-stakeholder scenario needs to be organized by preservation-
related expertise, working with up-down powers, and down-up feedback to establish step by step an 
adequate operational system.
It is optimistic to expect that after decades of devotion from all fields involved, the Republican 
heritage will be preserved, managed, and evaluated based on developed strategies, while individually 
utilizing their unique values in existence and positioning themselves in the society accordingly. The 
expanded scope for this strategy-strategy proposal is, therefore, a preliminary attempt to broaden 
the horizon for the greater good in preservation as a part of the conclusion.
Figure 78
The historic photo and current condition of the Aviation Martyrs Cemetery 




Though stated several times in the previous sections, it should be highlighted and recognized, 
especially by the operator and managing departments, that nowadays the heritage in modern time 
have at least been through seventy years since dedication and witnessed all the turning points in 
historical phases. Some of them have already been wholly demolished or partially damaged soon 
after construction, some of them have survived without sufficient care, while a few of them have been 
mostly intact, well managed and appropriately perceived. The cases selected below reflect various 
aspects of the condition, preservation issues, and potential in the future with the shared identity 
as Republican heritage. The comparative study will start from looking at those serve as references 
in their successful resolution to given preservation problems to get some ideas about what can be 
expected. In light of these cases, more cases with apparent and latent issues are included in the 
discussion of the preservation strategy.
A brief introduction to some Republican sites with useful empirical pieces of evidence is listed 
here. The purpose is to raise discussion on what lessons can learn from these cases. The premise of 
this discussion should be stated here that the cases are not all-around precedents with outstanding 
significance, but survivors successful in preserving at least a portion of their core values. Therefore 
strategies and mechanisms applied in these cases are the highlighted subjects in this section. Every 
case will contribute some insights, reveal some problems, sparkle some thoughts, and tries to render 
a larger picture for the heterogeneous Republican heritage.
Cases to get insights
Nanjing Aviation Martyrs Cemetery (南京航空烈士公墓)
Later - Nanjing Anti-Japanese Aviation Martyrs Memorial Hall (南京抗日航空烈士纪念馆)
Insertion: Identity Perception, Management, Alliance
– As affiliation to Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, not as significant.
– Continuity in function, damaged in war and reconstructed later.
Managed and researched well by its memorial, proposed new expansion in recent years. 
(Figure 78)
Figure 79
The historic photo and current condition of the Sun Yat-sen Statue
Source: Tencent News. China News.
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Cantonese Martyrs Cemetery (粤军阵亡将士墓), 1912 + 1979Interwoven: Identity Perception, 
Promotion
– Vernacular cemetery, not as significant, a mix of traditional and modern style
Damaged in war and reconstructed later.
Sun Yat-sen Bronze Statue (孙中山铜像)
Interpretation: Alliance, Identity Percepion
– A special statue with strong political symbol that shaped the identity of Nanjing, its 
democracy, modernity, and cultural connection to Sun Yat-sen.
Relocated from its original position in city center during the Cultural Revolution, and relocated 
back in 2010. (Figure 79)
Cases that have some issues, but can be referred to from some perspectives
Yangtze Restaurant (扬子饭店) 1912
Insertion: Promotion, Continuity
– Designed by Britain architect, constructed by bricks from Ming City Wall in classical style.
– Used to be the specific restaurant to host diplomats from 1910s to 1940s.
– Once derelict because of no inheritance claimed by descendants. In 2011 preservation 
started to propose a modern hotel and finished in 2016, opened in 2017.
– Designated in December, 2019 as Chinese 20th century heritage.
A very well-known one not only for its prestige in high-level food and service, but also the historic 
events that made it quite a place that witnessed much historical turning points.
Collective Burial Site of the Victims in Nanjing Massacre by Japanese Invaders, West Wazi Village, 
Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum (侵华日军南京大屠杀死难同胞西洼子村丛葬地)
Interpretation: Perception, Continuity of Function
Figure 80
The current condition of the Burial Sites and more in the city
Source: Nanjing Fenghuang News. Xinhua News.
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– Issue: Conservation, Context, Circulation
– Small scale vernacular site, not as significant, one of the 19 burial sites(Figure 78)
– Buried more than 3,000 victims representing 7,000 officials massacred on December 13th 
1937, and in total 33,000 victims whose bodies were collected by charity groups and buried 
in surrounding area.
– Later the village (historic context for the burial site) changed into Athletic Park, a public 
park for citizens, with the expansion of Zhongshan Athletic University and served as a 
secondary site in the middle of Linggu Temple and the ZSAU. 
Public memorial events were held by citizens and related participants voluntarily, while in 2018 
regulation was established to give direction and guidance for formalized activities citywide that 
involved all 19 sites and other memorials. (Figure 80)
Cases that can work well under the Strategy-Strategy tool
Central Athletic Stadium (中央体育场) 1931
Later - Nanjing Sport Institute (南京体育学院) 1956
Interwoven: Identity Perception, Continuity in function
– Issue: Context, Boundary, Accessibility
– Interweaved in new campus expansion
National Central Institute of Astronomy (国立中央研究院天文研究所) 1928
Later -Purple Mountain Observatory, Chinese Academy of Science (中国科学院紫金山天文台) 
1950
Insertion: Promotion of Significance, Identity
Issue: Vision, Accessibility, Function
Tan Yan-kai Mausoleum (谭延闿墓) 1931-1933
Preserved in 1981, designated 2001 as National heritage
Figure 81
The historic and current condition of Tan's Mausoleum
Source: Nanjing Fenghuang News..
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Imitation: Conservation, Continuity in function
– Issue: Promotion, Circulation, Experience and perception
– The mausoleum was designed by Kwan, Chu and Yang Architects, one of the first modern 
Chinese architecture firms, as an affiliation to Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum to commemorate 
important leader Tan Yankai (1880-1930).
– It was a delicate project that adapted Chinese traditional garden in modern construction, 
however not fully constructed because of budget.
– The complex loses most of its function as a memorial mausoleum due to the inaccessibility 
and lack of interpretation. As a National heritage, physical structures on the site are mostly 
intact, which allows further preservation proposals to be practiced.
As one of the adjacent Republican heritage similar in composition, though smaller in scale, the 
proposal for the National Memorial Cemetery is very likely to work well in this case.(Figure 81)
School for Descendants of the National Revolutionary Army (国民革命军遗族学校) 1928-1930
Later -Main campus: Art Troupe of Nanjing Military Frontline(南京军区前线文工团) 1953, 
1938-2018
Expansion in 1933 referred to Ginlin Girls’ College, now Nanjing Agricultural University (南京
农业大学)
Interwoven: Interpretation, Identity
– Issue: Separation, Accessibility, Physical remain
– Demolished in war, once significant because of Principal Meiling Song, the first lady
– As affiliation to Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, occupied a large area at the foot of the Purple 
Mountain
Gradually forgotten with only ruins left.
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Appendix: Charts and Lists
Existing preservation frameworks referred for strategy proposal




Interwoven- Interwoven: Linggu Temple, National Memorial Cemetery:
Based on Analysis, General Strategy Proposal, Detailed Strategy Proposal, in the process of 
breaking down the issues and bringing up discussions, an interwoven strategy for this specific project 
emerges, and can be concluded and illustrated as below:
Preservation-related Condition of the Memorial Cemetery
History Aesthetics Architecture Technology Landscape General
Regulation
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Planning and Construction Office




Promotion and Education Office
Note Gap in detailed 
regulation and 





No clear guidelines or 
directions on a nation-
al level, acknowledged 
by current scholarship.
Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau= SYS MAB. Affiliated organizations: Main Office (Administration and CPC affairs), Regulation and Policy Office, 
Finance Office, Planning and Construction Office, Cultural Relics Office, Forest Administrative Office, Landscape Office, Security and Executive Office, Operation 
and Management Office, Administrative Management Office, Human Resource Office, Promotion and Education Office, Monitor and Audit Office, CPC Branch, 
Workers’ Union. 
Nanjing Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism = NJMACT
Jiangsu Provincial Department of Culture and Tourism = JPDCT, which also function as Provincial Cultural Heritage Administration (independent administration)
National Cultural Heritage Administration = NCHA (former SACH)
The chart is designed on the basis of Nara Grid, IUCN Value Worksheet, and previous analysis 
charts to create a matrix that is legible and pragmatic to non-professionals, planners, officials, 
preservationists, technicians, and designers. It should be used with preceding materials in actual 
practice as the pithiest strategy that leads all other decisions.
Meanwhile, it can be applied in scenarios when breaking down of values and framework is 
urged to analyze a condition, to solve a problem or to support an argument. When certain indicators 
can be noticed on the chart- namely vacancies on a level, conflicting rights and interests, a leading 
organization responsible for much work without gaining equal voice or right- the responding actions 
can be taken by related participant.
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Strategy for the Memorial Cemetery




Identify the focal point of select-
ing interwoven as a strategy
– Public Memorial Cemetery 




Collect relevant resources, loca-
tion, condition and content.
– Historic Photos in books
– Archival Drawings: Nanjing archives, Avery Archive at Columbia Univer-
sity, Archive at Yale University





Analyze and summarize inten-
tionality beneath original design, 
how the new design was sup-
posed to interweave in the histor-
ic context.
– The project with three memorial cemeteries, linear sequence, and im-
portant modern buildings represents influence from Beaux-Art style 
while adapting it with the purpose of creating public memorial site for 
the sacrificed revolutionists as well as the modernity imagined by GMD 
government in Republican era.
– Design followed and interpreted main axis of ancient temple site and lo-
cations of halls once existed. A corresponding relationship between old 






Record facts about designation, 
if any, and evaluation as well as 
influence and change after listed.
– 2001, July
– National Cultural Heritage (the fifth list)
– Designated with other memorials in Republican era together as Sun Yat-
sen Mausoleum Scenic Area






Identify attributes that shape the 
distinct character defining fea-
tures of the interwoven project.
– Feature: Beaux-Art design interweaved in temple site
– Concept: “Chinese Arlington”, a public group of memorial structures al-
lows automobile and walking
– Symbol: A monument site with the intention of showcasing Modernity, 
arousing patriotism, and establishing a “国殇圣域 (National sacred area 





Assess value based on historic 
and current standards, and find 
out what among these are main-
tained while that were lost.
– Value: historic, aesthetic, cultural, craftsmanship, material (as explained 
and analyzed in former sections)
– Loss: Political and part of cultural value embodied in architectural el-
ements, as well as artifacts on site including modern art and religious 







An interwoven project might in-
volve many stakeholders in its 
different phases, before, during, 
and after its construction. Iden-
tify the groups, how the groups 
changes, and their interrelation-
ship can help render the picture 
of who to be included, who to rely 
on, and who to ask for resource.
– The profound background of the site, as well as other similar sites, 
made it intractable for architects to design in the very first place, and 
preservation professionals to evaluate and propose with thoughtful vi-
sion. Whereas, the multipartite process that involved joint effort from 
stakeholders with varied social identities tied them back to the histor-
ic site. These once-participants have the potential resource from whom 
preservationists could get help. Though assistance is not endorsed in 
shared history, willingness can rise from interests in remains which per-
tain to stakeholders themselves, and from a multi-sectoral platform that 
creates mutual gains. 
– Before: local community (citizens), temple (monks)
– Decision: GMD government (Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Construction Com-
mittee), designers, construction company (Fu Ji Construction Company), 
temple (monks)
– After: GMD government, descendants, temple (monks), new community 
(for maintenance of Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum), local community, citizens 
(Nanjing), tourists (nationwide)
– Current:
– Linggu Temple: To consider the scenario that Linggu Temple is the actu-
al and daily owner, manager and operator of the cemetery, religion and 
related religious use could be an alternative for the adaptive reuse. The 
Memorial Hall, Cemetery No.1 and No.3, reconstructed Zhigong Hall, as 
well as the protected artifact (Feilai Jian and Zhigong Pagoda) are rough-
ly in the horizontal axis, this physical connection could be a link for the 
Linggu Temple to develop a new joint management plan. The Hall can 
hold activities and serve as study space for the monks (as a continuity 
in function); the central cemetery can hold open-air religious events; the 
third cemetery can be a solemn memorial landscape for the daily use of 
monks and tourists. When the thread can be lead and held in the hand of 
Linggu Temple, it is feasible to put the plans on paper into practical use.
– Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau: This is the main manag-
er, monitor and conservator department not only for the site, but also for 
other historic sites within the area in the Purple Mountain.
– Mingxiao Ling Mausoleum: In the design, Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, Mingx-
iao Ling Mausoleum and the National Memorial Cemetery were supposed 
to be the three main site in the area of Purple Mountain as major public 
cultural monuments. Because of their physical closeness connected by 
highway and roads, it is possible to link the sites tighter in relation to 
promote the cultural image of the city and its history.
– Repositories and Research Centers: Nanjing Archive, Nanjing Urban De-
velopment Archives, The Second Historical Archives of China:
– Government Departments: Nanjing Municipal Administration of Cultur-
al Heritage and Tourism, Jiangsu Provincial Department of Culture and 








Identify how current mechanism 
works on the site in the field of 
preservation. It can help make 
clear the participants and their 
role for better organizing and dis-
tributing voices.
– Main Body: Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau is responsi-
ble for most of the preservation and research-related events in the ceme-
tery, and have the right to charge ticket fees as income.
– Funding Source: Heritage Administration on national and provincial lev-
el because it is a national heritage. Locally funded by municipal govern-
ment with budget listed by Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum.
– Management: A collaborative management plan between Linggu Temple 
and preservation-related departments is urgent for the effectiveness of 
operational system and implementation of future plans. Nonetheless, as 
the system of preservation management is still developing in China, there 
is uncertainty and chance to refine and adapt existing frameworks to con-
dition with more complexity.
– Regulation and Policy: Only general directions from provincial heritage 
administrations and SACH are applied in preserving the site. No detailed 





Delicate balance exists in the site 
are probably tilted for some rea-
son. Identify what might cause 
devastating outcomes, the most 
urgent aspect to consider, and 
what might be flexible to change.
– Change in management mechanism is urgent, and should be accompa-
nied by a close allied network that can tie stakeholders together. The 
site is currently under a passive running system. However, its spirits and 
characteristics can be recovered through effort.
– As a modern heritage, its vacant space is versatile for multi-functional 
use that can hold contemporary activities. The restrictions for modern 
heritage, though designated as national cultural heritage, are more flexi-





– Interwoven: According to previous analysis, the corresponding strate-
gy is interwoven- to interweave, again, the new aspects of preservation 
proposal into the Cemetery. A detailed statement with hierarchy will be 
unpacked as supplement to the entire tool.
– Vision for the Cemetery is basically presenting its value to audience, ac-
tivates its value as public memorial site, and better organize and vitalize 





Identify current conflicts among 
participants involved and po-
tential ways to reconcile, which 
leads to the discussion of oppor-
tunity for better preservation in 
the future.
– Linggu Temple: The temple has no right to take ticket venues or use the 
remaining halls that belong to the cemetery due to ownership issues. As 
former main body, there is a gap between the temple and Sun Yat-sen 
mausoleum Administration Bureau, while neither shows any attempt to 
cooperate.
– Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum Administration Bureau: The Bureau is tak-
ing care of most preservation work in the Purple Mountain. As a result 
it has priority in preserving site, and departments that further divided 
work and responsibilities. Thus the unequal information between de-
partments, difficulty in gaining sufficient resource entangled with the 
complexity in the site itself creates a passive preservation system.
– Opportunity exists in the current regulation and policy. The fact that 
there is still not developed strategy for modern heritage, let alone refined 
regulations and laws. It can be expected that the cemetery has a less re-
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